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Hope this work will be a small addition to the umpteen development strategies designed to improve field facilitators capacities.
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ABSTRACT

CULTIVATING COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE TO DEVELOP LOCAL PREPAREDNESS FOR CLIMATE CHANGE

SEPTEMBER 2014

KONDA REDDY CHAVVA, B.A., SRI SATYA SAI INSTITUTE OF HIGHER LEARNING

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD

M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Cristine A. Smith

The goal of this research was to study the effectiveness of field facilitators’ (FFs) community of practice in improving ways in which FFs and farmers communicate and work together to strengthen farmers’ climate change preparedness through identifying locally suitable adaptation strategies in drought-prone districts of Andhra Pradesh State in India. In development initiatives like the one studied, FFs are often the key liaison person with each community—farmers in this case. FFs interact regularly with farmers, with whom they establish and sustain critical relationships over time. Further, they take the lead in building farmers’ capacities by contextualizing technical information that professionals provide to the farmers. Thus, they are uniquely positioned to directly interact with and broker the communications between farmers and technical professionals. One way to improve exchanges between FFs and farmers is through FFs
cultivating a *community of practice*, defined as a group of people with a shared interest pursuing common activities and learning to do them better.

The research addressed the question:

*What happened to (a) farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring, and (b) FFs’ and farmers’ communications and work together when project staff used the concept of communities of practice to initiate new project interventions?*

The study took place between August 2011 and October 2012 in the Strategic Pilot on Adaptation to Climate Change (SPACC) project. With a sample of eight FFs and seven farmers, I used interviews, field observation, review of FFs’ reports, and focus group discussions to collect data to answer the research question. I analyzed the data using Wenger, Trayner, and Laat’s (2011) framework on ‘value creation in communities and networks’. The study found that the FFs’ community of practice led to development of a shared repertoire of skills and resources, improved their training skills, and strengthened relationships amongst themselves. Also, the FFs’ collective practices (planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting) showed promise in engaging farmers in a sustained manner to influence farmer ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring. This study confirms the value of taking an action research approach to enable a community of practice to solve problems within a project.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement and Research Context

Problem Statement

Agriculture plays a significant role in the Indian economy as it provides employment to approximately 52% of the Indian population (GoI, 2014, p. 171). High agricultural production is perceived to be critical for domestic price stability and food security of the country. Sixty (60) % of the crop area is rain-fed (MoEF, 2004) and over 87% of the farmers are small and marginal land holders with land size less than five acres (Posani, 2009, p. 21). Given the small landholdings and the nature of rain-fed agriculture in India, the chances that small and marginal farmers will meet the demands of a growing population seems slim, even under the most favorable climatic conditions. If climate change leads, as predicted, to increased variations in surface temperatures and rainfall patterns leading to crop failures, farmers are even more at risk and lack resources to absorb the shocks of crop losses.

The current scenario is particularly worrisome as climate change models forecast a greater variability in rainfall and availability of water. The Government of India admits that the country has low adaptive capacity to withstand adverse impacts of climate change (MoEF, 2004). Climate change could cause degradation of the environment, agriculture productivity and livelihoods, and threaten food security. This, coupled with poor infrastructural facilities, weak institutional mechanisms and inadequate financial

1 In the official statistics of India “small” farmers are defined as cultivating more than 1 hectare but less than 2 hectares of land or less, “marginal” farmers as cultivating less than one hectare.
resources, could undermine the achievement of vital national development goals (MoEF, 2004).

Both the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations (UN) (2008) and International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) (2009) suggest that countries should develop meaningful and reliable databases and climate system models using locally collected data on climate, agriculture, natural resources, and markets. This undertaking will require a collaborative effort by the scientific community, farmer trainers (hereafter called field facilitators or FFs), and farmers in their local communities. However, lack of effective communication between field facilitators and farmers undermines farmer ownership of solutions to problems, which is critical to generate usable local data and identify adaptive climate change strategies.

The challenge is to improve ways by which field facilitators and farmers communicate and work together to strengthen farmers’ climate change preparedness through identifying locally suitable adaptation strategies. This research sought to create and test a set of processes and procedures to help field facilitators become better at communicating with farmers, organizing and managing farmer learning opportunities, reflecting on their own experiences while working with farmers, applying the learning from their reflections on their interactions with farmers to improve farmer learning over time, and at creating better mechanisms for reporting the outcomes of their work to their supervisors and other individuals in the project hierarchy. The goal of this dissertation is to contribute to improved understanding of the strategies that increase meaningful interaction between farmers and the field facilitators who strive to improve farmer preparedness to respond to the highly probable impacts of climate change.
Organization of this Dissertation

In Chapter One, I present the rationale of the research and the problem that this research addressed. Then I briefly discuss climate change and implications for food production and food security. Next, I discuss the current agrarian crisis in India and how ineffective agriculture sector policies have further exacerbated it. I then follow with a discussion about implications of climate change for Indian agriculture and allied sectors. I conclude the chapter with a discussion of the need to build farmers’ adaptive capacities and a brief overview of the past and current efforts made to build farmer preparedness for climate change in Andhra Pradesh State in south India.

In Chapter Two, I discuss several theories from existing research relevant to farmer and community participation. Following this, I discuss the usefulness of communities of practice in introducing FFs to new practices and assessing their influence on how FFs and farmers communicated and worked together.

In Chapter Three, I discuss the action research design for the study, the research methods and how data were collected, managed and analyzed in the conduct of the study.

In Chapter Four, I present the research findings. I begin with a discussion of findings from baseline data and follow it up with a discussion of the findings from action research interventions. The action research interventions included: FFs’ use of collective practices—planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting—to cultivate a community of practice; and project interventions intended to improve farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring.
In Chapter Five, I focus on the conclusions drawn from the research and implications for future research.

**Research Question**

The research addressed the larger conceptual concern of: *What happened to (a) farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring, and (b) FFs’ and farmers’ communications and work together when project staff used the concept of communities of practice to initiate new project interventions?*

The specific questions were:

- How did the action research interventions influence the way field facilitators and farmers communicated and worked with each other, according to FFs and farmers?
- How did the action research interventions influence farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring, according to FFs and farmers?
- What other factors, besides these project interventions, influenced FFs’ and farmers’ communications and work with each other, and influenced farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring?

I used Wenger, Trayner, and Laat’s (2011) framework on ‘value creation in communities and networks’ to help assess the “immediate”, “potential”, “applied”, and “realized” value of FFs’ community of practice. This assessment used multiple sets of

---

2 The action research interventions include: (a) FFs use of collective practices—collective planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting—to cultivate a community of practice; and (b) project interventions—CCAC vision building exercise and action plan 2012, orientation on roles and responsibilities, formation of CCAC sub-committees—implemented to improve farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and monitoring of weather parameters.
data generated by the study to portray a holistic picture of the value that the FFs’ community of practice created for them and for the farmer participants.

**Research Context**

I conducted the research in the Strategic Pilot on Adaptation to Climate Change (SPACC) project which was implemented in seven drought prone districts\(^3\) of Andhra Pradesh, funded by agencies of the United Nations (UN). The project goal was to strengthen the knowledge and capacities of communities to respond to climate variability and change impacts in pilot hydrological units (HUs) in seven drought-prone districts of Andhra Pradesh. The project was implemented in nine hydrological units, spread over 143 habitations covering about 134,442 hectares, with a population of 204,567. The project started on December 6, 2010 and lasted 3 years.

The Food and Agriculture Organization managed and disbursed the grant and supervised and provided technical guidance to the project. A regional Indian organization was responsible for execution of project activities, day-to-day monitoring and financial management. Nine partner non-governmental organizations\(^4\) in the region implemented the project activities, each with a field unit to implement the project activities. A field officer coordinated the field unit, supervising a team of five field facilitators (FFs) who implemented project activities. The FFs in each team included:

- A Professional Land and Water Management resource person, an agriculture graduate;

---

\(^3\) Anantapur, Chittoor, Kadapa, Kurnool, Mahabubnagar, Nalgonda, and Prakasam

\(^4\) Names of the nine partner non-governmental organizations and their field unit locations are enclosed as Appendix E
- A Professional Non-Formal Education resource person, a social science
  graduate with relatively more experience in working with and training rural
  communities; and
- Three Village Coordinators, all social science graduates.

Despite the different designations, all five individuals worked in close
coordination when implementing project activities. Their roles overlapped constantly.
Therefore, for purposes of this study, I coined a common term—field facilitators (FFs)—
for all the five.

The SPACC project facilitated the formation of community-based organizations
called Climate Change Adaptation Committees (CCACs). CCACs are farmer institutions
at the village level and represented populations vulnerable to drought and groundwater
scarcity. The habitation-level CCACs were federated at the Hydrological Unit (HU)
level to form HU-CCACs. At the HU level, the CCACs served as a platform for
populations vulnerable to drought and water scarcity because of climate
change/variability. As such, the CCACs were key farmers’ institutions that managed the
climate monitoring system at both the habitation and hydrological unit level and
disseminated information and knowledge on climate variability and change.

CCAC members were small landholders either with or without access to borewell
irrigation. They were “traditional” agriculturists; i.e., their families had been engaged in
agricultural activities for several generations. For the majority of these farmers,
agriculture was the primary livelihood. These farmers raised crops in two agricultural
seasons—traditionally wetter kharif season and drier rabi season. In kharif, their primary
water source was rain from the southwest monsoon which was sometimes supplemented
with borewell irrigation. In rabi, they primarily relied on borewell irrigation to raise crops. CCAC members participated in the project’s community meetings, trainings and other events with the objective of building their knowledge about climate change and enhancing their climate change preparedness and decision-making skills. CCACs were vital to the implementation of the project at the community and HU level. Some CCAC members volunteered to provide small pieces of their land for installation of weather monitoring equipment. Additionally, they collected daily weather data, recorded it in data books, and disseminated it by updating the display boards. Similarly, a few of them volunteered to provide their land to set up crop-based experiments to test the feasibility of adaptation options. Likewise, farmers participated in Farmers Climate Schools (FCS) to improve their understanding of the concepts of climate change and variability, increase their awareness of successful adaptation measures, and make better informed decisions to cope with climate change/variability.

Field facilitators, who occupied the lowest level in the project staff hierarchy, were nonetheless the project’s key liaison persons with each community—farmer participants and the CCACs. They were hired by the PNGOs. They were usually university graduates with experience in community work. Often they came from farm families and were quite conversant with norms and values of local communities. They resided in local communities or in adjoining towns. Their proximity and identification with local communities was important in their recruitment. FFs interacted with the farmers with whom they established and sustained critical relationships for effective implementation. Additionally, they took the lead in mobilizing farmer participants for project trainings and meetings. Furthermore, they organized trainings and workshops to
build farmers’ knowledge and skills. Therefore, positive relations built and sustained by FFs’ and farmers were critical to farmer participation in project activities.

In particular, FFs facilitated formation of CCACs, which required working with local communities to identify groups vulnerable to impacts of climate change and ensuring adequate representation by these vulnerable groups (including women) in CCACs. They participated in CCAC meetings, monitored their functioning and provided assistance as needed. This included assisting CCAC office bearers in setting meeting agenda, encouraging participation by all members in the discussions, exploring options and suggesting ways to resolve conflicts, aid in reaching group decisions on key issues concerning the CCAC and its individual members, and ensuring maintenance of records and documentation of meeting minutes.

FFs were periodically trained and provided technical inputs by the project to build their skills and capacities to improve their interactions with CCAC members. In turn, FFs organized capacity building trainings for the CCAC members to build the institutional capacities of the CCACs and facilitate functional linkages with other community based organizations (CBOs), scientific and technical institutions, and local-level officers to strengthen the community’s resilience to climate change and variability. Further, they introduced farmers to new agricultural skills and practices to improve their adaptive capacity in the face of climate change and variability. These included: organizing trainings for farmers on monitoring weather parameters, recording and disseminating weather data, and helping farmers’ perceive the impact of weather parameters on crop growth and agricultural operations; facilitating farmers-officers and scientists workshops to identify suitable adaptation options; assisting farmers to set up field experiments to test
the feasibility of different adaptation options; helping farmers monitor the field experiments to identify key learning and successful adaptation options; organizing Farmer Climate Schools to demystify the concepts of climate change and variability; increasing farmers’ awareness on successful adaptation measures; and helping them make better informed decisions to cope with climate change and variability. In all these ways the FFs were the face of the project at the community-level. Therefore, the effectiveness of their interactions with the community was the key to successful project implementation.

Additionally, field facilitators played a critical role in influencing interactions among other key stakeholders—*i.e.* farmers and project staff at various levels, which included technical experts. FFs were uniquely positioned to directly work with and broker the interactions between farmers and technical experts, both from the project and from other agencies. FFs played a critical role in facilitating the identification of community issues and farmer learning needs, the interrogation of technical information to demystify and contextualize it to farmer needs and the local socio-cultural environment, engaging farmers in the learning process, and providing “empowering” support to sustain their participation in the learning. Additionally, they brought to the attention of the project’s management and technical experts emerging issues and concerns affecting farmers’ participation, helped project management identify feasible strategies or solutions to address farmers’ concerns for sustained engagement of farmers in project activities. Thus, they helped the project’s management develop an essential understanding of the local issues. Usually, this was carried out in the context of reporting to the project’s management the effectiveness of various project interventions.
Significance of the Research

As action research, the study had some immediate effects on practice, as well as providing information to answer the research questions. Through the study, field facilitators had space to build a set of collective practices—collective planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting farmer training activities—to improve their interactions with CCAC members (refer to Appendix A for dissertation logic model). These practices were built during CCAC capacity building activities. Given their facilitating role, field facilitators occupied the institutional-social space where they could positively influence the mindsets of both farmers and technical professionals. Over the longer term, the findings of this research should help practitioners and policymakers improve designs, structures and support through which field facilitators and farmers communicate and work together in building farmer and community preparedness for climate change. The existence of new strategies for ameliorating the short and long-term effects of climate change through enhanced collaboration, negotiation, and participation in a community of practice (see page 48) will make it easier to collect and make use of local data/information to generate and disseminate adaptive strategies to climate change.

Additionally, the findings of this research offer strategies for new projects building on the potential created by the previous projects (see page 28) or an existing project undertaking mid-course correction and to address residual effects of the previous intervention, such as farmer adoption of practices introduced and issues in communication between farmers and FFs.
Climate Change and Implications for Food Production and Food Security

In this section, I discuss the definition of climate change and the potential impacts and consequences of climate change for agriculture food security and vulnerability of rural populations more globally. In the discussion, I bring the global analysis down to the local area where the study took place.

Definition of Climate Change

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2007), “Climate change refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties and that persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer. It refers to any change in climate over time, whether due to natural variability or as a result of human activity” (Bernstein, 2007, p. 30).

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), to which the Government of India is a party, refers to climate change as “a change of climate that is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and that is in addition to natural climate variability observed over comparable time periods” (Bernstein, 2007, p. 30).

Human activities since the advent of the industrial revolution, and particularly in the past 50 years, have predominantly contributed to an increased concentration of greenhouse gases, which are the primary drivers of the current global warming (Bernstein, 2007). In 2007, India ranks fifth in aggregate Green House Gas (GHG) emissions in the world, behind USA, China, EU and Russia (INCCA, 2010). Unfortunately, the world’s poor and food insecure (whose actions have least contributed to global warming) are the
most vulnerable to the potential impacts of climate change and have the least capacity to adapt. Therefore, building their preparedness to adapt to climate change is critical to improving farmers’ resilience and reducing their vulnerability.

**Impacts of Climate Change**

The IPCC’s fourth assessment report suggests that, although some areas will benefit from global warming in the short term, most areas will be adversely affected. Also, the report emphasizes that even “those areas that do benefit from global warming in the near to mid-term will eventually also suffer from declining productivity” (Glantz, Gomez, & Ramasamy, 2009, p. 8). Consequently, “the resilience\(^5\) of many ecosystems is likely to be exceeded this century by an unprecedented combination of climate change, associated disturbances (e.g. flooding, drought, wildfire, invasive pests, ocean acidification) and other global change drivers (e.g. land-use change, pollution, fragmentation of natural systems, and over-exploitation of resources)” (Bernstein, 2007, p. 48).

Various sections of the assessment report indicate that changes in the hydrological cycle will affect agriculture in general and food security specifically. “Migrations forced by climate change (for example, excessive heat, increased evaporation rates, or prolonged drought-induced crop failures, or flood) will further burden the already stretched agricultural resources and food supplies of regions that have managed to sustain productivity” (Glantz, Gomez, & Ramasamy, 2009, p. 8).

---

\(^5\) FAO defines *resiliency* as the capacity to cope successfully in the face of significant future risk. IPCC AR4 (2007) defines resilience as “the ability of a social or ecological system to absorb disturbances while retaining the same basic structure and ways of functioning, the capacity for self-organization, and the capacity to adapt to stress and change.” (p. 37)
Implications for Food Security

Climate change will adversely affect agricultural production and thereby undermine food security both at the global and local levels. FAO defines food security as “A situation that exists when people have access to sufficient amounts of safe and nutritious food for normal growth, development and an active and healthy life. Food insecurity may be caused by the unavailability of food, insufficient purchasing power, inappropriate distribution, or inadequate use of food at the household level.” (FAO, 2008, p. 12). FAO’s definition of food security has four dimensions – food availability, access to food, stability of food supply and utilization of food. Though market forces may govern food security in the short term, “stability and sustainability of food production and food supply, environmental factors become crucial” in the long run (p. 2) and climate change will negatively affect all dimensions of food security.

Vulnerability

“Vulnerability is generally defined as a function of risk and exposure. Vulnerability with regard to climate change implies that people are exposed to aspects of climate that are changing in ways that will either generate or increase risk, which implies a potential loss of something valued” (Glantz, Gomez, & Ramasamy, 2009, p. 17). Food production is subject to vulnerability because of changes in suitability or availability of arable land and water and because of the inability of crops and animals to adjust to relatively sudden climatic changes. Small-scale, rain-fed farming systems could be particularly vulnerable to climate change (FAO, 2008). For food security, the risk is
reduced access to food supplies leading to poorer nutrition than would be expected under normal climate conditions. The world’s poor and food insecure are the most vulnerable to the potential impacts of climate change and have the least capacity to adapt. They are often highly exposed to natural hazards, greatly dependent on climate-sensitive resources and have limited economic and technological options. The ability of individuals to cope with climate change impacts depends on economic development and institutional support as well as cultural and socio-economic factors, such as household composition and distribution of household assets.

Vulnerability to climate change is also gender differentiated (Lambrou & Piana, 2006). The risks associated with climate change threaten to reinforce gender inequalities and even erode progress that has been made towards gender equality in many developing countries. Poor women’s limited access to resources, restricted rights, and limited mobility and voice in community and household decision making can make them much more vulnerable than men to the effects of climate change (UNDP, 2010). Lambrou and Piana (2006) point out that, in the event of an increase in water scarcity caused by climate change, women would most likely be expected to bear the additional burden of looking for water and ensuring their family’s food security. Additionally, they argue that in general, women represent the majority of low-income earners who are imprisoned in cycles of dependency and have to struggle each day to meet their household needs and take care of their families. They indicate that impacts of more frequent extreme weather events will be gender differentiated, including:

- Increased male migration, which could lead to an increased burden of women's responsibilities and chores both inside and outside the house;
• Changes in cropping and livestock production that could further accentuate gender stereotypes in division of labour and income opportunities; and

• Increased difficulties in access to basic resources needed for day-to-day family upkeep, such as fuel wood and water that could lead to increased workload for women and children.

Lambrou and Piana (2006) conclude that female farmers contribute less to climate change than male farmers but are more vulnerable to it. Kelkar’s study on how Adivasi women cope with climate change (2009) points out that climate change presents an additional challenge to most indigenous peoples, particularly women. Often women and marginalized groups, including ethnic minorities, have little influence over decision-making processes. In addition, women lack resources or access to credit and property rights, thus increasing their vulnerability and reducing their adaptive capacity (FAO, 2009, p. 3).

The Indian Agrarian Crisis and Climate Change

The Government of India has acknowledged that India is particularly vulnerable to the adverse impacts of climate change since a majority of the Indian population is dependent on agriculture and allied sectors, which are climate sensitive (MoEF, 2004). Despite providing a livelihood for a majority of the population, the share of agriculture in the gross domestic product has been declining steadily from 36.4% in 1982-83 to 13.9% in 2013-14 (GoI, 2014, p. 137). Increased growth in this sector would push the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) upwards and make that growth more inclusive and equitable as it employs a large labor force and supplies raw material to agro-based industries (MoEF,
In addition, high agricultural production is critical for domestic price stability and food security of the developing economy and burgeoning population (MoEF, 2004). As the population increases, demand for food grains also grows, and the onus of addressing this growing demand for food grains resides with the farmer, an overwhelming majority of them are small and marginal landholders in India.

To compound the situation “Indian agriculture is monsoon dependent, with over 60% of the crop area under rain-fed agriculture, which is highly vulnerable to climate variability and change.” (MoEF, 2004, p. 59). The southwest monsoon is the most important feature of the Indian climate because it delivers over 75% of the annual rainfall in a span of four months (MoEF, 2004; Prabhakar & Shaw, 2008). If climate change leads to variations in surface temperatures and rainfall patterns leading to crop failures, small farmers are even more at risk as they lack resources to absorb the shocks of crop losses. Their current inability to cope with the consequences of climate change can and does adversely affect the stability of food supply and access to food in the country.

With the introduction of the Green Revolution in India, agriculture increasingly became dependent on groundwater resources (Varshney, 1995). More than 55% of all irrigation water needs are met from groundwater. Additionally, more than 80% of all rural domestic water supplies and all rural cottage and small-scale industries are dependent on groundwater (Parikh, 2007). This dependence has forced more farmers and rural water supply agencies to invest huge sums on dependable irrigation sources in the form of drilling of borewells. It is estimated that currently there are over 26 million borewells in the country (Mukherji & Shah, 2005, p. 54). More than 15% of these wells have been abandoned in recent years due to the lowering of groundwater levels or
deterioration in groundwater quality. Another 15% of the wells are functional only for three to six months of the year (Mukherji & Shah, 2005, p. 54). Over-exploitation of groundwater is thus a matter of great concern.

New crops, fertilizers and farming practices put in place by the Green Revolution replaced farmers’ traditional knowledge base (Mishra, 2007; Shiva, 2002). Over time, farmers, who were deskillled by the Green Revolution, have become more and more dependent on external assistance in dealing with everyday agricultural issues (Mishra, 2007).

Political and economic factors have deeply impacted agricultural production and groundwater use in post-independence India. Indiscriminate use of groundwater and overdependence on external inputs for agricultural production has led to the current agrarian crisis. The current scenario is particularly worrisome as climate change scenarios forecast a greater variability in rainfall and availability of water (MoEF, 2004). This complicates the Indian Government’s efforts to stabilize food prices and ensure food security. For example, devaluation of the rupee in the 1990s meant that Indian agriculture produce became cheaper and thus more attractive in the world market. This led to an export drive and a major shift in farming practices. Farmers moved away from growing a mixed bag of subsistence crops to focusing on raising single cash crops (Shiva, 2002; McGhie, 2005). This move to grow cash crops (such as cotton, sugarcane, and floriculture, for example) demanded hugely increased farm inputs – water, fertilizer, and pesticides—that also had a significant impact on farmers’ debt (McGhie, 2005). When borewells started to dry up, farmers increasingly resorted to borrowing money to drill deeper or alternate borewells. Farmers have faced an erosion of their real income as the
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6 Cash crop is a crop grown for profit.
aggregate price index for consumer goods has been higher than growth in price index for agricultural commodities. The steep rise in agriculture input costs, volatility in the markets, withdrawal of agricultural support services, and lack of access to banking credit has plunged the farmers into deep debt (McGhie, 2005).

Presently, there is no strong advocate for the small farmer in India. Post-independence land reform policies were left in the hands of each state. In the absence of a national policy, land reforms failed and resulted in a further structural divide between rich and poor farmers (Varshney, 1995). The communalization of politics in India in the 1990s further diluted the political obligation of the existing parties to appeal to ‘the village’ or ‘the farmers’ (Posani, 2009). Ethnic and communal affiliations amongst farmers have weakened the farmers’ movements and their bargaining power as an undivided farmer group.

**Ineffective Agriculture Sector Policies**

In this section, I discuss three areas where ineffective agriculture sector policy development impacted directly on the project context in which the study took place. The discussion is intended to help the reader better understand the weak policy backdrop for the project and to provide information on specific issues that emerge from the analysis of data gathered from both field facilitators and farmers during the study.

**Groundwater:** The current dependence on groundwater irrigation started largely as a viable alternate option to surface irrigation (Mukherji & Shah, 2005; Sinha, Sharma, & Scott, 2006; World Bank, 2009). Surface irrigation infrastructure requires massive public investment and involves complex institutional mechanisms. However,
private individual farmers, drilling borewells on their farms and controlling resource usage, largely financed groundwater irrigation. This absolved the government from investing in and creating a surface irrigation infrastructure.

Effective management of the groundwater resource has been a failure largely because of groundwater users’ inability to understand the resource dynamics. Access to groundwater is through right of capture. This open access nature of the resource, its invisibility, and consequent inability of groundwater users to perceive the extent and quantity of the resource and their efforts towards profit maximization led to its overdevelopment (Moench, 1992). Given that the government did not incur any costs in exploiting or providing access to the groundwater resources, it did not make efforts to regulate resource use. Thus, it is a typical case of failure of common property resource management (Sinha, Sharma, & Scott, 2006).

Demand for groundwater in agriculture depends upon what farmers grow. Market demand, market linkages, and economic returns all influence farmers’ crop choices. Over the past few decades, government agricultural policies have inadvertently encouraged production of water-intensive crops. In striving to achieve food security, government input subsidies and procurement policies have undermined sustainable management of natural resources (Sinha, Sharma, & Scott, 2006).

**Electrical power distribution:** To facilitate groundwater access for agriculture and socio-economic development of the rural areas, electricity is provided at a very low cost. Over the years, the share of the agriculture sector in electricity sales went up, while revenue realization has remained extremely low (Sinha, Sharma, & Scott, 2006). The high commercial losses undermine investment in distribution infrastructure.
Consequently, the quality of power supply has been characterized by low voltage, frequent outages, breakdowns, burnouts, and restriction of supply to non-peak hours. Unreliability of electricity supply encourages farmers to pump water during all hours when electricity is available (Sinha, Sharma, & Scott, 2006). This contributes to overexploitation of the groundwater resource and wastage of precious water resources.

Electrical power distribution policy interventions have undermined revenue collection from agricultural users. Governments have either used a fixed rate system or populist measures such as subsidized tariff, free electricity supply, or waiver of electricity dues. To reduce transaction costs in meter reading and bill distribution across millions of pump users dispersed across the countryside, electricity boards charge farmers a flat rate based on the installed pump capacity. Farmers often underreport the capacity of their pump sets and thus underpay their dues. Pricing of electricity for agricultural users, across several Indian states, is not only about farmers’ readiness to pay, but also about politicians’ willingness to charge (Sinha, Sharma, & Scott, 2006).

**Food subsidies:** To ensure food security, the Government of India pursues a twin strategy of offering incentives to farmers to produce food grains and providing food grains at affordable prices to vulnerable segments of the population (Sinha, Sharma, & Scott, 2006). The government offers a minimum support price (MSP) to farmers and procures food grains through the Food Corporation of India (FCI). The minimum support price is offered to farmers in the form of assured market for select food grains. Analysis of the food subsidies offered to farmers show that relatively high MSPs and procurement of grains with no upper bounds on quantities has skewed cropping patterns in favor of high water consuming crops such as wheat and rice. Nearly half of the paddy
procurement was from the states of Haryana and Punjab, followed by Andhra Pradesh and Chattisgarh. However, mostly large farmers in these states have cornered the benefits of the subsidies, leaving out small and marginal farmers (Sinha, Sharma, & Scott, 2006).

**Economic and Social Consequences of Over-Exploitation of Groundwater**

Helping farmers better understand the economic and social consequences of groundwater over-exploitation is thought to be key to helping change farmers’ attitudes and practices related to groundwater use. These consequences include decreased quality of drinking water, deterioration of agricultural livelihoods, degradation of the environment, financial difficulties, and instability in the availability of groundwater. Helping field facilitators develop communications strategies that promote informed and equitable discussions of these consequences has been a goal of the SPACC project since its inception and is considered a major contribution to the development of individual and collective preparedness for the impacts of climate change.

**Decreasing Quality of Safe Drinking Water:** Over 85% of drinking water supplies in rural areas are dependent on groundwater. Indiscriminate use of groundwater resources has resulted in a steep fall in water levels and more aquifers have become unsustainable. This threatens water supply for irrigation as well as domestic and drinking water consumption. Increasingly, large number of habitations covered by rural water supply schemes slip back into the “partial covered” or “not covered” categories due to inadequate resources (World Bank, 2009). Further, overexploitation is leading to pollution of the resource and making it unsafe for drinking water use. Given the critical importance of water in daily life, further decline of water levels will not only threaten the
achievement of the safe drinking water target, but also undermine improvements in education, health and nutrition, gender relations, and poverty reduction (World Bank, 2009).

**Deteriorating Agricultural Livelihoods:** About 15% of the groundwater resources used for irrigation have been identified as overexploited zones (World Bank, 2009). Farmers in these areas sow crops without an adequate estimate of the availability of groundwater resource. Failure of monsoons at critical crop stages induces farmers to supplement water from borewells. When borewells go dry, farmers in their frantic efforts to save the standing crop resort to drilling deeper or drilling another well. Often, they raise money from private moneylenders for the additional drilling. Failure to access water and consequent loss of crops drives them into a vicious debt cycle. Between the years 1995-2004, 156,562 farmers committed suicide across several states in India (Mishra, 2007). The number of deaths attests to the gravity of the problem. Several state governments were forced to offer emergency relief measures to stem the suicides.

**Environmental Degradation:** Environmental concerns about depleting groundwater resources focus on pollution and quality degradation of the resource. However, a range of environmental benefits accrue from stable groundwater levels. Given the increasingly variable monsoon rainfall, with the growing majority of precipitation occurring in short spells, groundwater plays a critical buffering role in sustaining springs, inland wetlands, and base flows in rivers during the dry season (World Bank, 2009). These naturally occurring sources play a crucial role in sustainability of inland aquatic systems, vegetation species that are important sources of food, fuel, and timber for dependent communities, and animal species. Groundwater is integrally linked
to hydrological, ecological, and human ecosystems (World Bank, 2009). Overexploitation and quality degradation of the groundwater resource could undermine these.

**Fiscal Problems:** It is often argued that small and marginal farmers, who constitute over four fifths of all farmers in India, need state support to undertake agricultural operations. As noted earlier, minimum support prices (MSP) and free or subsidized electricity tariffs are two predominant strategies governments use to aid farmers. States that provide free or subsidized electricity to farmers are characterized by indiscriminate use of groundwater, a steep fall in the groundwater table, and aquifers reaching unsustainable limits. The MSPs and subsidized electricity may have provided short-term relief to the farmers while undermining their future. But depleting water levels and lack of access to water at critical crop stages causes despair and forces these farmers to resort to extreme measures (such as suicide). Mounting subsidies have put an unsustainable burden on state budgets and have contributed to the bankruptcy of state electricity boards (World Bank, 2009). Subsidies have further undermined farmers’ interests and have contributed as well to the growing agrarian crisis.

**Unstable Availability of Groundwater:** Groundwater provides an assured source of water supply. This helps stabilize water flows during peak and dry seasons. As most groundwater sources react slowly to changes in rainfall, they buffer farmers from the vagaries of the monsoon. In rain-deficit years, farmers and water supply utilities can resort to groundwater use to offset shortages in surface water supplies. Climate change scenarios forecast that the variability in rainfall in India could increase, leading to bursts of rainfall in short durations followed by long dry spells (World Bank, 2009; MoEF,
Also, the drier parts of the country may witness a decrease in rainfall. This increases the dependence on groundwater to stabilize water supplies. However, the percentage of overexploited aquifers is increasing at a rapid pace. At the same time, in hard rock layers of peninsular India, the recharge rates are low and only a small percentage of the rainfall recharges the aquifers. The variability in rainfall can lead to more runoff and low recharge. This may significantly impact availability of groundwater (World Bank, 2009). Thus, climate change may further exacerbate the negative socio-economic consequences of groundwater overexploitation.

**Implications of Climate Change for Indian Agriculture and Allied Sectors**

The Government of India prepared *India’s Initial National Communication* (MoEF, 2004) towards its commitment to the United Nations Framework Communication on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The table below summarizes projections of climate variables and impacts for the 2050s:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenomenon and direction of trend in weather and climate events</th>
<th>Possible impacts on agriculture and related sectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An all-round increase in temperatures and a general increase in monsoon precipitation in the monsoon season.</td>
<td>– Acceleration of the hydrologic cycle, altering rainfall magnitude and timing of run-off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Increases in incidence of extreme weather events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Increases in temperatures leading to rise in sea levels, resulting in land loss and population displacement, increased flooding of low-lying coastal areas, loss of yield and employment resulting from inundation and salinization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Damage to natural ecosystems, such as wetlands, mangroves and coral reefs, grasslands and mountain ecosystems, undermining biodiversity and adversely affecting local communities dependent on the ecosystems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Increases in vector and water-borne diseases, negatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenomenon and direction of trend in weather and climate events</td>
<td>Possible impacts on agriculture and related sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A large spatial variation in the relative increase in monsoon precipitation. | -- Variability may affect rain-fed crops, such as pulses, significantly.  
-- Impact on short season crops such as vegetables because of variations in rainfall during critical crop-growth stages.  
-- Damage to fruit because of weather changes during critical periods. |
| An overall decrease in the number of rainy days over a major part of the country. | -- Threats to agriculture and food security, since agriculture is monsoon dependent and rain-fed agriculture dominates in many states.  
-- Inadequate amounts of water at critical crop growth stage stages.  
-- Increase in frequency and intensity of droughts and floods can affect production on small and marginal farms.  
-- Water stress and reduction in the availability of fresh water. |
| An overall increase in the rainy day intensity by 1-4 mm/day. | -- Increase in rainfall intensity results in higher runoff and affects groundwater quality in alluvial aquifers.  
-- Negative impact of changes in weather at critical growth points of short season crops. |
| An increase in the temperature (maximum and minimum) of the order of 2-4°C over the southern region that may exceed 4°C over the northern region | -- Increase energy requirements and adversely impact climate-sensitive industry and infrastructure.  
-- Rising sea level rise and melting of glaciers adversely affects the water balance in different parts of India and quality of groundwater along the coastal plains.  
-- Increased demand for groundwater leads to further exploitation of the fast depleting resource.  
-- Changes in pest scenario, soil moisture storage, irrigation water availability, mineralization of nutrients, and socio-economic changes impact negatively on agricultural production. |

The adverse impacts of climate change could cause environmental degradation, further deteriorate agriculture productivity and livelihoods, and threaten food security. This coupled with poor infrastructural facilities, weak institutional mechanisms and
inadequate financial resources make the country particularly vulnerable (MoEF, 2004). India is seriously concerned with the possible impacts of climate change. Further, achievement of vital national development goals related to other systems, such as habitats, health, energy demand, and infrastructure investments, would be adversely affected.

**Building Farmers’ Adaptive Capacity**

Adaptation should reduce vulnerability to climate change. “Adaptation is adjustment in natural or human systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderate harm or exploit beneficial opportunities” (Glantz, Gomez, & Ramasamy, 2009, p. 35). A host of agro-climatic factors – for example, the nature of soil, biomass, wind velocity and direction, water resources, temperature, and altitude – influence the impact of climate change, thus making the effects of climate change local and location specific. Historically, farmers have developed mostly reactive mechanisms to cope with climatic variability. Rarely have these coping mechanisms, which have been reactions to the immediate situation rather than long-term solutions, been approached proactively (FAO, 2008). Since the impacts of climate change will vary with time, it is also critical to build farmer capacity to prepare for climatic variability, which “refers to variations in the mean state and other statistics of the climate on all temporal and spatial scales beyond that of individual weather events” (FAO, 2008, p. 18).

FAO (2008) states that adaptation, which involves either moderating the harm or exploiting the beneficial opportunities of climate change, should be the immediate concern and that the response needs to be local and location specific. Effective adaptation
strategies should tap the body of knowledge within local communities on coping with climatic variability and extreme weather events. Indigenous knowledge and local coping mechanisms are a key baseline and starting point for adaptation planning. Adaptation planning should involve both short-term preparedness and long-term adaptation. The unpredictability of weather patterns and increasing frequency of natural disasters calls for preparedness amongst farmers and communities. Preparedness equips farmers and communities to cope with unpredictable events and mitigates the negative outcomes of climatic variability. It involves collective identification, assessment, and prioritization of risks. This is followed by rational application of resources to monitor, control, and minimize the impact of unforeseen events. Over time, preparedness helps farmers and communities adapt to climatic changes.

Thus, it is imperative to facilitate the convergence of local farmers’ knowledge with more scientific knowledge (FAO, 2008; IFPRI, 2009). To enable this, countries must develop meaningful and reliable databases and climate system models using locally collected data on climate, agriculture, natural resources, and markets. The Government of India’s National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) launched in 2008 also calls for convergence and integration of traditional knowledge and practice systems, information technology, geospatial technologies and biotechnology to improve farmers’ preparedness to climate change (GoI, 2008). Such models can provide more consistent data to estimate future local conditions with an increasing degree of accuracy. While this helps build information sources or fill gaps in data on climatic variability at regional and national level, it could also be used to provide farmers and local communities with reliable information and practical concepts that they can use in their adaptation and
planning (FAO, 2008). Thus, a collaborative effort by the scientific community, farmer facilitators, farmers and local communities to build information and knowledge bases could benefit all.

**Building Farmer Preparedness for Climate Change in Andhra Pradesh, India**

FAO and its partner Bharathi Integrated Rural Development Society have made sustained efforts since 2004 to build farmer preparedness in seven drought-prone districts of the state of Andhra Pradesh in South India. As noted earlier in this chapter, nine partner nongovernmental organizations\(^7\) implemented the previous groundwater management project\(^8\) between 2004 and 2010, and then evolved as the implementing agencies for the new climate change project\(^9\) in which this research took place.

The previous project addressed the issue of groundwater depletion using the demand-side approach to management of groundwater. The project worked to enhance the ability of farmers, water user groups, and communities to manage their groundwater resources in a judicious and sustainable manner. Towards this end, the project used an integrated multi-disciplinary approach, addressing hydrological, agro-technical, institutional, and social aspects of village life and livelihoods. The project facilitated the formation of Groundwater Monitoring Committees—638 farmer committees at the habitation level that monitored groundwater resources in the particular habitation. These committees were then federated into 63 Hydrological Unit Networks at the hydrological unit level. The previous project was successful in building the capacities of these farmer institutions to manage groundwater resources based on locally generated data that has
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\(^7\) Names of the nine NGOs and their field unit locations are enclosed as Appendix E.

\(^8\) Andhra Pradesh Farmer Managed Groundwater Systems (APFAMGS) project

\(^9\) Strategic Pilot on Adaptation to Climate Change (SPACC) project
scientific validity, with the assistance of the local NGOs. Also, these farmer institutions took lead in dissemination of data, identifying and resolving issues related to water and agriculture, and acted as a platform for collective management of groundwater resources.

Farmer participants across several habitations of the previous project adopted a wide range of soil and water conservation practices to improve groundwater availability in their respective hydrological units and across the project area. These strategies gave them the same or greater returns with reduced draw down of sub-surface water. Farmers in 638 habitations demonstrated that groundwater use could be reduced appreciably through relatively simple practices at the farm level and by adopting new water saving techniques. Also, this substantially reduced new investments in drilling borewells and focused on efficient utilization of existing groundwater resources (World Bank, 2009; FAO, 2008; The Economist, 2010). Farmer institutions, such as Hydrological Unit Networks, emerged as the main vehicle to federate the farmers.

There has been considerable variability in the monsoon in recent years in Andhra Pradesh. This affected agriculture operations in the previous project area. FAO and the implementing partners of that project explored additional funding opportunities to continue to work with farmers to build their adaptive capacity to climate variability and change. They were successful in mobilizing additional funds, although there was a time lag of two years\textsuperscript{10} between the closure of the previous groundwater management project and the start of the new climate change adaptation project. This time lag affected field operations of the partner NGOs. Critical support needed to strengthen farmer institutions—the groundwater committees and hydrological unit networks—could not be

\textsuperscript{10} Field operations in APFAMGS project came to a close by mid-2009 and field operations in SPACC project started in mid-2011.
provided. Consequently, there were gaps in data collection and dissemination. The inability of these farmer institutions to ensure farmer compliance to crop-water plans led to a fall in groundwater levels and farmers resorted to drilling borewells to further depths.

The goal of the new SPACC project was to strengthen the knowledge and capacities of communities to respond to climate variability and change impacts in pilot hydrological units in seven drought-prone districts of Andhra Pradesh. In consultation with the farmer institutions, the project reconfigured them as Climate Change Adaptation Committees (CCACs). The membership of the farmer institutions was expanded to other vulnerable groups and their terms of reference were extended. At the village level, farmer committees were reconfigured to form CCACs. The village-level CCACs were federated at the hydrological unit level into HU-level CCACs.

Each implementing partner of the SPACC project set up a field unit to implement the project activities. FFs, in each field unit, interacted with farmers on a daily basis to establish and sustain critical relationships with individual farmers and local communities. They participated in monthly meetings of village-level CCACs and quarterly meetings of HU-CCACs, monitored their functioning and provided assistance as needed. Further, they organized trainings and workshops to build farmers’ knowledge and skills. Between September 2011 and October 2012, these FFs implemented a series of capacity building activities to build the institutional strength of CCACs, increase their awareness of the concepts of climate change, variability, the need to adapt to climate variability. As noted earlier, the CCAC capacity building helped clarify roles and institute a planning process that resulted in CCAC-developed action plans for moving the project ahead in each field unit.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Adaptation planning for addressing the impacts of climate change at the local level calls for participatory knowledge generation, collaborative action and information dissemination strategies that involve farmers and local communities in dialogue with field facilitators and the scientific community. These strategies are highly dependent on the development of communities of practice, both amongst field facilitators and farmers. The underlying assumption is, as Maguire (1987) phrases it, “we both (in this case all) know some things; neither of us knows everything. Working together, we will know more, and we will both learn more about how to know” (cited in Selener, 1997, p. 36).

In this chapter, I explore the literature about the value and process of increasing ownership of project interventions amongst farmers, wherein the “objects” of research (farmers) become the “subjects” and partners in the learning process, contributing actively to program design and implementation, and eventually playing a role in policy making (Selener, 1997).

In doing so, I examine several theories and related research studies that are relevant to the question of increasing farmer participation and ownership in efforts to improve their adaptive capacity and preparedness in the face of adverse impacts of climate change. I define farmer ownership as farmers (a) being sufficiently motivated to participate in training to learn new skills and knowledge and (b) practicing the acquired skills and knowledge, as they perceive them to be beneficial in the short term as well as in the long term. On the other hand, participation is more than just attending. It entails
actively engaging in discussions to share their experiences, views and ideas. The various theories on participation include:

1. Participation Theory
2. Negotiation Theory
3. Collaboration Theory
4. Systems Theory

**Participation Theory**

Participatory theory views “cognitive change as the prime prerequisite for behavioral change and conflict resolution” (Leeuwis, 2000, p. 940). The assumption is that “participation is intrinsically a good thing, especially for the participants” (Cleaver, 2001, p. 36). Participation entails active contribution of local knowledge and resources by the local people for self-reliant development. For example, while agricultural scientists and field facilitators may have generalized knowledge of good practices and techniques, their knowledge of what works well in the local context is incomplete. To understand local realities and what works in the local situation, field facilitators need to be open to learning the specifics of the local context from farmers and community members who may be less educated and who articulate their knowledge in non-academic ways.

Participatory processes stress the importance of joint situation and problem analysis and collaborative learning. Empowerment of the local people and self-reliant development calls for reversals of conventional power from outsiders as “uppers” to local people as “lowers” (Chambers, 1997).
Leeuwis (2000) points out that participatory discourse uses three types of arguments to advocate for a participatory approach in any intervention process:

- **Instrumental argument**: Use of participatory methods facilitates generation of authentic information from the local people.

- **Ideological/normative argument**: It is morally imperative to enable the local people to participate in efforts that aim to change or improve their own situation.

- **Political argument**: Effective participation in the development process leads to empowerment of the local people and transforms the conditions affecting their growth.

All arguments in support of participation rest on similar conceptual ideas that change comes about as a result of social learning (Leeuwis, 2000). Several of these arguments are discussed below:

- **Primacy of joint situation and problem analysis**: It is presumed that lack of collective knowledge and skills are key obstacles to comprehensive change and development. Therefore, joint exploration of the problem or issue by the local people and interventionists leads to “a better or a more widely-shared understanding of the situation” (Leeuwis, 2000, p. 936).

- **Emphasis on communication and communicative action**: A variety of tools and exercises are used to facilitate participation of the local people and enhance communication between them and the interventionists. This “reflects the idea that social learning can benefit a great deal from the effective and open communication of stakeholder ideas and perspectives. The role of the facilitator is to support this type of communication” (p. 937).
• **Selection of participants:** Participatory processes call for participation of all relevant stakeholders, which leads to a shared understanding. It is assumed that this inclusive approach in conjunction with social learning can overcome conflicts of interest between different parties.

It is assumed that participation in the participatory planning processes creates greater awareness amongst community stakeholders of their own resources, and thereby facilitates radical transformation of social reality and improvement in the lives of the people involved. Therefore, program planners and implementers should focus on getting the techniques right for successful implementation. By doing so, “participation has become an act of faith in development, something we believe in and rarely question.” (Cleaver, 2001, p. 36).

**Typologies of Participation**

In the history of development starting from the 1940s, participation has come to be influenced by ideological, political, social, and methodological aspects, giving rise to various typologies (Reed, 2008). These typologies do not provide competing viewpoints; rather, they help us understand the type of participation used in a particular context or identify the participatory approach or methods relevant to the given situation (Reed, 2008). A review of the participation typologies shows that they are implicitly normative, suggesting progression towards increased participation of the people leading to their empowerment and taking charge of the process (Pretty, 1995; Selener, 1997; Cornwall, 2008). Reed (2008) categorized the participation typologies into four broad classes based on their focus. They are:
- Degrees of participation on a continuum;
- Nature of participation according to the direction of communication flows;
- Theoretical basis, essentially distinguishing between normative and/or pragmatic participation; and
- Objectives for which participation is used.

These typologies can help all levels of program stakeholders—program managers, project staff, and program participants—understand the type of participation in use in a particular context or identify the participatory approach or methods relevant to a given situation.

**Conceptual Shortcomings of the Participatory Models**

Participatory concepts and processes have contributed immensely to and deeply impacted community development efforts over the past six to seven decades. There is widespread adoption of the language of participation across a spectrum of institutions, from radical NGOs to local government bodies to the World Bank (Cornwall, 2008). However, the stress on planning and consensus building at the local level is based on assumptions that communities at the local level are homogenous units – which they are not in reality. Leeuwis (2000) points out that, “advocates of participatory methodologies tend to disregard a range of other strategies or policy instruments which may help to change practices, interests and eventually, perceptions in the context of conflict resolution” (p. 940). His argument is that participatory practitioners fail to see that bringing all relevant stakeholders on a common platform for social action doesn’t automatically translate into these different stakeholders setting aside their conflicting
interests – personal and/or institutional – during the planning and subsequent implementation.

In participatory development discourse, “people’s knowledge or local knowledge is seen as a fixed commodity that people intrinsically have and own” (Kothari, 2001, p. 141). She argues, rather, that:

knowledge is culturally, socially and politically produced and is continuously reformulated as a powerful normative construct. Knowledge is thus an accumulation of social norms, rituals and practices that, far from being constructed in isolation from power relations, is embedded in them (or against them) (Kothari, 2001, p. 141).

Mosse (2001) points out that, local relations of power, authority and gender strongly shape production of knowledge at the local level. For example, is the knowledge being produced by a farmer with large land holdings, who has access to irrigation, or is knowledge being produced by the small and marginal farmer whose borewells are drying up, or is it by the agriculture laborer, or is it by the woman farmer who deals with day-to-day agriculture operations, or is it by the male farmer who is primarily concerned with purchases and marketing of produce?

Most participatory exercises are usually public events conducted in the village commons. The public nature of the event makes it political, and the open-ended nature of the participatory planning process makes it susceptible to dominance by local authority or outsiders and muting of the oppressed voices (Mosse, 2001). For example, patriarchy-based socialization can restrict women’s presence and participation in decision-making bodies. This can lead to prior restraint/exclusion of their issues and concerns from the
planning process (Lambrou & Piana, 2006). Hailey (2001) calls attention to the collective nature and general acceptance of social and power differentials in developing societies. Citing the work of Hofstede and Trompenaars, he suggests that participation is construed differently in societies characterized by collectivist tendencies and high power distance when compared to western cultures characterized by individualism and low power distance. Thus, “the process of participation is not universal and is contingent on different cultural norms and assumptions” (Hailey, 2001, p. 97).

In addition, the expectation that the planning process should produce a concrete plan of action leads to suppressing divergent voices in favor of artificial/symbolic consensus (Mosse, 2001), especially where all participating stakeholders are not on an equal footing. Additionally, despite the rhetoric of participation, planning negotiations between the project implementers and local people are not between equals. Mosse (2001) indicates that project facilitators are not passive participants. They shape and direct the research tools, discussion topics, recording of information, and consolidating the data. He draws attention to the fact that Participatory Rural Appraisals (PRAs) rarely reveal any alternatives to the official view of the problem. Thus, there is a distinct risk that the local knowledge generated in PRAs can be an “expression of outsider agendas” (p. 19). Accordingly, agencies can use PRAs or people’s knowledge “to advance and legitimize the project’s own development agenda” (p. 22).

Mosse (2001) also points out that often program decisions are made “with little reference to locally produced knowledge” (p. 23). He states that PRA charts and diagrams often end up as attractive wall decorations symbolizing “participatory intentions and legitimizing decisions already made” (p. 23). He argues that it is simplistic to assume
that improved access to local information leads to participatory decision making. Project priorities are often influenced by the wider institutional and instrumental setting in which they operate and the need to maintain relationships with local government, senior management, research institutions or donor advisers. Project managers may have to compromise to suit the distinct development agendas of these key players. Also, project plans and activities are “shaped by the project’s engagement in wider coalitions contending for influence within national or international policy arenas” (Mosse, 2001, p. 24). Further, project decisions and implementation are constrained by organizational systems and procedures, such as budgeting timeframes, procedures for approval, sanctioning, fund disbursement, and procurement. Given these operational dynamics and constraints, field facilitators develop their own interpretations of farmers’ needs and project goals and design intervention strategies that balance the needs of the project management with local needs (Mosse, 2001). However, when fieldworkers do not engage in collective planning, reflection, and documentation of their interactions with farmers, it could affect continuity between interactions, and undermine farmer ownership of the process as well as the sustainability of the intervention.

In discussing issues in operation and representation in projects, Mosse (2001) points out that as the project gets underway and the pressure of timelines mount, “project staff take on more of the organization of activities and villagers retreat from temporary planning/decision-making to the more familiar role of passive beneficiary, strategizing to maximize short-term benefits from wages and subsidies” (Mosse, 2001, p. 26). Thus, “social hierarchies challenged in early planning become reasserted at implementation” (Mosse, 2001, p. 26). This reaffirms the need for field facilitators to practice planning-
reflecting-documenting-planning and share and re-invent these same skills and practices together with farmers to sustain farmer participation and further encourage farmer ownership of the process.

Constitutive values and common purpose are achieved through inclusion, dialogue and deliberation. In the context of climate change, the constitutive value (Rallis, Shibles, & Swanson, 2002) that brings farmers, field facilitators, and agricultural scientists together is farmer and community preparedness to cope with impacts of climate change. Equal and expanding opportunities for participation by relevant stakeholder groups are essential to facilitate effective dialogue, which leads to discovering and articulation of real issues (Rallis, Shibles, & Swanson, 2002). For farmers, field facilitators, and agricultural scientists to acknowledge each other as peers, they need to address the mental models and develop respect and acknowledge each other’s knowledge systems. This requires that agricultural scientists and field facilitators, in particular, invest time and energy to immerse themselves in local contexts to understand, appreciate, and respect local values, norms, and culture which shape identities and practices (Rhoads, Wilson, Urban, & Herricks, 1999).

In reviewing a broad range of research on participation in international development, I found that the seminal work of Rhoads et al (1999) provided the most comprehensive analysis of participation. Rhoads et al. identify factors that hinder participatory decision making processes and stress the importance of developing relations based on understanding, mutual respect and trust between scientists and non-scientists in community-based watershed management. I found these recommendations especially relevant and applicable to interactions among farmers, field facilitators and scientists on
farmer preparedness to adapt to climate change as crop-water management, insect and pest management and land management issues in agriculture production take a watershed approach for sustainable management resources or resolution of the problems. I argue that it is imperative that scientists invest the time and energy to “understand, appreciate, respect, and immerse themselves within local social contexts” (Rhoads, Wilson, Urban, & Herricks, 1999, p. 298), in order to help them understand “place-based social worlds of local communities” (p. 306). This will enable them to “effectively situate their experience, information, and opinions” (p. 306) within the local social contexts. Also, “genuine social interaction between scientists and nonscientists requires a considerable investment of time and energy on the part of the scientist to develop personal relationships with nonscientists based on trust and mutual exchange of information” (p. 298).

Rhoads et al. (1999) cite research on international development as evidence that:

- “different valuations of the biophysical environment by local people and technical experts” are the cause of misunderstandings and conflicts between the two groups;
- “differences in the empowerment of various stakeholders influence social negotiations”; and
- “conceptions of nature, environmental quality, and sustainability are value-laden social constructions that cannot be derived from or made absolute by scientific inquiry” (Rhoads, Wilson, Urban, & Herricks, 1999, p. 298).

Rhoads, et al. claim that “truly participatory approaches to environmental management must fully respect the knowledge, experiences, values, interests, and
resources of various participants” (p. 298). This raises a key question for non-formal educators and practitioners of participatory methodologies: How do we understand and appreciate local knowledge, experiences, values, interests, and resources? I argue that investing time and energy to immerse field facilitators and project staff in the local contexts should also include practicing planning-observing-reflecting-documenting processes on the part of FFs and agricultural scientists when engaging farmer participants and local communities.

**Negotiation Theory**

Negotiation theory is based on the assumption that stakeholders act strategically to further their self-interests and that conflicts, social struggles, and strategic action are all intrinsic to sustainable rural development processes. Practitioners should anticipate and make use of the dynamics of conflict to forge agreements. Social learning and cooperation amongst stakeholders depend on pre-conditions and institutions which are strategically negotiated (Leeuwis, 2000).

Leeuwis (2000) points out that the give-and-take and behind-the-scenes negotiations and maneuvers in the decision making process are not included in the mainstream discourse on participation. He argues that given the multiplicity of interests and that the stakeholders tend to act strategically to protect their interests, community development approaches need to recognize and articulate strategies to engage conflicts, social struggle and strategic action in order to be effective. While acknowledging the usefulness of the social learning process in participatory discourse, he believes that the participatory discourse should draw upon theories of negotiation and conflict
management. Building on elements of negotiation literature, van Meegeren and Leeuwis (1999) propose a number of tasks that can help facilitate integrative negotiations. These include: preparation, agreeing upon a process design and process protocol, joint fact-finding, forging agreement, communication of representatives with constituencies, monitoring implementation. Additionally, they have proposed a number of simple guidelines to facilitate negotiations to support the various tasks. However, van Meegeren and Leeuwis (1999) suggest that these guidelines and tasks should be adapted to suit different negotiation cultures. The approach lays down three fundamental conditions for negotiations. Stakeholders must: (a) have divergent interests, (b) feel mutually interdependent and (c) communicate with each other (Leeuwis, 2000).

The negotiation approach calls for a more proactive – and exposed – role for the facilitator. According to this approach, in a context of negotiation, facilitation of communication and social learning are enfolded into the wider negotiation tasks and tools. So, the “facilitator needs to have an active strategy, resources, and a power-base in order to forge sustainable agreements” (Leeuwis, 2000, p. 950). For this, the facilitator should have “a certain amount of status, credibility, charisma, influence and trustworthiness” (p. 950). Therefore, it becomes imperative to select a facilitator who possesses necessary insights and capabilities to handle social interactions and shape negotiations. However, the emphasis on agreement in the list of tasks, and on the qualities and resources of a facilitator to forge sustainable agreements could be interpreted as coercive. While the facilitator is viewed as a participant and learner in participatory approaches, in the negotiation approach the facilitator is perceived as having a higher status than the participants. There is a high probability that a charismatic and
dominant field facilitator could be from the dominant group—in the context of farmer and community participation, a large landholder or a rich farmer. Given this, the chances of the field facilitator being partisan or colluding with the dominant group(s) to protect their own interests cannot be ruled out.

Collaboration Theory

Selin and Chavez (1995) define collaboration as “a joint decision-making approach to problem resolution where power is shared, and stakeholders take collective responsibility for their actions and subsequent outcomes from those actions” (p. 190). They propose a process-oriented model of collaboration which is contextual to “the unique demands of the situation rather than using the same approach for all issues (p. 190). According to Selin and Chavez, collaboration emerges out of an environmental context, which they label as antecedents, and then proceeds sequentially through problem-setting, direction-setting, and structuring phases. Outcomes and feedback complete the cycle.

Building on Selin and Chavez’s collaboration model, Walker and Daniel (2001) call for greater participation of the people and urge increased collaboration between scientists and local people, especially in natural resource management. They point out that, in the past, public participation activities in projects have attempted to engage the public, while giving precedence to scientific, technical, and administrative expertise. Consequently, “they have not systematically brought scientists and citizens together in an interactive, mutual learning environment.” (Walker & Daniels, 2001, p. 257). They
indicate that the focus of traditional public participation methods has been “to educate the public” (p. 259).

Walker and Daniel (2001) draw attention to the fact that the local people want the scientists and project managers “to respect and be responsive” to indigenous knowledge and local expertise (p. 260). To foster respect and facilitate meaningful dialogue, they call upon the scientists to assess and adapt to local communication needs, respect cultural preferences in learning and knowing, use language that is understandable to all, be open to listening, be patient, and monitor their non-verbal and verbal behavior in their interactions with local communities. Similarly, they believe that the local people should be open to learning, and to understanding the complexity and systemic nature of environmental issues (Walker & Daniels, 2001). They suggest various methods—such as study groups, field trips, joint forums, dialogues, joint assessment and planning—to promote greater collaboration between scientists and local people. However, Selin and Chavez (1995) point out that significant power differences between collaborating parties or misgivings about participation among some groups can undermine collaboration.

The collaboration model focuses on building partnership or collaboration utilizing key issues or problems occurring in a given community to rally its members. Stakeholders are interested in collaborating to address the issue affecting them and will continue to do so as long as they perceive the issue as important and the benefits from participation outweigh the costs. However, within a community there could be members who do not perceive the usefulness of collaboration and may perceive the effort to build collaboration as threatening their interests. Often these members are more influential and powerful members of the community who are interested in maintaining the status quo.
The collaboration model assumes that stakeholders will identify or *name* the issue affecting them and will collaboratively work towards addressing it. Thus, sustained engagement and continuity in interactions with local communities by FFs will aid significantly in developing locally appropriate implementation strategies.

**Systems Theory**

Systems theory calls for an understanding of the whole picture. Senge (1990) points out that often we tend to focus on the parts and fail to see the organization as a dynamic process that involves interrelationships between the different parts. Senge’s concepts of systems thinking, mental models, personal mastery, shared vision, and team learning may give important insights on to the interactions between farmers and field facilitators’ for creation of sustainable learning communities.

According to Senge, even though all people have the capacity to learn, often the structures in which they have to operate are not conducive for reflection and engagement. According to him, a learning organization has to look beyond “survival learning”—often termed as “adaptive learning”. Adaptive learning and generative learning—“learning that enhances our capacity to create”—are required for an organization to continually expand “its capacity to create its future” (Senge, 1990, p. 14).

According to Senge, a learning organization must master certain basic disciplines and see the convergence between them. *Systems thinking* integrates all four disciplines, fusing them into a coherent body of methods, tools, and principles, all oriented to looking at the interrelatedness of forces, and seeing them as part of a common process. The four disciplines are:
- **Personal mastery** is the discipline of continually clarifying and deepening our personal vision to create the results most desired.

- **Mental models** are deeply ingrained generalizations and visions influencing how we see and understand the world and how we take action.

- **Building shared vision** builds a sense of commitment in a group.

- **Team learning** is the transforming of conversational and collective thinking skills, so that groups can reliably develop intelligence and ability greater than the sum of individual members’ talents.

The use of systems’ thinking concepts enables farmers and field facilitators to prioritize farmers’ problems and strategize response to a particular a problem, i.e. whether to address the issue at the event, pattern, or structural level. Managing mental models is critical to improve their interactions with each other and to facilitate a collaborative learning environment. Addressing this is important for building a shared vision and facilitating team learning. This calls for scientists (in particular) and farmer trainers to invest time and energy to immerse themselves in local contexts to understand, appreciate, and respect local values, norms, and culture which shape farmer identities and practices. I argue that investing time and energy in building a shared vision and facilitating team learning is central to practicing planning-observing-reflecting-documenting on the part of FFs and agricultural scientists when engaging with farmers and local communities.
Summary of Key Theories of Participation

Participatory approaches call for active participation of local stakeholders in the development processes. Advocates of participatory approaches stress the importance of joint situation and problem analysis and collaborative learning. The guiding principle is that participation is intrinsically a good thing, especially for the local participants. Facilitating effective local participation calls for an understanding of local realities. To understand the local realities and what works in the local situation, field facilitators need to be open to learning the specifics of the local context from farmers and community members who may be less educated and who articulate their knowledge in non-academic ways. This calls for developing relations based on understanding, mutual respect and trust between project staff and farmers. Understanding and appreciating local knowledge, experiences, values, interests, and resources requires field facilitators and project staff to invest time and energy. The communities of practice theory, however, provides the framework and tools for FFs to develop a deeper understanding of their interactions with farmers, and identify effective ways of building farmers’ capacities, through improving and strengthening of FFs’ collective practices. The collective practices—planning-observing-reflecting-documenting—facilitate “adaptive learning” as participants engage in joint activities to share resources, experiences, and learning.

Conceptual Framework: Communities of Practice Theory

Another theory for guiding greater collaboration between field facilitators and farmers is the concept of “communities of practice”. In a rural setting, farmers’ interactions are characterized by give-and-take, leading to sharing of tools and resources,
contributing to the local pool of knowledge, and forming a community of practice.

Similarly, field facilitators form a community of practice—sharing resources, experiences, learning, and strategies.

People with a shared interest for collective learning and improving their practice cultivate community of practice (Wenger E., 2006). Wenger (2006) states that a community of practice should have three characteristics:

1. **The domain:** A shared domain of interest, commitment to the domain, and a shared competence distinguishes members from other people.

2. **The community:** “In pursuing their interest in their domain, members engage in joint activities and discussions, help each other, and share information. They build relationships that enable them to learn from each other” (p. 2).

3. **The practice:** Members are active practitioners and, in the pursuit of that practice, “they develop a shared repertoire of resources: experiences, stories, tools, ways of addressing recurring problems—in short, a shared practice. This takes time and sustained interaction” (p. 2). However, the development of a shared practice may not be conscious effort.

Combining and developing these three elements in parallel leads to a community of practice. However, communities of practice come in a variety of forms – small, large, local, global, face-to-face, online, intra or inter-organizational, formal and informal. Communities develop their practice through a variety of activities, including common problem solving, responding to requests for information, drawing upon each other’s experience, sharing and reusing assets, coordinating and synergizing for efficiency or economy, discussing developments, documenting learning, participating in cross-visits,
and mapping knowledge and identifying gaps. Thus, communities of practice develop over time.

In this research, I used an action research approach: (1) my co-researcher and I helped field facilitators launch a new “action” or intervention, which was the addition of new collective practices for planning, observing, reflecting and documenting, and (2) we collected data on (a) how this intervention influenced the FFs’ practice as a community, and (b) how FFs’ and farmers’ perceived these new practices influenced the way they worked and communicated together. For both the action/intervention and the assessment of how it influenced FFs and farmers, the concept of “communities of practice” is deemed relevant.

Various initiatives in several countries across Asia have successfully experimented with the strategies of engaging farmers in a geographic area to work collectively—engage in ongoing dialogue on challenges, identifying feasible solutions, and developing concerted action to address the challenge—and sustain their practices over a period of time to overcome farmers’ challenges in pest management and crop-water management. The Farmer Field School and Farmer Water School concepts, that I was involved in, were conceived from the successes of these farmer initiatives. Though these initiatives did not use the term Communities of Practice, they were using elements of Communities of Practice to build farmers’ collectives (small and marginal farmers) and strengthen their ability to cope with challenges to their primary livelihood—farming.
Framework for the “Action” or Intervention

Wenger proposes seven principles for successfully cultivating communities of practice (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). I used these principles to assist the FFs at each of the two field units to cultivate their communities of practice.

1. **Design for evolution**: Cultivating a community of practice requires starting with participants where they are, rather than where you would like them to be. This means encouraging participants to continue what they are doing and adding value to ongoing practices or works. Aside from this, participation is voluntary. Members can only be encouraged or persuaded to join the community of practice. Some may demonstrate more interest than others. Some members may leave and new members may join.

2. **Create a rhythm for the community**: A series of actions that community of practitioners’ engages in helps create a collective rhythm. The demands on members should neither be too hard nor too light as the extremes can lead to members’ either abandoning or losing interest in the practice.

3. **Combine familiarity and excitement**: Build on what people know and are comfortable with as long as it is relevant and then add new things that challenge them to improve their practice. Also, create space for participants to discuss challenges, so that the challenges become familiar. These processes energize participants.

4. **Open a dialogue between inside and outside perspectives**: In any community of practice there are insiders and outsiders. Insiders are those who share a domain of interest, engage in joint activities, and develop a shared repertoire of skills and
resources. Outsiders include both those providing inputs and assistance to the community in its work, as well as those receiving support and assistance from it. A successful community interacts with and engages those on the outside to improve their practice.

5. **Invite different levels of participation**: Participants’ level of engagement can vary. Their contribution could be based on their expertise and abilities. Also, some may linger on the periphery before committing themselves fully.

6. **Develop both public and private community spaces**: Interactions between participants can be both one-on-one and collective. This provides scope for improving their individual capacities as well their collective community of practice. Also, participants could be working individually or collectively in pursuit of the practice.

7. **Focus on value**: Encourage participants to reflect and identify the value added that their participation brings to the community and to them as individuals. This involves learning to trust each other, and recognizing that each participant adds value to the community and its collective practice.

In the next section, I discuss the framework that I used to assess the impact of FFs’ communities of practice.

**Framework for Assessing the Influence of the Intervention on FFs’ Practice and FFs’/Farmers’ Work and Communications**

To assess the impact of the action research on FFs’ communities of practice, I adapted the framework that Wenger, Trayner, and Laat (2011) developed to assess value
creation in communities and networks. The framework uses five cycles to assess value creation. These include:

1. Immediate value,
2. Potential value,
3. Applied value,
4. Realized value, and
5. Reframing value.

The research with the FFs was conducted for a one-year period. The data is inadequate to analyze the last cycle—reframing value, which would require longitudinal data. Therefore, to analyze data of the current study, I used the first four—immediate value, potential value, applied value, and realized value. This framework helped me review multiple sets of data that the study generated and integrate the analysis to portray a holistic picture of the value that the FFs’ community of practice created for them and for the farmer participants. The different levels of analysis that I propose in the framework are:

1. **Immediate value:** Did the FFs report valuing interactions and activities in the community of practice? Did farmers report valuing their participation in CCAC capacity building activities?
   - How often did FFs report that they met?
   - Did FFs report that they discussed issues and identified strategies in implementing CCAC/farmer capacity building activities?
   - What immediate benefits did the FFs perceive from participating in the community of practice?
• What immediate benefits did the farmers report from participating in the CCAC capacity building activities?

2. **Potential value**: What potential value (i.e. knowledge, networking, resources, recognition, and understanding) did FFs report their participation created for them as individuals and collectively? What potential value did farmers report their participation created for them as individuals and collectively?

• As individuals
  ▪ What new skills and knowledge, if any, did FFs report gaining?
  ▪ What change in confidence, if any, did FFs report gaining?
  ▪ What new skills and knowledge, if any, did farmers report gaining?
  ▪ What change in confidence, if any, did farmers report gaining?

• Resources gained
  ▪ What new tools and methods, if any, did the FFs report they gained from participation?
  ▪ What new tools and methods, if any, did the farmers report they gained from participation?

• Cultivating a community of practice
  ▪ How did FFs demonstrate their capacity to work as a team to use the collective practices (planning-observing-reflecting-documenting)?
  ▪ What change in effectiveness and/or efficiency did the FFs report gaining through their collective learning and how was it demonstrated?
Social capital (relationships and connections)

- What changes did FFs report in their relationships with their colleagues?
- What change in trust and openness, if any, did the FFs report amongst themselves from participation in the planning-observing-reflecting-documenting process (community of practice)?
- What learning, if any, did the FFs report from interactions with their colleagues?
- What changes in level of trust amongst the FFs did FFs report?
- What learning, if any, did farmer participants report from their interactions with other farmers in CCAC capacity building activities?
- What did farmer participants report on the associations they made from participating in CCAC capacity building activities?

Ability to respond to new on-the-job learning opportunities

- How did FFs report that their participation transformed their abilities to learn?
- How did FFs report recognizing and take action on opportunities for learning that they did not see before?

3. **Applied value:** What changes in FFs’ practices were reported? What changes in farmers’ practices were reported?
• What impact did FFs believe that participation in the community of practice have on their interactions with farmers in CCAC capacity building activities?

• What did the FFs report about the use of the products (training designs, illustrations, reports, etc.) of their community of practice?

• What did the FFs report about the application of the skills they gained?

• What did the FFs report about use of support from other FFs in their community of practice to resolve issues of concern and how did they do this?

• What did the farmer participants report about use of the learning they gained from participating in CCAC capacity building activities?

4. **Realized value**: How did FFs’ participation in the Community of Practice impact their performance in the work they did under the project? How did farmers’ participation in farmer trainings and meetings impact their performance and ownership?

• What aspects of FFs’ performance did they report being impacted by their participation in the practice?

• What did FFs report on effectiveness of a strategy that they collectively developed and used?

• What aspects of farmer participants’ performance did they report being impacted by their participation in the CCAC capacity building activities?

Based on the literature, which indicates there is a need for research on the impact of FFs’ community of practice on ways in which FFs and farmers worked and
communicated with each other, I outline the design and methods of this study in the next chapter. I also include a description of how I set up the research, developed the “action”/intervention, selected the sample for data collection, collected and managed the data, and analyzed the data.
CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

The research addressed the question: *What happened to (a) farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring, and (b) FFs’ and farmers’ communications and work together when project staff used the concept of communities of practice to initiate new project interventions?*

I developed the following sub-questions to guide the research.

- How did the action research interventions\(^{11}\) influence the way field facilitators and farmers communicated and worked with each other, according to FFs and farmers?
- How did the action research interventions influence farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring, according to FFs and farmers?
- What other factors, besides these project interventions, influenced FFs’ and farmers’ communications and work with each other, and influenced farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring?

**Research Design**

I used an action research process to conduct the research. The research involved studying the effectiveness of FFs’ collective practices—collective planning, peer-to-peer observation and feedback on facilitation, reflecting on farmer trainings, and documenting

\(^{11}\) The action research interventions include: (a) FFs’ use of collective practices—collective planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting—to cultivate a community of practice; and (b) project interventions—CCAC vision building exercise and action plan 2012, orientation on roles and responsibilities, formation of CCAC sub-committees—implemented to improve farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and monitoring of weather parameters.
farmer trainings—in improving the way FFs and farmers communicated and worked together. Action research, coined by Lewin (1944), involves planning, action, reconnaissance or fact finding about the action, evaluating the actions, and planning for subsequent actions (Smith, 2007). It involves collaborative inquiry to address specific problems confronting everyday lives to find effective solutions. The inquiry process is systematic and focuses on localized solutions to the particular situations. The research is usually an extension of activities that the group or individuals are already engaged with. Stakeholders undertake systematic inquiry through collecting data, reflecting and analyzing the data, developing a deeper understanding of the issues at play, and devising strategies and action plans. Thus, participants engage in continuing cycles of investigation to improve practice (Stringer, 2007). The researcher is not an ‘expert’, but a resource person or facilitator who assists the stakeholders in defining the problem clearly and supports them in exploring effective solutions to the issue/s (Stringer, 2007).

FFs in each of two field units collectively developed training plans to use with the Climate Change Adaptation Committees (CCACs), implemented trainings, observed facilitation of their peers and provided feedback, reflected on interactions with CCAC members, and drafted reports that documented the activity plans, training process and outcomes, and their collective reflections on the farmer trainings. The process involved a collective self-inquiry undertaken by field facilitators to reflect on their current farmer training practices, identify ways to improve their practices, implement or experiment with new practices, gather data on implementation, evaluate the actions and identify next steps. This process led to development of training practices grounded in the context and further strengthened effective practices (Smith, 2007). Also, the process instituted
reflection and assessment as an ongoing process that informed field facilitators of the effectiveness of their capacity building activities with farmers. While the process was collaborative, it was achieved through the critical examination of actions of individual group members. As the researcher, I was a co-facilitator and an active learner in the process. Similarly, field facilitators were partners in the research in the collective inquiry (Wadsworth, 2001; Selener, 1997).

We (my co-researcher and I) implemented the action research from August 2011 through October 2012. The research was divided into three phases—pre-intervention, intervention, and post-intervention. We conducted the following actions in the three phases illustrated below:

The actions in the pre-intervention and post-intervention phases were one-time actions. However, the actions in the action research intervention period were cyclical and ongoing between October 2011 and September 2012.
Setting up the Research

At the time of the research, I served as a subject expert on community organization for the Strategic Pilot on Climate Change Adaptation (SPACC) project. I continued in that capacity until the end of the project. I was responsible for the design and coordination of strategies for building Community Based Institutions (CBIs) in the project. Additionally, I provided technical assistance on usage of non-formal education methods and experiential learning processes in farmer trainings. This involved facilitating training of trainers (ToTs) for Partner Non-Governmental Organization (PNGO) staff, working with them to demystify technical information, and designing and developing various materials and models for use in farmer trainings.

From 2003 to 2010, I had been associated with the same set of PNGOs on the Andhra Pradesh Farmer Managed Groundwater Systems (APFAMGS) project. On that project, I coordinated efforts to provide technical assistance to project staff in incorporating participatory approaches and experiential learning processes to increase farmer participation. Also, I played a key role in the design of the Farmer Water Schools (FWS)—an extended, participatory and experiential training for farmers in groundwater management. My long association with these farmer training project stakeholders, familiarity with the project setting and knowledge of the Telugu language encouraged me to use the SPACC project as the field site for my dissertation research.

After my return to Hyderabad in June 2011, I had separate informal initial conversations with the SPACC Project Manager and the Executive Director of BIRDS, the lead implementing NGO, to share my dissertation interests and seek their support. My association with both individuals began in the APFAMGS project. Both valued non-
formal education (NFE) and acknowledged the role that NFE played in demystifying the technical content in Farmer Water Schools. They expressed their support and advised me to coordinate directly with the partner NGOs that I would choose for my dissertation research rather than seek formal approval from the project. Following their advice, I held informal discussions with executive directors of the partner NGOs of the SPACC project to identify sites for my dissertation research.

I also shared the objectives and goals of the dissertation research with a former colleague\textsuperscript{12}, who at that time was a Project Officer on the SPACC project. He expressed interest in participating in the dissertation action research process (data collection and analysis) as he believed that it would contribute to his work on the project and also enrich his knowledge of NFE. He became a valuable co-researcher for the study. Together, we formed our own “researcher” community of practice, wherein we collectively discussed the data collection process, gave feedback on FFs’ reports, assisted them in capacity building, and reflected on our experiences. As Project Officer, this co-researcher—provided technical assistance to field facilitators on NFE. He was in regular contact with field officers and field facilitators. As such, he had an excellent grasp of the field and FFs’ needs and concerns. On the other hand, in my position, I provided technical advice to the project on institutional and capacity building strategies. Given our roles, my co-researcher’s interest and assistance was an invaluable support in carrying out the action research.

In the next section, I describe the sample selection, which includes a discussion on rationale for choosing the field units and description of the study participants—FFs and farmers.

\textsuperscript{12} Sivaprasad Seela
Sample Selection

I chose two specific NGOs for my dissertation research because I had good rapport with the Executive Directors of both organizations in the past, and they had, over time, demonstrated openness to the introduction of innovations in their organizations. Both directors recognized the importance of NFE training in building staff and institutional capacities. I held informal conversations with them to share my dissertation research objectives. Both were supportive of my research interests and encouraged me to pursue my dissertation research with their field unit teams\(^{13}\) and farmer participants. Also, I had a good working relationship with field officers of the two field units chosen as research sites. Both are former staff of the APFAMGS project and worked as NFE facilitators in that project. Both recognized the value of NFE inputs in improving interactions between farmers and field facilitators.

The two field units I chose for the research were in adjoining districts. Both were located in the Rayalaseema\(^{14}\) region of Andhra Pradesh. It took more than 10 hours of travel from Hyderabad to the field offices of either of these field units and over 6 hours to commute between the two field offices. Though the two field offices were located in adjacent districts where the spoken language is Telugu, the dialects were distinct. While a typical Rayalaseema dialect is used at one place, the Telugu spoken in the other is influenced by its proximity to Karnataka State, where Kannada is the vernacular language.

---

\(^{13}\) Both NGOs implement projects other than SPACC. Staff of the NGO implementing the SPACC project is called the field unit team. A Field Officer leads the field unit.

\(^{14}\) Characterized by hard rock terrain and semi-arid conditions
I made initial visits to the Field Units in 2011 in the months of August (24th and 25th), September (13th to 16th), and in October (14th). My co-researcher joined me during these visits. During the visits, I met with the Executive Directors of the two PNGOs and Field Officers and shared the objectives of my research. Following this, all of us met with the Field Facilitators, where I shared the objectives and goals of my research with them, clarified the principles of informed consent and anonymity, and right to withdraw from the study and requested their participation in the research. FFs felt that participation in the research would enhance their capacities. Later we discussed the characteristics of CCAC members (farmers). I stressed the importance of selecting participants representing a range of different types of CCAC members and choosing both female and male members for the study. For the purpose of the baseline, I interviewed four FFs from each field unit (eight in all) and seven farmer CCAC members (four from one field unit and three from the other field unit).

Each field unit was to have five FFs and a Field Officer. Of the five FFs, one was to be a Professional Land and Water Management (P-LWM) facilitator, one a Professional Non-Formal Education (P-NFE) facilitator, and the remaining three Village Coordinators (VCs). However, there were only four FFs in both the field units when the baseline data was collected. Both field units hired the fifth FF a month or two after the study began (September in the case of Field Unit 1; and November in Field Unit 2). Thus, I interviewed only four FFs in each of the field units for the baseline. In Field Unit 1, one P-LWM, one P-NFE facilitator, and two VCs were present.

- The P-LWM was a fresh graduate and had just completed his course work. As part of the course work he had worked for six months with farmers. He had no
other work experience. The P-LWM left for another job\textsuperscript{15} in February 2012 and he was replaced by an agriculture graduate in March 2012.

- The P-NFE was a graduate with 20 years of experience. He had worked as a village coordinator in the previous project with the same NGO and therefore had good knowledge of the groundwater management concepts and good rapport with farmers of the area.

- Of the two Village Coordinators, one was female. The female VC had a post graduate degree in social science. She had over five years of experience working with rural communities, primarily mobilizing women and out-of-school girls.

- The other Village Coordinator was a male with six years of experience. He had also worked as VC in the previous project with the same NGO and therefore had good knowledge of the groundwater management concepts and good rapport with farmers of the area.

- The third VC, a male, was recruited in September 2011 and so was not interviewed during baseline. He had a post graduate degree in sciences. He had 16 years of work experience on community watershed management issues and one year of work experience in the previous project.

In Field Unit 2, one Professional Land and Water Management (P-LWM) facilitator and three Village Coordinators (VCs) were present when the baseline data was collected.

\textsuperscript{15} Agriculture graduates have good job prospects since the state government recruits them in large numbers. The number of students graduating each year is less than the number available jobs.
• The P-LWM was a fresh graduate and had just completed his course work. As part of the course work he had worked for six months with farmers. He had no other work experience. The P-LWM left for another job in May 2012. The field unit recruited another agriculture graduate immediately.

• Of the three VCs, one was female. The female VC had a post graduate degree in social work. She had one year of experience of working with rural communities. The female VC left for a better opportunity in May 2012. The field unit recruited a male VC, who was a graduate with four years’ work experience in the private sector and unrelated to the current project. Of the remaining two male VCs, one had six years of experience and the other had 8 years of experience. Both of them worked as VCs in the previous project with the same NGO and therefore had good knowledge of the groundwater management concepts and good rapport with farmers of the area.

• The P-NFE, a male, was recruited in November 2011 and so was not interviewed during baseline. He had a post graduate degree in sociology and 19 years of experience working with farmers on groundwater management issues. He worked as VC in the previous project for six years and therefore had good knowledge of the groundwater management concepts.

In all, five FFs—three in Field Unit 1 and two in Field Unit 2—continued from the beginning till the end of the study and five new FFs—two in Field Unit 1 and three in Field Unit 2—were recruited by the two field units at different points after the study began. Those FFs joining the study along the way were quickly integrated into the action research activities.
Of the four farmers interviewed in Field Unit 1 for the baseline, one was a female and three were male. All of them had studied up to grade 10, and one male farmer was a college graduate. Also, all of them were members of the Hydrological Unit Network (HUN), the apex farmer institution at the Hydrological Unit level. All of them cultivated groundnuts.

- The female farmer had two acres of land and was thus considered a “marginal” farmer. She cultivated groundnuts and finger millet.

- Two of the male farmers had three acres of land and the college graduate had three and a half acres of land, thus making them “small” farmers. Aside from cultivating groundnuts:
  - One of the male farmers with three acres of land cultivated red gram and beans;
  - The other farmer with three acres of land cultivated tomato, beans, cauliflower, and carrots; and
  - The college graduate also cultivated tomatoes. Tomato was the main vegetable crop grown in that area.

Two additional farmers joined the focus group discussions conducted in the post-intervention phase. Of these, one was a male farmer and another was a female farmer. Both were small farmers with landholdings of five acres. Besides tomatoes, the male farmer cultivated leafy vegetables and the female farmer cultivated paddy and sugarcane. In terms of education, the female farmer studied up to grade 10 and the male farmer studied up to grade 12. Both were members of the local CCAC.
Of the three farmers interviewed in Field Unit 2 for the baseline, one was a female and two were males. They were all members of the Hydrological Unit Network.

- The female farmer had studied up to grade 10 and had seven acres of land. She cultivated cotton, sunflower, and bajra. Additionally, she cultivated paddy on a small part of her farm for domestic consumption.

- The two male farmers had completed grade 12 and had four and five acres of land, respectively. Considering the size of their landholdings, both of them were small farmers. They cultivated cotton and sunflowers. One of the two also cultivated paddy on a small part of his farm, mostly for domestic consumption.

Four additional farmers joined the focus group discussions conducted in the post-intervention phase. Of these, two were male farmers and two were female. The two male farmers had landholdings of eight and 12 acres, while the female farmers had landholdings of 10 and 15 acres. They cultivated sunflowers, aside from paddy and cotton. In terms of education, one female and two male farmers studied up to grade 10 and another female farmer studied up to grade 5. All were members of the CCAC.

The action research was a natural extension of the everyday activities that the research participants and researchers were engaged in through the SPACC project (Stringer, 2007). The research participants (FFs) and the researchers (my co-researcher and I) were SPACC project employees. Apart from that, issues that this dissertation research addressed were within the project domain. Despite the tacit support of the project management and the two PNGOs, we made conscious efforts to ensure that the
action research fit within the structural arrangements\(^{16}\) of the SPACC project. The research inputs, especially capacity building inputs like trainings provided to field facilitators and farmers, were synchronized with project activities and outputs. Additionally, as project employees, field facilitators and I had full-time commitments towards our respective jobs. Therefore, face-to-face interactions with the research participants, i.e. field facilitators and CCAC members, had to take place simultaneously alongside the project activities.

I shared the purpose of the study and elaborated the voluntary aspect of participation in the study with each of the research participants. I then shared with them the informed consent form and clarified their questions. I also shared with the research participants the norms of confidentiality and that I would mask their identities. I explained that I would be using excerpts from their individual interviews, collective reports (in case of FFs), and focus group discussions to support my findings and conclusions. Further, I inquired if they needed any clarifications (Guillemin & Gillam, 2004). Despite making clear that participation was voluntary and that they were free to withdraw at any point of time, once recruited, research participants might sometimes feel obliged to participate in the study. To address this “potential power imbalance between the researcher and the participants” (Etherington, 2007, p. 614), I reiterated the ‘voluntary’ aspect to the research participants in various interactions and during the progress of the study. I made conscious efforts to win the confidence of field facilitators and CCAC members by being transparent, discussing principles of mutual respect, trust, and keeping things simple and plain (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). After this, I requested that they sign the informed consent form to give their consent to participate in the study.

\(^{16}\)SPACC project structural arrangements are discussed in depth in the Chapter 1: ‘Introduction’.
Both the FFs and farmers evinced interest in participating in the research as they felt that the research would address important concerns in the field. I have accordingly masked the participants’ identities in the study.

**Research Methods and Data Collection**

I used multiple and humanistic methods to generate data for this research (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). The methods included observing trainings and CCAC meetings, conducting individual interviews with field facilitators and CCAC members (farmers), documenting the outputs of reflection sessions with field facilitators, observing CCAC capacity building activities, recording CCAC capacity building activities, maintaining a journal on the process and observations in the field, requesting field facilitators to maintain and share their journals for the purposes of the research, and conducting focus group discussions with CCAC members and field facilitators on their interactions in CCAC capacity building activities. My co-researcher and I collected these data between August 2011 and October 2012.

**Baseline**

Baseline activities were carried out to learn more about how FFs and farmers communicated and worked together and to better understand their current communication practices and identify strategies to improve them. The methods I used to collect this information included: (1) my own visits to the two field unit sites, (2) my interviews with FFs and farmers, (3) and a reflection exercise with the eight FFs participating in the study.
**My visits to the two field units:** I made initial visits to the two field units in 2011 on August 24 and 25, September 13 to 16, and October 14. My co-researcher joined me during these visits. During these initial meetings, the objectives of the research were clarified with NGO senior management and with the field facilitators chosen to participate in the study. In sharing the objectives and goals of my research, I clarified the principles of informed consent and anonymity, and the right to withdraw from the study as I requested their participation in the research. The FFs felt that participation in the research would enhance their capacities. Also, I visited SPACC project village sites and interacted with CCAC members individually and in small groups, and participated in farmer meetings to develop a better understanding of how FFs and farmers communicated and worked together.

**Interviews with field facilitators and farmers:** I interviewed four FFs from each field unit (eight in all) and seven CCAC members (four from one field unit and three from the other field unit) for the baseline. The interview questions for the FFs focused on their interactions with farmer participants in various farmer capacity building activities. The interviews were structured more as a conversation than as a question-answer format. Our conversations with the field facilitators were guided by the following questions:

- What farmer capacity building activities are you currently implementing with farmers?
- What is your goal in working with farmers?
- What are exciting moments in interactions with farmer participants? Elaborate.
- What challenges and frustrations do you encounter in farmer trainings? Elaborate.
- How do you know that a particular training session or interaction was effective?
• What should be the criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of a training session or interaction?

• What do you learn from facilitating a training session with farmers?

• What challenges do you encounter in changing or improving farmer practices?

• What do farmers contribute to a training session?

• How can we improve CCAC members’ participation in training workshops?

We recorded interviews with the seven CCAC members/farmers. The interview questions for CCAC members focused on their interactions with field facilitators while participating in various farmer capacity building activities. The interviews were structured more as a conversation than a question-answer format. The following questions were used in my conversations with the CCAC members:

• On what topics/issues are field facilitators interacting with you?

• How are those inputs useful to you?

• What do you like about your interactions with field facilitators? Elaborate.

• What is your feeling after interacting with field facilitators? Elaborate.

• What opportunities do you have to contribute your knowledge and experiences in training or during interactions with field facilitators?

• What suggestions do you have to improve farmers’ (CCAC members’) participation in trainings or during interactions with field facilitators?

We interviewed the CCAC members either at or near their homes or in their fields, and in some instances we interviewed in the field unit offices or at farmer training venues. We interviewed the FFs of the two field units in their field unit offices. Thus, we
were present in their (research participants’) “natural settings” and had the opportunity to triangulate the information using multiple sources (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 69).

All discussions with the research participants were in Telugu, interspersed with English words that are commonly used in daily conversations. I used a digital voice recorder to record individual interviews with field facilitators and CCAC members. The first interview with each participant lasted about thirty minutes. In the individual interviews both with FFs and CCAC members, it took time for the participants to open up. Initially, their answers were brief and participants tried to convey to me that everything was going well. The first challenge was to break the ice and overcome the participants’ defensiveness. As Kellehear points out, I wondered if this was a polite interrogation (Guillemin & Gillam, 2004, p. 271). As it was an open-ended interview, I had to constantly ‘think on my feet’. It was a challenging experience. However, as the interview progressed, the participants became comfortable and the stories unfolded (Riessman, 1991). As my co-researcher and I listened to those difficult scenarios on the tapes, in order to transcribe the interviews and draft the case studies, we could sense the defensiveness of the participants and efforts of the interviewer to overcome those situations. It was a fascinating experience. Gould rightly describes interviewing as “a gutsy human enterprise, not the work of robots programmed to collect information” (Riessman, 1991, p. 233).

I did not experience particular challenges when interviewing women. Like other participants, they appeared to be comfortable after the initial hesitation. This was possibly because all the female participants were either field facilitators or CCAC members and they felt comfortable speaking to me as I was a project employee. It appeared to me that
female CCAC members felt privileged to have been selected as study participants. Aside from this, I believe that female participants felt comfortable to share their views as there were no male members from the community present during the interviews. Usually women in rural India feel inhibited to share their views and experiences before menfolk outside their homes for the fear of being ridiculed by them.

**Reflection exercise with FFs:** In addition to these interviews with FFs, and in preparation for designing the participatory action research that the FFs and I would do together, I facilitated reflection exercises in September and October 2011 with field facilitators in both field units. I focused the discussions on how FFs planned CCAC capacity building activities; what methods and tools they used to facilitate discussions in those trainings; how they evaluated the training outcomes; how they identified successes, challenges, and learning; and how they documented training outcomes.

During the reflection exercises in both locations, FFs acknowledged the importance of systematic planning, observing interactions with farmers, reflecting on the interactions with farmers, and documenting the learning\(^{17}\) from facilitating CCAC capacity building activities (trainings and meetings\(^{18}\)). However, the discussions revealed that FFs did not engage in collective planning for individual trainings. Aside from that, developing a training plan for each training was not a regular practice prior to the action

---

\(^{17}\) Prior to the action research intervention, FFs did not engage in collective reflection following the implementation of a farmer training. Learning identified by FFs in collective reflection could include: were the training methods effective in delivering the training content and improving farmer participation? Did the farmer participants find the materials useful? What changes need to be made in the training plan for effective implementation of the subsequent trainings?

\(^{18}\) **Farmer trainings** are specific activities designed to build capacities of farmers. **Farmer meetings** are scheduled periodically, once a quarter for the Hydrological Unit-level CCAC. FFs usually participate in the farmer meetings to assist the HU-CCAC President and Secretary in conducting the meeting. Also, they may participate to observe the proceedings. Additionally, they may on some occasions use the meetings to facilitate a discussion on a particular topic, for example roles and responsibilities of CCAC members, selection of Farmer Climate School (FCS) participants and pilot farmers, selection criteria for establishing PCM stations, etc.
research intervention. Similar to the development of training plans, practices related to reflection were restricted to major trainings. Here too, the focus was on logistics, farmer attendance, and overall conduct of the program. Aside from this, report writing seemed to have been restricted to documenting major farmer trainings. It appeared that documentation of such trainings was done largely for submission of reports to project management.

FFs in the project field units under study participated in monthly review and planning meetings where they collectively developed monthly action plans. However, this planning, according to FFs’ comments at baseline, appeared to be largely logistical. They laid out the plan for the current month in a table format indicating date, place, activity, and person responsible. After returning from a farmer meeting or training, field facilitators recorded their travel in the ‘movement register’. The register contains space to record date, departure time, person name, village visited, arrival time, and remarks. FFs reported that they used the ‘remarks’ column primarily to record reasons for their inability to reach the field site, such as transportation problems, or weather conditions. There was no standard practice in place to share issues or concerns, collectively reflect on the particular experience, identify learning, strategize, and plan for follow-up.

Accordingly, I worked with FFs to develop new activities (the “action” or intervention), which included a planning format, a reporting format, and an observation checklist that they used to plan, observe, reflect on and document their work—meetings and trainings—with CCAC members. FFs agreed to use these formats to document their observations and reflections on the outcomes of their future participation in CCAC capacity building activities. Therefore, the main “action” that we researched in this study
was the addition of a new mechanism for FFs to collectively plan, observe, reflect, and document their interactions during training and meetings with CCAC members. The mechanism was called the Field Facilitators’ Planning Format (See Appendix B) and Field Facilitators’ Reporting Format (See Appendix C), and a new mechanism (Observation Checklist) for FFs to observe their peers facilitating meetings and trainings with CCAC members (See Appendix D).

In short, the goal of the collective practices was to improve project success by helping facilitators to engage in a community of practice to improve the effectiveness of capacity building activities with farmers. The goal of the research was to see whether FFs actually used these collective practices; how farmers viewed their ownership in the project before and after the FFs used the collective practices; how FFs felt about their work together after FFs used the collective practices; and what other factors (in the views of FFs and farmers) influenced their communications and work together. In the section below, I provide more detail about the action research intervention to build collective practices and a community of practice among FFs.

Action Research Intervention

The purposes of the action research intervention were three-fold: (1) help FFs cultivate new collective practices, (2) to help FFs implement farmer trainings to build farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring, and (3) to generate data on FFs’ and farmers’ perceptions on how they communicated with each other and worked together. The activities in the action research intervention included: (1)
FFs’ collective practices\textsuperscript{19}, (2) technical assistance to FFs, (3) farmer trainings, (4) my co-researcher’s and my visits to the two research sites, (5) audio recordings of CCAC trainings and capacity-building activities, and (6) CCAC members’ feedback.

**FFs’ Collective Practices**

I used the communities of practice framework as the organizing theory for the intervention that the field facilitators implemented as part of the action research. In the project setting, field facilitators formed a community of practice—sharing resources, experiences, learning, and strategies. FFs’ collective practices included: collective planning, peer observations of facilitation, collective reflections, and documenting farmer trainings or meetings. The specifics of these practices were:

**Collective planning:** FFs engaged in collective planning prior to each farmer capacity building activity. Collective planning included discussion of training objectives, roles and responsibilities, and logistics (date, time, venue, and transportation for example). The discussions also involved reflecting on previous capacity building activities with the CCAC members to develop a plan that ensured continuity between the trainings. This involved reviewing the previous training report to discuss issues that needed to be addressed from the previous training and identifying strategies for effective implementation of the current training. The discussion output, a training plan, was documented using the FFs’ planning format.

**Peer observations of facilitation:** During farmer training activities, FFs used an observation checklist to record their observations on the facilitation of their peers. Various indicators on training arrangements, facilitation in the training, and participation

\textsuperscript{19} Collective practices included collective planning, peer-to-peer observation and feedback on facilitation, reflecting on farmer trainings, and documenting farmer trainings.
of farmer participants were listed in the observation checklist. Performance or achievement of each indicator was evaluated qualitatively using: ‘none’, ‘need to improve’, ‘fair’, ‘good’, and ‘excellent’. For example: against the indicator ‘facilitator encourages farmers to ask questions’, an observer can mark either ‘none’, ‘need to improve’, ‘fair’, ‘good’, and ‘excellent’, depending on whether the facilitator encouraged farmer participants to ask questions in the training.

Initially, a relatively more experienced FF acted as an observer as other FFs facilitated. The FFs switched responsibilities, of facilitation and observing, between trainings. Eventually, all FFs had an opportunity to observe. Aside from recording his/her observations, the observer also recorded suggestions on how to improve the facilitation on the reverse side of the observation checklist. After the completion of the training, these observations and suggestions were used to provide feedback to particular individuals during the team’s reflection on the training. In addition, FFs used observations and suggestions to identify methods for improving facilitation skills and strategies to make trainings more effective.

**Collective reflection on the training/meeting (including development of a follow-up action plan):** A day or two after the implementation of a farmer training activity, the five-person team of FFs in each field unit collectively reflected on the specifics of the training, such as farmer attendance, farmer participation, facilitation methods, materials used, logistics, achievement of objectives, issues that emerged during the training, and strategies to address those issues. The discussion primarily focused on ‘what went well’, ‘how to improve’, and ‘what follow-up was necessary’. Following this, FFs developed a follow-up action plan.
**Documenting farmer trainings or meetings:** Following the group reflection on the training or meeting, the team documented the training or meeting using a reporting format that recorded the achievements and team’s reflections. The reports were drafted in Telugu. The contents included: place, date, objectives, activities planned and roles, materials used, observation checklist, objectives achieved, issues that needed to be addressed, learning, follow-up plan and strategy. FFs referred to the training or meeting report when planning subsequent farmer trainings and meetings. Thus, this served as a future reference and helped FFs to reflect on past activities when planning subsequent activities.

For purposes of this research, these processes were construed as collective practices that FFs used in their interactions with farmers.

The intervention that I developed with the FFs was based on their current practices. Thus, the intervention represented an “evolution” to their current practices. The intervention was a natural extension of the everyday activities that the FFs and we (researchers) were engaged in through the SPACC project (Stringer, 2007). FFs used planning-observing-reflecting-documenting to improve their work and interactions with farmers. We introduced these collective practices to assist the FFs in their efforts to build institutional capacities of CCACs for climate change preparedness. Thus, the collective practices “combined familiarity and excitement” for FFs in their efforts to build institutional capacities of CCACs for climate change preparedness.

I emphasized to the FFs that they were not obliged to use the action research format. I shared with them that my goal as a researcher was to study the impact of collective practices on how FFs and farmers communicated and worked with each other. I
reiterated the ‘voluntary’ aspect of participation to the research participants in various interactions during the progress of the research. They volunteered to participate in the action research as they believed that the collective practices would help their interactions with CCAC members and improve the participation of CCAC members in farmer trainings and meetings. However, given the support of the Executive Directors and Field Officers of the two field units for the study, I understand that the FFs may have felt obliged to participate in the action research. I kept participation of individual FFs in the study open ended by not specifying roles and responsibilities of individual FFs in the implementation of the study. Therefore, levels of participation of individual FFs varied, as some took on more responsibility than others. As I could not be regularly present as FFs went about their collective practices, I did not collect data on levels of participation in their collective practices. I had to rely on my observations when I could be present, and those of my co—researcher when he was present, and on individual FF self-reports.

I asked the field facilitators to engage in collective planning exercises that included discussion of training objectives, roles and responsibilities, and logistics (date, time, venue, and transportation for example) prior to a farmer training or meeting. During farmer training activities, FFs used an observation checklist to record their observations on the facilitation of their peers. Aside from recording his/her observations, the observer also recorded suggestions on how to improve the facilitation. After the completion of the training, these observations and suggestions were used to provide feedback to particular individuals during the team’s reflection on the training.

After the conclusion of a training or CCAC meeting, FFs collectively reflected on specifics of the training, such as farmer attendance, farmer participation, facilitation
methods, peer observations, materials used, logistics, achievement of objectives, issues that emerged during the training, and strategies to address the issues. The discussion primarily focused on ‘what went well’, ‘how to improve’, and ‘what follow up should be done’. This also involved reflecting on previous capacity building activities with the CCAC members to develop a plan that ensured continuity between the trainings, so that uncovered issues from the previous training could be covered in the planning of the next training. FFs could also have had one-on-one conversations with their colleagues to plan and reflect on the individual tasks assigned to them. For example, two FFs could be discussing strategies to engage farmers on a particular topic or use the observation checklist to discuss ways of improving their facilitation skills and strategies to make trainings more effective. We did not establish norms for participation or the amount of effort individual members needed to put in for their participation. Individuals participated in the practice based on their abilities and interest.

Following the collective reflections, FFs documented the planning and reflection outcomes. Thus, planning-observing-reflecting-documenting was integrated in the FFs’ ongoing work, and the fact that they did such planning and reflection together was intended to help them build a community of practice. Also, these set of practices created a “collective rhythm” for FFs in their regular work. All the FFs in each of the two teams were by default members of their community of practice. The introduction of collective planning-observing-reflecting-documenting activities merely streamlined their current actions for effective outcomes.

Thus, the intervention being tested in the action research was collective self-inquiry undertaken by field facilitators to reflect on their current practices, identify ways
to improve their practices, implement or experiment with new practices, gather data through peer observation, evaluate their actions and identify next steps. Thus, the planning-observing-reflecting-reporting-planning process facilitated “dialogue amongst the insiders”.

A supportive work environment was critical to initiate and sustain FFs’ collective practices. FOs provided invaluable support in initiating FFs’ collective practices and encouraging them to continue to engage in collective planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting of farmer trainings. Also, they played a mentoring role with FFs to sustain the collective practices by participating in planning and reflection discussions, reviewing reports and giving feedback. Thus, the FO in each field unit played a significant role in the implementation of the action research implementation. FOs’ support for the action research intervention could have made it obligatory for the FFs to participate in the community of practice and thereby undermined the voluntary aspect of participation. Also, it could have introduced a bias in the data in support of the collective practices.

**Technical assistance to FFs**

I started to receive reports on various CCAC capacity building activities facilitated at the field units at the end of September 2011. Initially, the FFs at one field unit kept individual journals of their daily field visits while the FFs at the other field unit drafted collective reports of their team’s farmer training activities. In reviewing the individual journals and training reports in early October 2011, I found that the individual journals maintained by the FFs were sketchy and had several mistakes. On the other hand, the collective reports provided more in-depth accounts of the farmer training activity and captured the team’s reflections effectively. From discussions with FFs and
field officers, we found that the FFs keeping individual journals were not discussing their field visit experiences and learning with their colleagues.

The field officers, FFs, my co-researcher and I felt that it would be more helpful for the FFs, as well as for the study, if they collectively reflected on their farmer training activities and used the output of their collective reflection exercise to draft the training report. This meant that the FFs in each team had to engage in collective planning, assign specific roles and responsibilities for the training activities, share feedback on each other’s facilitation, collectively reflect on the outputs and outcomes of the field visit, discuss challenges, identify strategies and develop follow-up action plans. All of us felt that these collective practices, apart from facilitating group learning, could also lead to improved teamwork among the FFs within each field unit. Thus, the FFs engaged in the collective practices from October 2011 onwards.

Between October 2011 and September 2012, I received nine reports from one field unit and ten reports from the second field unit on various CCAC capacity building activities implemented by these teams. The addition of new FFs and staff turnover in both the field units did not affect the submission of reports. Also, my co-researcher and I did not notice any challenges in continuity of collective practices amongst FFs in the two teams. This was largely because the long-serving staff continued for the entire duration of the study in the two field units, the field officers supported the continuity of FFs’ collective practices, and new staff were thoroughly oriented to the action research activities by senior FFs and FOs and quickly integrated into the action research process.

The FFs’ new reports helped us (researchers) identify FFs’ training needs and assisted us to develop follow up assistance plans for FFs. Our (researchers) feedback to
FFs focused on ways of improving FFs’ planning, facilitation, report writing, and documentation skills. Further, this process (review and feedback) helped us (in our roles in the project) to develop specific strategies and capacity building plans to assist FFs.

**Farmer Trainings**

Between September 2011 and October 2012 FFs implemented various training activities to build the institutional strength of CCACs, increase their awareness of the concepts of climate change and variability, and the need to adapt to climate variability. Following are brief descriptions of these activities.

**Vision building workshop:** Reflecting on the baseline findings that ‘farmers’ interest in data collection was declining’ and ‘farmer institutions were observed as being passive in addressing maintenance issues of data collection equipment and deepening of wells in their hydrological units’, my co-researcher and I brainstormed ways to increase farmer ownership and strengthen farmer institutions. We felt that an appreciative inquiry process could be used to develop a vision and action plan for HU-CCACs. When we shared this with the Field Officers and FFs, they too felt that doing a vision building exercise with the CCACs and developing an action plan based on the vision could reinvigorate the CCACs, improve their ownership of groundwater management activities, and increase awareness on the need to adapt to climate change and variability. We conducted a training of trainers (ToT) workshop in October 2011 for the FFs, which included FFs of other field units, on facilitating the vision building exercise with CCACs. Two FFs from all the nine field units were covered in the ToT. This was followed up by a ToT in November 2011 for the remaining FFs, which was facilitated by the previously trained FFs. Following this, the FFs facilitated vision building exercise workshops for
habitation-level CCAC members (farmers). Three workshops were organized in November and December 2011 at each field unit to cover all habitation-level CCACs in the particular field unit. Participating in the one-day workshop, CCAC members first reflected on the good practices in groundwater management and identified learning and areas in need of improvement. Further, they discussed the importance of community-based climate monitoring and developed a vision for their CCAC. Using the vision they developed an action plan for the ensuing year, 2012. Later, the HU-CCAC members discussed the outputs of this exercise to develop a vision building document and action plan at the hydrological unit level. My co-researcher assisted the FFs in planning of the first round vision building exercise workshops (in November 2011), observed the conduct of the workshop, shared his observations with the FFs, and facilitated reflection exercises for the FFs to identify ‘what went well’ and ‘how to improve’. He again visited the field units in the third round of workshops (in December 2011) to observe the organization and facilitation of these workshops.

**Orientation on CCAC office bearers’ roles and responsibilities:** From the FFs’ reports and our (mine and my co-researcher’s) observations during visits to field sites in November and December 2011, we noticed that the roles and responsibilities of the CCAC office bearers were generic. We and the FFs felt that aligning roles and responsibilities of the CCAC office bearers with the vision and activities of the CCAC would ensure accountability of the CCAC office bearers and improve the functioning of the CCACs. Accordingly, we revised the roles and responsibilities of CCAC office bearers. FFs used the revised roles and responsibilities to orient CCAC members to improve their awareness in March and April 2012.
**CCAC sub-committees:** The office bearers of the HU-level CCACs met once every quarter to review progress and to plan for the next quarter. Decisions reached in the meeting and action plans developed were followed up by the office bearers. On our (mine and my co-researcher’s) visit to women’s’ Self Help Groups (SHGs) in another project, we learned about the usefulness of the sub-committees in following up on decisions made at the organization level and in day-to-day monitoring of key activities. We shared our observations and learning with the FFs and requested them to discuss the usefulness of sub-committees with CCAC members. Following the positive response of the CCAC members, FFs worked with the HU-CCAC to form sub-committees in May and June 2012. Each sub-committee had three or more members drawn from the executive members of the HU-CCAC.

**Other project interventions:** Other project interventions that were implemented alongside the above trainings included: Participatory Climate Monitoring (PCM), Sustainable Land and Water Management (SLWM) pilots, and Farmers Climate Schools (FCS). These interventions were initiated in June 2012 and continued beyond the duration of the study.

PCM stations were constructed in May 2012 and data collection was initiated in the two field units in June 2012. It involved monitoring of daily weather parameters by local communities. This involved identifying sites for establishing climate monitoring system, selecting and training data collection volunteers, data collection, and dissemination of data. The objective was to build capacity of local communities to collect weather data and to discuss the dynamics of local weather and how it was impacting their current agricultural practices. SLWM pilots were initiated in Field Unit 1 in July 2012.
They included identifying locally relevant crop adaptation options and setting up crop-based pilots, monitoring them and assessing the performance of the pilots in terms of productivity and coping with climate variability. FCS was initiated in July 2012 in both field units. It was a year-long school coinciding with the hydrological year, June through May, and continues through different cropping seasons. Each FCS cycle had 12 sessions and participants met each month. Twenty-five to thirty farmer participants participated in a FCS. The same set of participants met in each FCS session. All the study participants participated in the FCS and FFs facilitated the FCS sessions. FCS demystified the concepts of climate change and variability, increase farmers’ awareness on successful adaptation measures, and assisted farmers to make informed decisions to cope with climate change/variability.

Visits to the two field units

In the initial months of the action research (between September and December 2011), either my co-researcher or I visited the two field units monthly to observe interactions between FFs and farmers in farmer trainings, to provide onsite technical assistance to FFs in designing CCAC capacity building activities, participate in FFs’ collective reflections, and to identify FFs’ capacity building needs. Also, we interacted with CCAC members during our field visits. In order to develop a better perspective on the broad themes emerging from interviews, observations, and FFs’ reports, I visited SPACC project village sites that were not within the geographic area of my research and interacted with FFs and CCAC members in those sites. In 2012, we visited the two field unit sites in September and October to collect post-intervention data.
During our field visits, my colleague/co-researcher and I discussed the study participants in our spare time and during our morning and evening walks. We reflected on our observations and experiences in the field. “Learning to trust the process” and “learning by doing” are the two principles that guided me through the data collection process in the field (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 25). My co-researcher and I kept notes in which we jotted down our observations and reflections. We also reviewed and discussed the field notes that I maintained. Keeping the notes of our discussions and reflections was very helpful in reviewing and reflecting on the insights emerging from the study.

**Audio recordings of CCAC trainings**

Each CCAC training lasted between two to three hours. In all, FFs in each field unit conducted three vision-building trainings to cover all the habitation-level CCACs in the particular field unit. My co-researcher audio recorded the first and third workshops in both field units, as I could not be present. My co-researcher and I planned to use the recordings to review the impact of FFs’ collective practices on their communication with farmers. The farmer interactions in these workshops were mostly in small groups. The recording captured participants’ voices from multiple groups and, as a result, there were frequent voice overlaps. As there was no voice clarity, we found it difficult to identify audio recordings of particular interactions that could be used for the purposes of the research.

**CCAC members’ feedback**

FFs decided that it is important to seek farmer participants’ feedback to develop a better understanding of the effectiveness of the CCACs institutional capacity building activities on farmers’ practices. We advised them to collect feedback from the same set of
farmer participants on the different capacity building activities. Along with the farmers interviewed for the baseline, they also sought feedback from a few additional farmers whom we later included in the post-intervention focus group discussions. The FFs reported that these farmers were regular attendees and were usually more forthcoming in sharing their views and experiences in farmer trainings and meetings. The FFs used a set of simple questions to collect the feedback. These included:

- What did you think about the training?
- How was it useful to you as a CCAC member?
- What do you think about the training methods used in the training?

FFs sought the CCAC members’ feedback a few weeks after the implementation of each CCAC capacity building activity. These conversations between the FFs and CCAC members in the intervention helped FFs get feedback from “outsiders” or stakeholders to improve their community of practice. The conversations between the FFs and CCAC members were in Telugu. FFs wrote down the CCAC members’ responses. They shared those responses with me. I decided to use this data to inform the research as a way to acknowledge FFs as partners in the study. I was conscious that this could have introduced bias into the data. My co-researcher and I correlated this data with analysis of FFs’ documentation, notes from our visits to the field units, and post-intervention focus group discussions.

**Post-Intervention Data Collection**

The purpose of the post-intervention activities was to learn about (1) FFs’ perceptions of their use of the collective practices and impact of the use of the practices
on their communication and work with farmers, and (2) farmers’ perceptions on communication and work with FFs, and ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring. The goal of collecting data about FFs’ and farmers’ perceptions was to understand how and whether FFs’ collective practices had improved how FFs and farmers communicated with each other and worked together. The post-intervention activities included focus group discussions, conducted separately, with FFs and farmers.

**Focus Group Discussions (FGDs):** Doing individual interviews in the post-intervention phase would have helped capture the change across each individual from participation in the study. However, we decided to use focus group discussions to capture post-intervention reflections with FFs and CCAC members/farmers. We felt that the study participants would feel more comfortable sharing their views in small groups. As both my co-researcher and I work in the Project Management Office, FFs and CCAC members might find it challenging to do an individual interview with us because they perceived us to be higher up in the hierarchy. We felt that we could lessen the power distance when we took on the role of facilitators in a focus group discussion. We thought that this would make participants more forthcoming in sharing their experiences and views. Also, individual participants could contribute to the viewpoints emerging during the discussion. In addition, there had been staff turnover in both the field units. Therefore, we felt that FGDs would help capture the perspectives and experiences of the newer members on various points emerging during the discussion. These members had engaged in the collective practices for several months. Therefore, it was important to seek their perspectives as well. I wish to acknowledge that we may have lost out valuable individual data by relying solely on focus group discussions.
In particular, we used the focus groups to collect data to answer the research question of “what FFs reported about their communications and work with farmers after the action research intervention” and “what farmers reported about their communications and work with FFs after the action research intervention.” Thus, the questions driving our focus group discussions focused on how FFs and farmers felt about their communications and exchanges with each other.

I used the following questions to facilitate FGDs with field facilitators to capture their post-intervention reflections:

- Please reflect on your experiences when facilitating CCAC capacity building activities and share:
  - Satisfying moments—what did you like about the particular training moment?
  - Moments that caused dissatisfaction/frustration—what is it that made you feel frustrated?
  - Challenges in facilitating farmer participation—sharing their experiences and opinions; and
  - Ways to improve farmer participation in trainings.

- Please discuss your practices—prior to the intervention and current practices—and perceived outcomes of those practices.

We conducted each focus group discussion with the four FFs in each field unit in their respective field unit offices in October 2012. Each FGD lasted for close to two hours. I facilitated the discussions and my co-researcher kept notes of the discussion outputs.
Likewise, we facilitated FGDs separately with small groups of farmers, all of whom were CCAC members. These farmers had been regular participants in the farmers’ trainings and CCAC meetings. It was difficult to gather the same farmer participants who participated in the baseline for the focus group discussions at one place and time. So, we conducted two separate focus group discussions in each field unit (a total of four FGDs with farmers). Also, we decided to include the CCAC members whose feedback the FFs had sought on various CCAC capacity building activities during the action research phase. We felt that involving these additional CCAC members would help us correlate with the feedback they had shared with the FFs on the CCAC capacity building activities.

In Field Unit One, we conducted one focus group discussion with four male research participants in one of the participant’s field immediately after a farmer training. The four male research participants said that it was convenient for them to do the focus group discussion immediately after the training. However, the female research participants requested us to come to their village in the evening to do the focus group discussion adjacent to one of the women’s home. My co-researcher and I decided that it would be convenient to do two focus group discussions, one for the male farmers immediately after the training and another for female farmers later in the evening. Also, we felt that female farmers may be more forthcoming in sharing their views in an all-female discussion. The four male research participants, my co-researcher and I waited for a few minutes after the training concluded for the remaining training participants to disperse and the conducted the focus group discussion with four male farmers. Later in the evening, we conducted a focus group discussion with the two female farmers in the village adjacent to one of their homes.
In Field Unit Two, we conducted one focus group discussion with four male research participants at the field unit office immediately after a farmer training. The four male research participants said that it was convenient for them to do the focus group discussion immediately after the training and preferred to do it at the field unit office as they wanted to attend to their personal work in the town after the focus group discussion. The three female research participants requested that we come to the village of one of the female participants the next morning and the other two promised to reach her home at the appointed time. Here, too, my co-researcher and I decided that it would be convenient to do two focus group discussions, one for the male farmers immediately after the training and another for female farmers the following morning.

My co-researcher and I used the following questions to facilitate the FGDs with farmers:

- *In the past few months, the field facilitators conducted various trainings, such as CCAC Vision-building trainings, and participated in CCAC meetings to build the institutional capacity of the CCACs. Please reflect on your participation in those trainings and meetings and elaborate:*
  
  o *satisfying moments*
  
  o *moments that caused dissatisfaction/frustration*
  
  o *challenges to participation or sharing your experiences and views*
  
  o *ways to improve farmer participation in trainings and meetings*

Thus, the focus group discussions with the CCAC members were conducted either in their fields adjacent to the training venue, or near their homes or at the field unit.
offices. Thus, we were present in their (research participants) “natural settings” (Rossman & Rallis, 2003).

We conducted the focus group discussions with the research participants in Telugu, interspersed with English words. My co-researcher and I took turns in facilitating the discussions and keeping notes of the discussion outputs. We did not audio record the focus group discussions as we were concerned about overlap of participant voices. Also, farmer participants could become conscious in the presence of a voice recorder. We kept notes of the key points in the discussions. Immediately after the completion of a FGD, my co-researcher and I reviewed the notes and made necessary additions. After returning from the visits to the field units, we translated the focus group data into English.

**Data Management**

My co-researcher and I listened in full to each of the baseline interviews—the eight FFs and seven CCAC members. The data was a verbal interpretation of FFs’ experiences as farmer trainers and of farmers’ experiences participating in farmer trainings. We then transcribed sections that we found relevant to the research questions. Transcribing was a tedious process, requiring lots of patience and commitment. As the researcher, transcribing the digital files provided me an opportunity to listen closely to the recorded conversation. This process gave me more insights into what the interviewee had shared (Lapadat & Lindsay, 1999). Also, it provided me the opportunity to catch the nuances of the local dialect. We also reviewed FFs reports—nine from Field Unit 1 and ten from Field Unit 2. The FFs’ reports were in Telugu. We identified and marked relevant sections in reports for data analysis. We did the same with the FFs’ interviews
with CCAC members to collect feedback on capacity building activities that FFs implemented and post-intervention focus group discussions of FFs and CCAC members.

Translating the data into English was challenging. The structure of Telugu language is different from that of English. Another issue was that respondents sometimes left a sentence incomplete during the conversation. While translating, I had to make conscious efforts to keep myself from inserting the unspoken words. Apart from that, I was often caught in a dilemma as to which particular word best suited the context of the discussion. It required a decision-making process to either choose the appropriate word or translate the literal meaning of the word. I decided to do the literal translation and incorporated the word, appropriate to the context, in parenthesis.

I had four audio recordings of the CCAC vision building workshops, first and third workshops implemented in each of the two field units, recorded in the workshop setting. The farmer interactions in these workshops were mostly in small groups. The recording captured participants’ voices from multiple groups and, as a result, there were frequent voice overlaps. As there was no voice clarity, we found it difficult to identify audio recordings of particular interactions that could be used for the purposes of the research. Therefore, we relied on the observations in our field notes from these workshops.

**Data Analysis**

I categorized the written and recorded data into baseline, action research, and post-intervention phases. Throughout the data analysis process we masked individual participants’ identities as we had assured research participants we would do. Care was
taken to make sure that we did not lose gender-specific information gathered in the research process as one of our interests was to be able to study the differences in the ways in which male and female research participants communicated with each other and with us. Also, I engaged in reflective writing at different points of the study to document my experiences and challenges, and organized the data collected from different research methods. Apart from giving more insights into the topic, this exercise helped me to be more engaged and immersed in the study (Richardson, 1994).

The baseline data included interviews with field facilitators and farmers and notes from our visits to the two field units. My co-researcher and I first listened to the audio recording of each interview at least two times to identify the particular minutes or bytes which were relevant for the study. Later, we listened to the particular bytes several times and transcribed all recorded data for closer scrutiny. Following that, we immersed ourselves into the data by reading it several times to familiarize ourselves with the various ‘speakers’ and the language that they used to express themselves. We then identified the themes emerging from the FFs’ and farmers’ interviews. Also, we reviewed our field notes of visits to the field units to triangulate data and develop a better understanding of the baseline scenario. Following this, I used the baseline data to draft an analytic memo on FFs’ baseline practices and FFs and farmers’ perceptions of their interactions.

The data for action research phase was collected over a period of 12 months. FFs’ documentation of CCAC trainings and meetings were the key data during the action research phase. The data sources included collective planning, peer observations, and collective reflections. FFs of each field unit shared the documentation of CCAC trainings
and meetings with us within a week after the conclusion of each farmer training or meeting. We reviewed the FFs’ reports as and when we received them, made notes, and followed up with the FFs on issues that needed clarity. After receiving a few reports, we identified sub-themes emerging from the reports. Similarly, we reviewed the feedback that the FFs collected from the CCAC members and correlated it with data emerging from analysis of FFs’ documentation and notes from our visits to the field units. Following this analysis, we mapped multiple sets of data that emerged from the action research intervention to identify sub-themes. Later, we mapped these sub-themes under broad themes and compared them with findings of the baseline scenario. Later, I applied Wenger, Trayner, and Laat’s (2011) framework on ‘value creation in communities and networks’ to assess the “immediate”, “potential”, “applied”, and “realized” value of FFs’ baseline and action research practices and the impact of those practices on FFs’ and farmers’ interactions and work with each other. I then used this specific data to draft an analytic memo.

Likewise, we analyzed the post-intervention focus group discussions with FFs and farmers to identify sub-themes. We mapped these sub-themes under broad themes and compared them with findings of the baseline and action research phases. Following this, I looked for trends in participants’ responses and experiences across different phases of the study—baseline, action research, and post-intervention. Over time, I drafted several more analytic memos to continue to analyze the data emerging from the study. I periodically shared the findings of my analyses with the field facilitators and sought their perspectives on the emergent findings.
**Conclusion**

By opting for an action research design that allowed for review and reflection along the way, I deliberately left the ‘door open’ for engagement of field facilitators and farmers as partners in the research. This helped further refine the research design and its implementation in the field. Additionally, it provided an opportunity for the FFs to undertake research to improve their practices and engage farmers to review the relevance of their capacity building inputs. This led to generation of valuable data for the analysis, study, reflection and action. Thus, the action research design was an open invitation to the FFs to become more engaged in the research, while participating in the project.

In the remaining chapters, I present the analysis of the data generated by the study. While the communities of practice provided the theoretical framework, Wenger, Trayner, and Laat’s (2011) framework on ‘value creation in communities and networks’ helped me assess the “immediate”, “potential”, “applied”, and “realized” value of FFs’ community of practice through reviewing multiple sets of data generated by the study to portray a holistic picture of the value that the FFs’ community of practice created for them and for the farmer participants. My use of this analytic framework led to an understanding of how FFs’ new practices influenced the way FFs and farmers worked and communicated with each other. I used the communities of practice theoretical framework to test the working hypothesis in the logic model—when FFs practice/undertake collective practices for planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting, then their communication and work with farmers is improved (see *Appendix A* for dissertation logic model).
CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

In this chapter, I present the study findings. I begin with a discussion of findings from the baseline data. Later, I discuss Field Facilitators’ (FFs) use of collective practices—planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting—in cultivating a community of practice and factors influencing FFs’ adoption of the collective practices. Following that, I discuss farmers’ and FFs’ perceptions on the impact of action research interventions on farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring. I follow this with a discussion on farmers’ perceptions on facilitation methods used in various trainings. Finally, I discuss other factors influencing farmers’ communication and work with FFs and farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring.

Findings from Baseline Data

In this section, I present the findings from the baseline data. I have divided the presentation into three sections: (a) FFs and farmers report mutual learning at the beginning of the study, (b) Communication gaps exist between FFs and farmers, and (c) FFs did not use a comprehensive planning and reflection process to avoid communication problems with farmers.

The farmer capacity building activities in the earlier APFAMGS project ended in the first quarter of 2009. Field activities in the SPACC project started in mid-2011. After the start of the SPACC project, field facilitators (some of whom were previous employees of the APFAMGS project while others were new recruits) visited the project habitations
to re-establish rapport with the farmers. The baseline information, which included individual interviews with field facilitators and farmers and me and my co-researcher’s field observations, was collected in August and September 2011.

**FFs and farmers report mutual learning at the beginning of the study**

All farmers interviewed for the baseline from both field units had previously participated in the APFAMGS project and acknowledged the relevance of that project’s inputs. Thus, these farmers came into the new SPACC project feeling they had learned much about water resource management from participation in the APFAMGS project and had used that knowledge to regularly monitor water levels in their borewells, calculate total draft and recharge in their HUs, estimate groundwater balance in their HUs for the ensuing season, and used that information to make decisions on which crops to plant. They shared that data collection and analysis had helped them understand groundwater dynamics and that this knowledge had led to more informed decision making on crop choices and crop-water management. They said that they had turned from fatalism—sow after the first rains and pray to the rain god—to pragmatism.

---

**Male Farmer Participant, Field Unit 1, August 2011, Baseline interview**

It is useful to us, sir. Earlier we used to switch on the borewell, without knowing how much water was there and for how long the borewell could pump water. At first when sirs from Field Unit 1 visited our villages, we weren’t interested in what they were telling us. We assumed that they were visiting the village as part of their job and thought that their suggestions were not relevant. Eventually, we understood and our brains started to work. We now take readings of water levels, and estimate discharge by noting the time taken to fill a (100 litre) drum. By observing and noting the readings over a period of time, we now understand how much crop we should grow. As we are getting more
information, we better understand how much crop we should grow. Field unit 1 is doing useful work, sir. Farmers are using water judiciously and avoiding crop losses.

-- Male Farmer Participant, Field Unit 1, August 2011, Baseline interview

At the start of the rainy season, the yield of the borewells is good. Earlier we used to sow crops in 5 or 6 acres of land assuming that there was sufficient water in the borewells for the entire season. After all the borewells in the area started to operate, in 10 or 20 days we used to notice a steep fall in water levels in borewells (borewell yields) and farmers eventually harvested less than 50% of the crop sown area. There were times when we harvested less than 25% of the crop sown area. After this intervention, we have a better understanding of our circumstances. Therefore, we have started to grow irrigated dry crops or dry crops and agriculture has become less stressful.

-- Female Farmer Participant, Field Unit 2, September 2011, Baseline interview

The usefulness and relevance of APFAMGS project inputs was a common theme that emerged from our interviews with male and female farmers from both field units.

This was attributed to the timeliness of the inputs, as farmers were experiencing a sense of helplessness because of their inability to comprehend groundwater dynamics and that poor crop-water management led to frequent crop losses. Farmers in both field units acknowledged that they made changes in crop-water management practices. They now monitored groundwater levels, estimated groundwater balance and planned crops accordingly. Also, they now grew irrigated dry crops and were now able to save crops during dry periods. Further, farmers stated that with the use of Participatory Hydrological Monitoring (PHM) equipment they were able to estimate the groundwater draft and

---

20 Participatory Hydrological Monitoring (PHM) involves farmers taking lead in recording geo-hydrological data, interpreting it and using it for judicious management of the groundwater resources. This includes: (a) setting up of observation wells to monitor groundwater levels and measure groundwater discharge, and (b) installation of rain gauge stations to record rainfall.
recharge. Farmers indicated that the tools and methods introduced by FFs helped them have a better understanding of their circumstances.

Farmers admitted that over a period of time their attitudes towards APFAMGS project staff had turned from initial scepticism and indifference to active participation in groundwater management. This indicated that change in farmers’ attitudes were a result of sustained engagement by the FFs in both field units during the earlier project. Also, this spoke to those APFAMGS project FFs’ commitment and persistence in engaging farmer participants. During our pre-intervention interviews, farmer participants said that they shared their experiences (previous experiences and experiments) during farmer trainings. Their statements indicated good communication between FFs and farmers.

One male farmer participant said that farmers in the APFAMGS project did not hesitate to disagree with field facilitators feeling that it was important for farmers to share their knowledge and experiences. This showed that farmer participants in the previous project were not mere recipients of knowledge. Also, this kind of response indicated that FFs in that earlier project provided opportunities for farmers to share their experiences and knowledge. Female farmer participants also said that they shared their experiences in trainings. The farmer participants’ remarks indicated a relatively low power distance between the farmers and the FFs as a result of their participation in the APFAMGS
project. This pointed to a good rapport between the two sets of interactants on which the new SPACC project could build. It is only through questioning and dialogue that knowledge is created and co-created (Freire, 1970).

For example, once they told us about water saving methods in the Farmer Water School. I wanted to understand evaporation. So, I poured one litre of water in an open pan, by evening I noticed that only half a litre was left and the rest had evaporated. The next day, I poured two litres and noticed that one litre of water had evaporated by sunset. The following day instead of using an open pan, I poured 5 litres of water in a vessel with a small mouth. By the evening, I noticed that only one litre of water had evaporated. Comparing these results, I understood that water stored in wide mouthed containers evaporates quickly. I shared this learning in the Farmer Water School.

Another remnant from the earlier APFAMGS project was farmer initiative to experiment with new practices. A key principle of the Farmer Water Schools (FWS) implemented during that project is that farmers learn the skill of experimentation.

Farmers’ confidence to experiment points to a foundation for the development of mass based popular science (Selener, 1997). FFs shared with us that farmers set up experiments and these experiments led to improved understanding and adaptation of knowledge to local needs. FFs who had participated in that earlier project acknowledged that they learned from farmers. This signified mutual learning. One FF, an agriculture graduate, shared that he learned the application of organic practices from the farmers. His statement underscored that formal education doesn’t address application aspects which
are critical elements of farmer training. So, field facilitators had a foundation of learning from experienced and innovative farmers when they started the new SPACC project.

We also learned from the farmers, sir. Farmers experiment on what we share with them. In some APFAMGS activities, for example in Farmer Field School, we introduced mulching and other water saving methods to farmers by setting up short-term and long-term experiments. At one particular place, we used rice husk as mulch. One farmer experimented with tamarind shells as mulch. Yet another farmer used brinjal leaves as mulch to conserve water. Thus, when we introduced farmers to a new method in agriculture, they further experimented and showed us additional ways of expanding on the practice. We learned these newer techniques from the farmers.

We also learned from the farmers, sir. Farmers experiment on what we share with them. In some APFAMGS activities, for example in Farmer Field School, we introduced mulching and other water saving methods to farmers by setting up short-term and long-term experiments. At one particular place, we used rice husk as mulch. One farmer experimented with tamarind shells as mulch. Yet another farmer used brinjal leaves as mulch to conserve water. Thus, when we introduced farmers to a new method in agriculture, they further experimented and showed us additional ways of expanding on the practice. We learned these newer techniques from the farmers.

In trainings we learned new things related to agriculture from farmers. In sessions we introduced new concepts. They pointed out if the particular method is not relevant or did not work for them. We noted these things as our learning.

We learnt several things sir. They don’t teach us much about organic practices in the college. During field visits, I observed and learnt the application of organic manures at Mahabubnagar, sir.

Thus, in our baseline discussions with farmer participants from both field units, it appeared that those who had participated in the previous APFAMGS project began the SPACC project already valuing interactions with the FFs. Additionally, elements of mutual learning appeared to be present at the start of SPACC and at the beginning of the
study and were acknowledged by both sets of interactants. These comments demonstrated that the earlier APFAMGS project had set an atmosphere where FFs were open to “dialogue” to seek outside perspectives, which resulted in improved knowledge and skills for both farmers and FFs. One can characterize these two sets of interactants as trainer-participants and participant-trainers (Freire, 1970). This facilitated mutual respect between the two sets of interactants and reinforced the principle of participatory learning as defined by Maguire (1987)—“we both know something; neither of us knows everything. Working together, we will know more, and we will both learn more about how to know.” (Selener, 1997, p. 36).

Even though both farmers and FFs were positive about their communications and working relationships carrying over from the earlier project at the beginning of the SPACC project, my co-researcher, FFs and I discovered, in our visits to project sites and interactions with farmer participants that there were lapses in the groundwater management practices farmers had implemented during the previous project.

**Communication gaps exist between FFs and Farmers**

One reason for the lapses in practice mentioned above was the lack of follow-up with farmers that occurred during the gap between the end of the APFAMGS project and the beginning of SPACC. For example, during the initial visits that the SPACC FFs made to project sites to re-establish rapport with farmers who had participated in APFAMGS, FFs in both field units discovered that farmers were not collecting borewell data from observation wells. Our baseline interviews with farmers also confirmed this change in practice:
For example, in one particular project habitation there are three observation wells. Presently, we are not getting data from any of the three. I inquired with the GMC members to find out the causes. They told me that there was a gap in between. Also, the water levels fell and therefore they (farmer volunteers) could not measure the water levels.

Earlier data collection went very well. Later, they (GMCs) were to take the responsibility of data collection. There was a gap in between. After I went, they immediately passed a resolution to repair the borewells. Also, I told them that it would be helpful if they could repair the borewells as that the project would continue. I was pleased with their positive response.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, August 2011, Baseline interview

Farmers of both field units shared that technical issues such as inability to reinsert HDPE pipes that were removed to deepen borewells and rusting of the borewell cap that holds the main tube and the HDPE pipe affected data collection in the transition period between the APFAMGS and SPACC projects.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, August 2011, Baseline interview

In between there was gap of one and half years. Therefore, the pipes got disturbed slightly and data collection also was affected. -- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, August 2011, Baseline interview

Are you experiencing any problems in data collection? -- Researcher

Technically whenever we remove the motor, we have problems with reinserting the pipes (HDPE pipes used to insert the probe for measuring water levels).

-- Male farmer, Field Unit 1, August 2011, Baseline interview

Are you experiencing any problems in data collection? -- Researcher
Farmer participants in both field units shared that their borewells went dry. So, they resorted to either deepening their existing borewells or drilling new ones in their farming plot with the hope of accessing additional water. Both field unit areas experienced drought\textsuperscript{21} followed by erratic rainfall in the years 2008 to 2011. During periods of scanty rainfall, farmers pumped more water from their borewells to save standing crop or hoping for good rains in the near future. As discharge of borewells exceeded recharge, several of the borewells went dry. Farmer participants from Field Unit 1 shared that APFAMGS farmer participants initially restrained themselves from further drilling. However, they relented, observing the success of other farmers in finding water at greater depths.

\textsuperscript{21} Rainfall data collected by farmers and analyzed by the SPACC project revealed that Field Unit 1 experienced extreme drought (40% to 50% deficit rainfall from normal) in the year 2008-09 and erratic rainfall in 2009-10 and 2010-11. Field Unit 2 experienced moderate drought (25% to 35% deficit rainfall from normal) in the year 2009-10 and erratic rainfall in 2010-11.
With the lack of livelihood opportunities and inability to make a living, we committed mistakes knowingly. We had formed a committee and established rules and norms. We decided to not drill borewells. We waited for a while. We decided not to drill beyond 500 meters. For small and marginal farmers, it is difficult to raise crops without water. Their options are very limited without water. They cannot work for daily wages, nor do they have money to invest and start a business. These small farmers usually wait for water in the hope that if their borewell yields water, they can keep two cows and make a living.

I, too, waited for a year without water (when my borewell went dry). I told myself that I cannot knowingly commit a mistake (drill further). I told myself that I cannot drill further as I had already drilled up to 400 feet. I waited for a year. I did not have any livelihood options. I don’t have the strength to work as a daily labourer. I did not have the money to invest and start a new business. In those circumstances, I deliberately committed a mistake and drilled the borewell to a depth of 840 feet.

The hope everyone has is that if the borewell could yield at least two inches of water, one could grow some fodder and feed two cows. This way, we could get some money every fifteen days. Similarly, the price of tomato goes up to Rs. 40, when there is no produce in the market. Then a farmer feels that he made a mistake by not drilling further to secure water to raise tomato.

Sir, we have discussed these things in our committee. We discuss all these issues in our committee. Through our GMC, we work towards creating more awareness amongst farmers. We put in a lot of effort to increase awareness of lay farmers, by simplifying the content and in a language that is understandable to all. Despite our efforts and increased farmer awareness, in these drought situations farmers resort to further drilling of borewells. They do so believing that it is important to keep pace with the person who is ahead, so that they do not fall behind; farmers resort to further drilling of borewells. The reason for all this is the drought situation, farmers do not have other options and there are no industries.
Farmer participants in Field Unit 1 shared that the inability of APFAMGS farmer institutions (GMCs and HUNs) to act as a pressure group to enforce collective norms at the village or HU level to deter farmers from further drilling of borewells or abide by crop plans finalized in the crop-water budgeting exercise, eventually led to further drilling of borewells. When probed on why farmer institutions failed in their efforts to curb individual farmers from drilling further, the farmer participants got exasperated.

We did discuss this sir. Who said that we didn’t discuss, the (farmer) groups (GMCs and HUNs) are functioning even now. We plan to do all our work through the groups. Even now the groups are functioning, sir. Some farmers, after having drilled borewells in search of water, have now resolved not to drill further. However, there are always those who don’t listen to anyone. ...

Have you discussed those farmers in your groups?  -- Researcher

They don’t attend our group meetings, sir. What can we do about them, sir? Even if we ask them to join our group, they will not.

Have you discussed in your groups what to do in those circumstances?  -- Researcher
Even if we discuss and tell those farmers not to drill beyond 900 feet, they are not willing to listen to us, sir. -- Female Farmer Participant, Field Unit 1, August 2011, Baseline interview

Do our committee members follow-up with those farmers who are not members of our group? Let us go to their house now, sir. I will take you to their homes; you can ask see for yourself that they won’t listen to us. What can we do in those circumstances, are we officers, ha ha...? Do you think they will listen to our advice?
-- Female Farmer Participant, Field Unit 1, August 2011, Baseline interview

The groundwater situation in Field Unit 2 was not as adverse as in Field Unit 1. However, in Field Unit 2 as well farmers had either deepened or drilled new wells to cope with water shortages during the cropping season. Aside from inability to act as a pressure group to restrain other farmers in their habitations from further drilling of borewells, it appeared that the farmer groups in both field units did not take the initiative to resolve the technical issues around data collection.

Have you discussed this problem in your habitation level GMC or in the Hydrological Unit Network (HUN)? -- Researcher

We discussed it, sir. We decided to address it later as it involves considerable expenditure. -- Male Farmer Participant, Field Unit 2, September 2011, Baseline interview

The groundwater situation in Field Unit 2 was not as adverse as in Field Unit 1.
Have you discussed this problem in your habitation level GMC or in the Hydrological Unit Network (HUN)?

-- Researcher

We discussed it once in our HUN committee, sir. We decided to address it later as we do not have the budget for it.

-- Male Farmer Participant, Field Unit 2, September 2011, Baseline interview

Have you made any plans to address the problem?

-- Researcher

We decided that after we get the funds we will repair those observation borewells that need to be repaired, i.e. put new dummy rings and re-insert the HDPE pipes.

-- Male Farmer Participant, Field Unit 2, September 2011, Baseline interview

Farmer institutions did not take the initiative to approach the project’s local field unit to resolve the technical issues. These problems surfaced only when the field facilitators inquired about the lapses in data collection. This poses larger questions of relevance of data collected and ownership of the process. When I probed this in my discussions with the farmers during my visits in September 2011, farmers in Field Unit 2 shared that they were no longer monitoring water levels in their borewells as they had an approximate idea about the water levels. Also, they said that it was not required to monitor borewells on a fortnightly basis as the water levels did not vary in such a short span. This latter comment was not valid, as water levels are dependent on discharge and recharge in the hydrological unit and can fluctuate rapidly if either of these occurs at a faster pace than the other. The FFs who accompanied me on that visit were surprised by the farmers’ response.

For example  

\[\text{For example} \]
For example, today we realized that they are not collecting data, how do you respond to such situations?

-- Researcher

We are a little upset with what happened today. They shared the data with us by phone. We are not monitoring the collection of data. They are collecting the data on their own. We are noting down the data that they are sharing. The person who used to collect data earlier is not collecting it. He says, “Yes sir, we know the water levels. So, we are not measuring them anymore. We are telling you an approximate measurement.” Earlier we used to measure data on our own. After we handed over the program to them (HUNs and GMCs), we used to monitor data collection. We assumed that it will become a habit and they will continue the data collection. There are problems in a few habitations. The HDPE pipes and dummy for inserting them are not in place. In those places, only the static water level (SWL) is being measured.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2011, Baseline interview

Another reason for lapses in farmers’ data collection emerged when I asked the FFs in Field Unit 2 if this indicated that farmers did not “value” the data. FFs shared with me that they had cited examples of institutional purchases of farmer-collected data to motivate farmers to collect data in the APFAMGS project. Such purchases had taken place in specific hydrological units, in other field units which were not part of this study, in which certain research institutes had particular interest. The institutions directly purchased the data from the local Hydrological Unit Networks (HUNs). Though the project facilitated this linkage, it did not commit to facilitating such market linkages for farmer collected data in all HUs. The PHM concept in the APFAMGS project was based on the principle that farmers would voluntarily collect data on water levels in their borewells and rainfall in their hydrological unit as it was useful for them to make informed decisions on crop-water management and crop planning.
Actually what we told them was that this data will be very useful to you. Further, if the data is qualitatively good, some agency may purchase it in the future. The farmers kept inquiring of us when the data will be purchased. They say 5 to 6 years have passed and no one has purchased the data. What is the use of this data to us? In informal interactions the farmers say, “after these many years of measuring the water levels, don’t we know the water levels in our borewells? You need the data and it is useful to you. Therefore, you are taking the data.” We don’t share this with others in the project, we sharing this only with you. -- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2011, Baseline interview

FFs in Field Unit 2 admitted that use of the motivation strategy that ‘farmer-collected data had a market value’ was a wrong one to be used. They shared that farmers were disappointed as their groups did not receive any financial returns on the data collected. As a result of this miscommunication, farmers seemed to perceive that regular data collection was more relevant for the project management than to monitor water levels in their borewells for effective crop planning and groundwater management. This points to lack of effective dialogue amongst FFs within the Field Unit 2 and between FFs and project management in communicating to farmers the usefulness of PHM data, a key principle of community of practice. This lack of effective dialogue within the Field Unit 2 and between the field unit and project management led to use of a motivational strategy that may have been effective in the short term, but undermined farmer interest in the longer term.

When I asked FFs in both field units for strategies to reinvigorate farmers’ interest in data collection, they opined that providing material or financial incentives to farmer participants would improve their commitment and ensure greater consistency in data collection and participation in project activities. However, providing incentives for data collection was not in consonance with the objectives of either the APFAMGS or SPACC
projects. As mentioned earlier, both projects experimented with the idea of farmers’ voluntarily collecting data to make informed decisions on their crops.

Data monitoring farmer's benefits are significant! Actual vs. expected: 

- **Data monitoring** 
  - **Benefits**

  - **Actual**: data monitoring is useful to farmers. They say, “Yes, we know.” If we were to give them some honorarium, they will collect the data regularly. We believe it would be very helpful if we could compensate them by paying an honorarium or providing other incentives. Then the farmers will show more responsibility in data collection. They will definitely do it on a regular basis. I know that it is not possible in our project. However, farmers expect this.
  
  -- Field facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2011, Baseline interview

- **Field facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2011, Baseline interview**

- **From the above quotes one can surmise that FFs did not concur with the project’s objective of farmer volunteerism in groundwater management. Rather than sustaining farmers’ interest in data collection through “dialogue” that focused on the relevance of data to farmers in crop-water management and the importance of institutional monitoring of data collection, FFs believed that financial or material incentives could improve farmer motivation in data collection. This further supports the finding that the dialogue amongst FFs within each field unit and between the field units and project management needed to be improved to identify effective strategies to improve farmer participation and ownership of data collection.**

If we were to respond to them whenever they have a problem, by facilitating the necessary linkages with the government or related agencies, they will show more interest in our activities and listen to our messages.

-- Field facilitator, Field Unit 1, August 2011, Baseline interview

From the above quotes one can surmise that FFs did not concur with the project’s objective of farmer volunteerism in groundwater management. Rather than sustaining farmers’ interest in data collection through “dialogue” that focused on the relevance of data to farmers in crop-water management and the importance of institutional monitoring of data collection, FFs believed that financial or material incentives could improve farmer motivation in data collection. This further supports the finding that the dialogue amongst FFs within each field unit and between the field units and project management needed to be improved to identify effective strategies to improve farmer participation and ownership of data collection.
To conclude, in the pre-intervention interviews, FFs stated that they had good rapport with farmer participants in the previous project. Farmer participants also acknowledged that they had opportunities under APFAMGS to share their experiences in trainings and exchanges with field facilitators. The statements of both sets of interactants interviewed during this part of the research indicated that mutual learning existed between FFs and farmers. Also, FFs did not identify any challenges nor did farmers share any concerns in response to specific questions on challenges to facilitation. However, our field visit observations and follow-up discussions with farmers and field facilitators revealed that farmers’ interest in data collection was declining. Also, farmer institutions were observed as being passive in addressing maintenance issues of data collection equipment and deepening of wells in their hydrological units. Further, there was a need to improve dialogue amongst FFs within in each field unit and between field units and project management to identify effective strategies to improve farmer ownership of groundwater management.

**FFs Did Not Use a Comprehensive Planning and Reflection Process**

**Collective Planning**

Analysis of the baseline data indicated that all FFs in the project field units under study participated in monthly review and planning meetings where their field unit team prepared monthly action plans collectively. Climate Change Adaptation Committee (CCAC) meetings and farmer trainings were then scheduled and carried out on the basis of the monthly action plans. The plan for the current month was laid out in a tabular format that indicated: date, place, activity, and person responsible. Plans did not mention
objectives and agenda of the proposed activity; roles and responsibilities; assistance required; and strategies for effective implementation, if any. Also, the FFs reported that their collective planning deliberations did not include discussions about experiences of the previous visit; past challenges, issues and constraints; lessons learned from previous visits; and strategies for effective implementation of planned activities.

A meeting was held once a month. In the meeting minutes, it is not clear whether the discussions included the topics of achievements, backlogs, and follow-up plans. How were challenges in implementation resolved? It is not clear from the reports if any interim meetings were conducted to help FFs resolve emerging issues or develop strategies to overcome challenges.

FFs did not engage in collective planning for individual training events. Aside from that, developing a training plan was not a regular practice prior to the action research intervention. During the baseline interviews, FFs reported that training plans were designed only for large farmer trainings or meetings, such as a crop-water budgeting workshop\(^\text{22}\) and Farmer Field Days\(^\text{23}\).

\(^{22}\) Crop-Water Budgeting (CWB) workshop is undertaken at the end of each cropping season. The CWB exercise involves estimation of the groundwater balance based on the total recharge and draft for the particular monsoon season. This estimation helps farmers make informed decisions on the crops to be sown for the coming season.

\(^{23}\) A Farmer Field Day marks the completion of the FWS training cycle. A graduation ceremony is organized to honor the FWS graduates. During the graduation ceremony, graduates showcase their experiences and learning from participation in FWS to members of their community. Farmer institutions take lead in organizing and conducting the Field Day. Government officials and people’s representatives are invited. The Field Day gives these farmer institutions greater visibility and provides them a platform to emerge as a critical pressure group on groundwater management in the district.
The concerned professional prepared the training design. The Field Officer reviewed and approved the training designs. It was shared with all FFs. Preparing the training materials was the responsibility of the professionals. – Field Facilitator, September 2011, Field Unit 2, Baseline interview

In the APFAMGS project, training plans were developed either by the Professional – Land and Water Management (P-LWM) or the Professional – Non-Formal Education (P-NFE). They were relatively more qualified than the Village Coordinators (VCs) in terms of experience or technical qualifications. Care was taken to ensure that the training plans were in accordance with guidelines of Project Management Office. Thus, developing a training plan was more an individual exercise and often did not have inputs from rest of the FFs. The responsibility of the remaining FFs in the field unit was primarily to mobilize farmers for the event. The Field Officer (FO) reviewed the training plan prepared by the professional/s (i.e. P-LWM and P-NFE) and approved it. After the FO’s approval, the remaining members of the team were provided a copy of the plan. Preparation of training materials was also the responsibility of the professionals. Further, responsibility to facilitate the training was confined to relatively senior and more technically qualified members of the team. The role of the remaining FFs was confined to mobilizing farmers for the training. I hypothesize that such non-inclusive practices could have been burdensome for a few and led to hierarchical relationships within the team, wherein each individual carried out the task assigned to him/her. Unwittingly, such practices could have undermined teamwork and the development of a community of practice. Additionally, restricting development of training materials and facilitation to senior and relatively more qualified staff could not have contributed to capacity building of other team members.
Observing Facilitation

A review of the baseline data indicated that prior to the action research intervention, an observation checklist was used only in Farmer Water School (FWS) sessions, not in CCAC training or meetings. This checklist was used to record observations on facilitation and provide feedback to the facilitators. It was similar to the one used by the FFs participating in the action research.

Observation check list చెప్పారు FWSకు లేదా ఏంటిపోయారు.
-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, Focus Group Discussion, October 2012, Post-intervention

We used to use observation checklist only in FWS.
-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, Focus Group Discussion, October 2012, Post-intervention

Prior to the action research, it appeared that peer-to-peer feedback was non-existent. Given that only P-LWM and P-NFE facilitated trainings, it may not have been convenient and or culturally appropriate for the remaining colleagues, i.e. VCs, to provide feedback to them. VCs may have perceived giving feedback to a senior and technically more qualified colleague as a positive face threatening act (Brown & Levinson, 1987). This could be because of relatively large power distance between the two sets of colleagues (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005). Consequently “dialogue” on ways of improving facilitation and training was not an established practiced.

Reflecting on Farmer Trainings

Before the action research intervention, FFs were not in the habit of reflecting on every training, and even then, they only reviewed logistics and implementation, unless there was a major problem.

మిగతానికి అనేక మంది మన జాతీయ వ్యాపారానికి రద్దు చేస్తుంది. కానీకాండలో రద్దు review రేచుకుంది.
-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, September 2011, Baseline interview
A monthly review of all activities was conducted. Alternatively, we reflected only when we encountered a major problem.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, September 2011, Baseline interview

Reflection was restricted to major training events. We focused on logistics, farmer attendance, and overall conduct of the program.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, September 2011, Baseline interview

Before the action research intervention, field facilitators recorded their travel in the ‘movement register’ after returning from a training or meeting. The register recorded date, departure time, person name, village visited, arrival time, and remarks. FFs reported that the ‘remarks’ column was primarily used to record reasons for their inability to reach the field site, such as transportation problems, or weather conditions. There was no standard practice in place to share issues or concerns, collectively reflect on the particular experience, identify learning, strategize, and plan for follow-up. For example, on returning from participation in the CCAC meetings in different habitations on 24\textsuperscript{th} August 2011 and 14\textsuperscript{th} September 2011, I did not witness the FFs engaging in any debriefing on the outcomes of participation in those meetings. FFs informally discussed the outcomes of those field visits amongst themselves. Formal debriefing in both instances took place only when I specifically requested the FOs for it. Together, this data indicates that FFs were acting as a set of individuals with designated tasks rather than as team members working collectively to achieve common goals, and that they restricted themselves to “survival learning” or “adaptive learning” (Senge, 1990, p. 14).
Documenting Farmer Trainings

In reviewing the baseline data, the minutes of monthly review and planning meetings of the two Field Units, I found that the plan for each month was laid out in a tabular format that indicated: date, activity, place, and person responsible. Plans did not mention objectives and agenda of the proposed activity; roles and responsibilities; assistance required; and strategies for effective implementation, if any:

A meeting was held once a month. In the meeting minutes, it is not clear whether the discussions included achievement, backlogs, and follow-up plans. How were challenges in implementation resolved? It is not clear from the reports if any interim meetings were conducted to help FFs resolve emerging issues or develop strategies to overcome challenges.

The review of the preceding month’s work focused on achievements of the previous month. Meeting minutes did not include a discussion of achievements against targets planned for the month; did not identify the backlogs, if any; and did not identify issues and constraints in implementation. Lessons learned from implementation were not identified and discussed, nor did minutes state any follow up plans or strategies. Aside from this, report writing seemed to have been restricted to documenting large farmer training events. It appeared that documentation of such events was done largely for submission of reports to the Project Management.

Reports were drafted for major training events. The contents included: introduction, place, date, attendance, agenda points, and meeting minutes.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, Focus Group Discussion, October 2012, Post-intervention
-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, Focus Group Discussion, September 2012, Post-intervention

Professionals alone drafted the action plan, accomplishments, budget, and workshop reports.
-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, Focus Group Discussion, September 2012, Post-intervention

Apparently, the responsibility to draft reports was restricted to senior colleagues, i.e. P-LWM and P-NFE. Usually the report outline included introduction, place, date, attendance, agenda points, and meeting minutes. Thus, documentation was viewed as being for the use of others rather than to assist team members in improving their interactions with farmers.

From these observations, I conclude that documentation of CCAC training and meeting activities was inadequate. Additionally, inadequate documentation of the field visit experience meant that FFs had to rely on memory to recollect previous experiences and plan the subsequent training event. This could have further complicated their work if, for some unforeseen reason, the FF or team of FFs did not remain the same between two training events. Even if the same FF or team of FFs were to continue between two training events, the practice would have relied heavily on recollection from memory. Despite strong oral traditions and reliance on memory (Chavva & Smith, 2012), lack of systematic analysis of CCAC activities undermined planning for the next training event. Inadequate documentation also provided sparse or inappropriate data on which the FFs could base a “dialogue” in their reflection on activities, a key action for cultivating a community of practice. In taking that approach, FFs were wasting resources and skills that could become useful for designing and implementing farmer trainings.

In the next section, I discuss FFs use of collective practices following the action research intervention.
Collective Practices Assist FFs in Cultivating a Community of Practice

In this section of the data analysis, I focus on the four main activities of the action research intervention itself, Field Facilitators’ (FFs’) new practices of:

1. Collective planning,
2. Observing facilitation,
3. Reflecting on farmer trainings, and
4. Documenting farmer trainings.

I have drawn the analysis from the data collected during and after the intervention. At the end of this section, I also present data about the factors influencing (constraints and supports) the FFs’ adoption of new collective practices during the action research intervention.

Collective Planning

Following the action research intervention, collective planning appeared to be taking root as an established practice. In their reports, FFs recorded that they collectively developed plans for all farmer trainings and CCAC meetings. The evidence that this actually happened was present in their reports, where they presented their training plans in a tabular format that specified the training objectives, activities, time allotted for each activity, responsibility, materials used, and assistance needed.

We are preparing plans before each activity. Developing field visit plans before going to the village is helping us achieve planned objectives within the timeframe. Clarity of roles and responsibilities is

Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention
reducing the work stress. -- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

FFs reported that clarity in roles and responsibilities included: preparatory work such as identifying a training venue that was acceptable to the farmers, getting it cleaned, transporting farmers to the training venue, transporting training materials, and facilitation of training. The plans laid out in all FFs’ reports showed that one or two individuals were assigned each of these particular responsibilities. Thus, the collective planning process “created a rhythm” for cultivating FFs’ community of practice as the FFs met prior to each farmer training to develop plans. These quotes demonstrate that the collective planning helped build the capacity of this particular FF to prepare a plan and that clarifying roles and responsibilities helped the FF understand better how to run the meeting or training activity. Consequently, this reduced stress in implementing the farmer trainings. These comments indicate the “immediate value” addition to the FFs of the collective practices.

FFs also reported in the post-intervention focus group discussions that participating in the collective planning exercise led to individual FFs acquiring new skills and improving existing skills, a key aspect and goal in developing communities of practice:
I learned how to prepare a plan. I learned how to implement an activity along with my colleagues (teamwork). We are now preparing a (session) plan and materials beforehand. We maintain time according to the plan.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, Focus group discussion, September 2012, Post-intervention

Skills of all staff are improving. Confidence is increasing. There is task clarity and role clarity. Because we prepare materials collectively, we also learn what questions should be asked when facilitating.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

We are encouraging all FFs to facilitate. Initially, we give them smaller topics to facilitate. Additional opportunities/responsibilities to facilitate are provided based on their abilities and initiative.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

I got an opportunity to facilitate. As everyone is getting an opportunity to facilitate, individual skills are improving.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

These quotes support the finding that the collective planning activities taught FFs how to prepare plans, develop training materials and implement activities. Additionally, all team members were being encouraged to facilitate, which was not the practice earlier.

Prior to the action research intervention, as discussed in the baseline findings, only P-LWM and P-NFE were facilitating and the VCs were looking after training arrangements and logistics. Following the action research intervention, all FFs were getting an opportunity to facilitate. This process “combined familiarity and excitement” as it built on FFs’ current skills and knowledge. Thus, participation in the collective planning
created “potential value” for the FFs through enhanced skills and improved capacity to work as a team.

FFs shared in the post-intervention focus group discussions that it had become a practice for all team members to participate in the development of training plans for the farmer trainings.

---

We work collectively to prepare the plan. We prepare a plan for each activity. We write the plan in a notebook and on the chart (for display in the training). We are discussing previous field visit reports and are developing plans accordingly. We prepare the required material ahead of time.

---

Improved cooperation amongst team members is helping us implement the programs successfully. We recognize the importance of teamwork.

---

If for some unforeseen reason the person assigned to facilitate doesn’t turn up, others are able to step in easily and facilitate. As we are preparing materials ahead of time, the time spent on facilitation is reducing.

---

Thus, it appeared that collective planning-observing-reflecting-documenting efforts helped facilitate peer learning, promoted team building and laid the foundation for a community of practice (Wenger, 2006). These quotes speak to strengthened
relationships amongst team members and the development of a “shared repertoire of skills and resources”. Thus, collective planning contributed to improved awareness and enhanced teamwork amongst the FFs.

As further demonstration that FFs made changes to the plans and methods in response to feedback from farmer participants, I present two extended examples below. In the first example, the CCAC Orientation workshop held on 22 November 2011 at Field Unit 2 was planned for four hours. However, when FFs checked with farmers, on their arrival, farmers said that they could be present only for two and a half hours as they anticipated that electricity supply would resume in a couple of hours. Farmer participants were concerned about the frequent power cuts and erratic power supply. The FFs, with assistance of Project Officer-NFE, made on the spot alterations to the training plan and facilitated the workshop. Following the workshop, FFs reflected on the experience and decided that the facilitation methods needed to be modified to achieve the objectives in a shorter duration. The follow-up action plan indicated that training needed to be redesigned to ensure that the objectives could be achieved in 2½ hours. The revised training plan was used in the CCAC Orientation workshops conducted on 26 November 2011 and 22 December 2011.

**FFs Report, Field Unit 2, November and December CCAC Orientation Workshops**

**FFs Report, Field Unit 2, November 2011**: On 23 November 2011, the CCAC Orientation workshop was conducted for 2½ hours. Following the workshop, FFs reflected on the experience and decided that facilitation methods needed to be modified to achieve the objectives in a shorter duration. The follow-up action plan indicated that training needed to be redesigned to ensure that the objectives could be achieved in 2½ hours. The revised training plan was used in the CCAC Orientation workshops conducted on 26 November 2011 and 22 December 2011.
FFs Report, Field Unit 2, November and December CCAC Orientation Workshops

CCAC Orientation Workshop – I; 22 November 2011

Issue: Participants did not spend adequate time to discuss vision because of erratic power supply.

Follow-up plans:
- Make changes to the workshop design to accomplish objectives within two hours.

CCAC Orientation Workshop – II; 26 November 2011

Meeting minutes: Four-hour workshop plan was compressed to two-hour plan. Participants were assured that the workshop would be completed in two hours.

CCAC Orientation Workshop – III; 22 December 2011

Meeting minutes: Four-hour workshop plan was compressed to two-hour plan. Participants were assured that the workshop would be completed in two hours. Participation was good. Workshop went smoothly and there were no logistical issues as well.

The second example is of a CCAC meeting at Field Unit 1, where participants asked that posters be used to illustrate the concepts of climate change and variability.

Accordingly, FFs collected posters on the topics and used them in the next CCAC meeting.

FFs Report, Field Unit 1, CCAC meetings

CCAC క్షత సంఖ్యలు ; సంఖ్య: 20-1-2012

గాగరంలు కాదునం: బాబుయారి కాదు, హీలిప్టర్ బాబుయారి కాదు ఎవరు సింగికుడు ఎవరు సింగికుడు ఎవరు సింగికుడు

నమోచాలి: CCAC క్షత సంఖ్యలు బాబుయారి కాదు, ఎవరు సింగికుడు ఎవరు సింగికుడు ఎవరు సింగికుడు

CCAC క్షత సంఖ్యలు ; సంఖ్య: 20-2-2012

సాన్ని: బాబుయారి కాదు, ఎవరు సింగికుడు ఎవరు సింగికుడు ఎవరు సింగికుడు

నమోచాలి: CCAC క్షత సంఖ్యలు FFs నిచ్చి తీసుకు పనిచే ఎవరు సింగికుడు ఎవరు సింగికుడు ఎవరు సింగికుడు

నమోచాలి: FFs నిచ్చి తీసుకు పనిచే ఎవరు సింగికుడు ఎవరు సింగికుడు ఎవరు సింగికుడు
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FFs Reports, Field Unit 1, CCAC meetings

CCAC meeting; 20th January 2012

Issues identified: CCAC members expressed that it would be helpful if concepts of climate change and variability are illustrated using posters

Follow-up plan: Collect or prepare posters on concepts of climate change and variability

CCAC meeting; 20th February 2012

Agenda: Use posters to illustrate concepts of climate change and variability to the CCAC members

Meeting minutes: FFs shared the objectives of SPACC project and used posters to illustrate concepts of climate change and variability to the CCAC members. Also, handouts on climate variability and change were distributed to those present.

FFs stressed in the post-intervention focus group discussions that there was a positive impact of collective planning in improving training outcomes, through the development of more comprehensive and realistic training plans.

Comprehensive plans. Time management is good. Success rate has improved (achievement of planned objectives has improved.

Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Use of various methods is helping us complete facilitation in a short timeframe and achieve good results. In some instances, keeping in mind the farmers’ convenience, we are making changes to the session plan and achieve the planned objectives.

Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

The team discusses the plan in response to the situation, makes changes, uses alternate methods and we are able to achieve the planned objectives.

Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention
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Time and date of the program are finalized in consultation with the farmers.
  -- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

As field facilitators are more aware of the activity, they are able to better motivate farmers.
  -- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

We are able to interact freely with farmers. Clarity and quality of the information shared is improving.
  -- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Sessions are taking place smoothly as we decide the time based on the field realities. As we decide in consultation with the farmers, so their responsibility has increased. Participation has improved.
  -- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Overall, FFs reports from both field units provided strong evidence that the practice of collective planning led to greater task clarity and role clarity as the training plans specified time, activity, responsibility, materials used, and assistance required. The observation checklists in the same reports documented that all team members facilitated training activities, which are supported by FFs’ statements. Facilitation opportunities for all team members led to development of individual skills. Additionally, facilitation skills of all team members improved as they prepared the facilitation tasks assigned to them ahead of time, leading to improved confidence amongst team members. Their collective planning and reflection also strengthened team work and preparation of realistic plans.
Furthermore, they reported changing training plans to respond to farmers’ requests and preparing materials ahead of time to make optimal use of facilitation time. As a result, they were able to interact more easily with farmers in trainings. All these actions demonstrated that the collective planning led to improved training design and delivery—an “applied value”.

Observing Facilitation

Following the action research intervention, FFs reported using the observation checklist in all trainings to observe their peers’ facilitation. Review of the FFs’ reports confirmed that they used the observation checklist to record their observations on the facilitation of their peers. While one FF facilitated a particular segment of the training, the other FF observed the facilitation process and checked the relevant boxes to record his/her observations on the observation checklist. The reverse side of some of the observation checklists contained suggestions on ways to improve facilitation.

Women’s participation (in discussions) should be improved. You should create an environment wherein women participants feel comfortable to share their views.
-- FFs Report, Field Unit 1, 31 October 2011, CCAC meeting

Women’s participation, especially of new members, should be improved.
-- FFs Report, Field Unit 2, 22 November 2011, CCAC Orientation Workshop I

Evaluation was not done at the end of the workshop as there was no time left. It would be helpful to ask for participants’ feedback in the next CCAC meeting.
-- FFs Report, Field Unit 2, 22 November 2011, CCAC Orientation Workshop I
It would be easier for the next facilitator if the session is completed in the allotted time. Also, it would not frustrate the participants.

-- FFs Report, Field Unit 2, 26 November 2011, CCAC Orientation Workshop II

When discussing project activities with farmers, it is important to engage the farmers with probing questions such as what is its importance, why, and when. This will help farmers’ recognize the importance of the topic.

-- FFs Report, Field Unit 1, 20 January 2012, CCAC meeting

You should prepare well so that you can explain the concepts to participants in detail.

-- FFs Report, Field Unit 1, 20 January 2012, CCAC meeting

Session objectives should be shared with the participants at the beginning. This would enable participants to ask clarifying questions on process and focus on the discussion topic.

-- FFs Report, Field Unit 1, 12 February 2012, CCAC meeting

It is important to observe participation of individual members in small group discussions and encourage everyone to participate.

-- FFs Report, Field Unit 1, 15 March 2012, CCAC meeting

You were effective in clarifying participants’ doubts on the PCM station.

-- FFs Report, Field Unit 2, 9 April 2012, CCAC meeting

After the conclusion of the training, the observer used the marked checklist to give feedback to the other facilitator. Also, FFs reviewed the observations during the team’s group reflection on the event to discuss relevance of facilitation methods, seating arrangements, farmer participation, materials used, and other logistics. They reported that
this helped identify appropriate strategies and follow-up plans for subsequent trainings.

The following quotes from FFs demonstrate that use of the observation checklist helped FFs improve their facilitation over time:

Observation checklist facilitator .handler consistently improved in various aspects. Overall, the facilitator improved their facilitation skills significantly, especially in areas such as listening, summarizing, and providing feedback. They showed a significant improvement in their ability to guide the discussion and ensure that all participants were engaged.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, Focus group discussion, September 2012, Post-intervention

The observation checklist is useful to observe facilitator. We are using it in all programs (trainings).

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, Focus group discussion, September 2012, Post-intervention

We prepare a plan before a training program. The plan clarifies roles and responsibilities. We carry out the assigned /agreed upon responsibilities. We develop the relevant training materials and practice facilitation. I discussed the topics assigned to me with my colleagues for ideas and advice on how to facilitate. All these helped me improve my facilitation skills.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

I was new to the project concept. I discussed the topics to be facilitated ahead of time with the team. I sought guidance of my colleagues on how to facilitate. Also, I reacted positively to their feedback (on my facilitation). I perceive all my team members as equals working to accomplish project goals. I believe their feedback is for my betterment and used it to improve my facilitation skills…. All these helped me to improve my facilitation skills and seek farmers’ feedback. This process has improved farmers’ participation in training events.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention
I have twenty years of experience with rural communities. However, I am new to this concept (climate change/variability). Also, I did not use these facilitation methods before. Earlier, I used to give lectures to the community on various issues. I now understand that facilitation should be done in a systematic manner. Planning prior to an event and sharing facilitation responsibilities, and reflecting on the training event are new to me. The planning exercise helps us to discuss facilitation methods and processes. Further, we share training responsibilities and evaluate our performance after the event. …

Thus, my discussions and those of my co-researcher with the FFs confirmed that the use of peer-to-peer observation (using the checklist) provided “immediate value” to the FFs in both field units. FFs reported feeling more open to receiving feedback on their facilitation skills, incorporating feedback when planning for subsequent trainings, making conscious efforts to improve their facilitation skills, practicing their facilitation skills prior to the training event, and becoming more conscious of time management issues.

These efforts to gain personal mastery (Senge, 1990) seemed to be paying off, as FFs stated that their facilitation skills and confidence had improved, and as a result, the trainings were more focused. These quotes indicate a change in how FFs related to each other as equals, and that the peer-to-peer feedback increased their sense of belongingness to the team and, as a result, strengthened the community of practice:

---

Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

---

We are being more sportive in receiving feedback. We are incorporating feedback when planning for subsequent trainings. We are making conscious efforts to improve our facilitation. Our facilitation skills have improved. Our confidence has improved. Individually we are striving to be better prepared.

---

Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

---
We now understand which aspects need to be observed. Facilitator is more conscious of time management. Trainings are more focused without diverting from the topic. We are making conscious efforts to improve our facilitation. This aids in identifying individual strengths of staff. This helps us in assigning responsibilities and assists in developing a capacity building plan.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Observation checklists enclosed in FFs’ reports provided strong evidence of peer-to-peer feedback. FFs’ responses point to effectiveness of peer-to-peer feedback in improving facilitation skills, and that it led to the “potential value” of improved camaraderie—mutual trust and friendship—amongst FFs.

**Reflecting on Farmer Training Events**

Following the action research intervention, FFs said that all team members collectively reflected after each training activity, discussed logistics, facilitation methods, materials prepared and materials used, time management, achievement of objectives, farmer attendance, farmer participation, issues that emerged during the training, and strategies to address issues that emerged during the training.

-- Field Facilitators, Field Units 1 and 2, September and October 2012, Focus group discussions, Post-intervention

Presently, we collectively reflect either immediately after the conclusion of the activity on the same day or on the following day.

-- Field Facilitators, Field Units 1 and 2, September and October 2012, Focus group discussions, Post-intervention
We are identifying issues, discussing how to improve and developing strategies to address similar issues in future. We discuss each aspect and develop strategies. -- Field Facilitators, Field Units 1 and 2, September and October 2012, Focus group discussions, Post-intervention

FFs reported that these reflections on specific aspects of the training and how to improve the process resulted in a more comprehensive analysis of their work. A follow-up plan and ‘to do’ list emerged from these discussions. At times, these discussions helped identify decisions that needed to be taken immediately. Here, I present two examples from FFs’ reports that demonstrate how FFs dealt with the problem of low attendance at CCAC meetings:

**FFs Reports, Field Unit 1, CCAC meetings**

**CCAC meeting ; date: 6th and 7th April, 2012**

- **Issues identified:**
  1. CCAC members were not very active. Most of them were not present.
  2. HDPE pipes were removed.

- **Follow-up plan:**
  1. Meet CCAC members individually and encourage them to take active part in CCAC meetings.
  2. Re-insert HDPE pipes and ensure regular collection of water levels data.

**CCAC meeting ; date: 17 May 2012**

- **Issues identified:**
  1. CCAC members were not very active. Most of them were not present.
  2. HDPE pipes were removed.

- **Follow-up plan:**
  1. Meet CCAC members individually and encourage them to take active part in CCAC meetings.
  2. Re-insert HDPE pipes and ensure regular collection of water levels data.
CCAC meeting; 17th May 2012

Meeting minutes:
- CCAC members attendance improved; 23 members, including 13 female and 10 male members, attended the meeting
- HDPE pipes were re-inserted into the borewells. Static water levels were being regularly collected by 7 farmer volunteers in their respective borewells.

FFs Reports, Field Unit 1, CCAC meetings

HU-CCAC meeting; 31st October 2011
Issues identified: Low attendance of HU-CCAC members
Follow-up plan: Meet CCAC members individually and encourage them to attend CCAC meetings

HU-CCAC meeting; 28th February 2012
Two CCAC members from each village participated in HU-CCAC meeting. As a result, 21 members, including 8 female and 13 male members attended the meeting.

Here are two examples, also from FFs’ reports, demonstrating that issues identified during reflections after a training event were addressed in a subsequent training event. These examples indicate that the practice of reflecting on field visits resulted in “applied value” of continuity between training events. In the first example, in the HU level meeting held on 12 February 2012 at Field Unit 1, the FFs’ report indicated that they did not have time to discuss the roles and responsibilities of the CCAC Executive Committee because a significant amount of time was consumed in orienting the members about project objectives and activities. The follow-up plan in the report mentioned that roles and responsibilities of CCAC Executive Body members were to be shared in the
next meeting. In a subsequent HU level meeting held on 12th March 2012, roles and responsibilities of the CCAC Executive Committee were shared with the members.

**FFs Reports, Field Unit 1, CCAC meetings**

**CCAC meeting; 12 February 2012**

*Agenda*: Discussion on roles and responsibilities of CCAC office bearers

*Issues identified*: The discussion on SPACC objectives was prolonged. Therefore, discussion of roles and responsibilities of office bearers was not completed.

*Follow-up plan*: CCAC office bearers’ roles and responsibilities to be discussed in next CCAC meeting to be held in March.

**CCAC meeting; 12th March 2012**

*Agenda*: Discussion on roles and responsibilities of CCAC office bearers

*Meeting minutes*: Detailed discussion was held on roles and responsibilities of CCAC office bearers

Similarly, in the second example, in a CCAC Orientation workshop held on 26 November 2011 at Field Unit 2, all activities were conducted in large group discussion because the venue didn’t have sufficient space for small group work. FFs decided that they should review meeting arrangements a day in advance along with local CCAC members. FFs also decided that the ‘CCACs’ vision’ and ‘preparation of CCAC Action Plan for 2012’ should be further discussed in the subsequent CCAC meeting, and
members’ inputs would be incorporated to finalize the vision and plan. FFs reported that these activities did indeed happen in the CCAC meeting held on 10 January 2012.

**FFs Reports, Field Unit 2, CCAC Orientation Workshops**

**FFs Reports, Field Unit 2, CCAC Orientation Workshop – II; 26 November 2011**

Participants could not participate effectively in the discussions because the venue was small and participants were cramped. The venue was selected at the last minute because the original venue (community hall) was locked.

**Follow-up plans:**
- Meeting arrangements to be reviewed a day in advance by the concerned FF along with local CCAC members.
- Organize follow-up discussion in village-level CCAC meetings on Vision and Action plan 2012.

**FFs Reports, Field Unit 2, CCAC Orientation Workshop – III; 22 December 2011**

Meeting minutes: Four-hour workshop plan was compressed to two-hour plan. Participants were assured that the workshop would be completed in two hours. Participation was good. Workshop went smoothly and there were no logistical issues.

**CCAC meeting; 10th January 2012**

Meeting minutes: HU-CCAC Vision was shared in the village CCAC meeting. CCAC members discussed the draft action plan 2012 and approved it.
Likewise, in the CCAC meeting held on 7 March 2012 at Field Unit 2, the members failed to reach a decision on the site for establishment of the Participatory Climate Monitoring (PCM) station. The follow-up action plan indicated that the site selection would be based on the recommendations of a technical feasibility study, with a report about this at the next CCAC committee. Accordingly, in the meetings held on 9th and 11th April 2012, FFs informed the CCAC members about the site of the PCM station. In the same meeting, the FFs clearly explained the reasons (safety concerns) for not choosing the other habitations and sites.

FFs Reports, Field Unit 2, CCAC meetings

9th 4.1.1.5 7 March 2012  
Situation: PCM establishment in Unit 1  

Recommendations:  
- PCM establishment in Unit 1 is recommended with the following reasons:  
  - Site selection will be based on technical feasibility study recommendations.  
  - Site selection will be based on recommendations of a technical feasibility study.  
- PCM establishment in Unit 1 is recommended.

10th 4.1.1.5 9 March 2012  
Situation: PCM establishment in Unit 2  

Recommendations:  
- PCM establishment in Unit 2 is recommended with the following reasons:  
  - Site selection will be based on technical feasibility study recommendations.  
  - Site selection will be based on recommendations of a technical feasibility study.  
- PCM establishment in Unit 2 is recommended.

11th 4.1.1.5 11 March 2012  
Situation: PCM establishment in Unit 3  

Recommendations:  
- PCM establishment in Unit 3 is recommended with the following reasons:  
  - Site selection will be based on technical feasibility study recommendations.  
  - Site selection will be based on recommendations of a technical feasibility study.  
- PCM establishment in Unit 3 is recommended.
• PCM రిస్టర్ పరిస్థితులు వివిధతాలు లేదా సెక్షన్ లో నిలువు వంటి పరిస్థ్థితులు సుదృఢంగా ఉండటం వలన కృషిపరిమాణంలో ఉపయోగపడడం సాధారణం ఉంది.

FFs Reports, Field Unit 2, CCAC meetings

HU-CCAC meeting; 7th March 2012

Session focus: Discussion on establishment of PCM equipment

Issues identified:
• Information was not provided to the farmers on the location and type of PCM instruments to be installed as the socio-technical feasibility study was in progress.
• Uses of PCM data was not explained to farmers.

Follow-up plan:
• PCM station sites should be discussed in the next meeting
• Relevance of PCM data in agriculture should be explained to farmers

HU-CCAC meeting; 9 April 2012

Session focus: Discussion on establishment of PCM equipment

• Socio-technical feasibility study findings were discussed. It was shared that the HU was divided into three parts (ridge, middle, and tail) for establishment PCM stations. Four locations were identified as suitable to establish PCM equipment. However, one location was found unsuitable because of inadequate safety for the equipment. Accordingly, three villages were selected for establishing PCM stations.
• Farmer participants recommended the establishment of PCM equipment in these habitations.
• Recommended conduct of a village-level CCAC meeting at fourth village to explain reasons for not installing the equipment there.
• Uses of PCM data in making decisions on agriculture was explained to farmers.

Village-level CCAC meeting; 11th April 2012

Session focus: Discussion on establishment of PCM equipment

Meeting minutes: Socio-technical feasibility study findings were discussed. It was shared that the HU was divided into three parts (ridge, middle, and tail) for establishment PCM stations. Four locations were identified as suitable to establish PCM equipment. However, one location was found unsuitable because of inadequate safety for the equipment. Accordingly, reasons for not establishing the equipment in the particular village were explained.
Excerpts from various FFs’ reports provided important evidence of FFs’
collectively reflecting after implementing farmer training events. This practice led to
finding solutions to problems in implementation and continuity between training events.

Additionally, it helped FFs to improve their practices and their problem solving skills.

Our reflections after implementing an activity have improved. We identify what needs to be improved for the next activity. We include them in next plan. As a result implementation of activities has improved.

We are learning from others’ experiences. In review meetings, we discuss how to improve our facilitation (skills). Likewise, we are able to find solutions to problems (in implementation). Doing so is helping us to learn from each other’s reflections on what we are doing.

Aside from the “applied value” of continuity between training programs, the practice of reflecting on farmer capacity building activities had an “immediate value” of finding solutions to problems experienced in the implementation of training activities.

Also, FFs reported in post-intervention focus group discussions, that the process provided “potential value” of improving practice.

Documenting Farmer Trainings

Prior to the action research intervention, report writing was restricted to
documenting large farmer training events. Furthermore, only P-LWM and P-NFE prepared the reports.
Following the action research intervention, my co-researcher and I started to receive reports from FFs on various CCAC capacity building activities facilitated at the field units at the end of September 2011. Initially, the FFs at Field Unit 2 kept individual journals of their interactions with farmers when visiting project sites, while the FFs at the other field unit drafted collective reports of their team’s farmer training activities. In reviewing the individual journals and collective reports in early October 2011, we found that in the individual journals maintained by the FFs only one or two sentences were mentioned against each sub-head—objectives, materials used, objectives achieved, challenges, learning, and follow-up. On the other hand, the collective reports from Field Unit 1 provided more in-depth accounts of the farmer training activity and captured the team’s reflections effectively.

From discussions with FFs and field officers of both units, we found that the FFs keeping individual journals were not discussing their field visit experiences and learning with their colleagues. The FOs, the FFs, my co-researcher and I felt that it would be more helpful for the FFs, as well as for the study, if the FFs collectively reflected on their farmer training activities and used the output of their collective reflection exercise to draft the training report. Thus, FFs of both teams drafted collective reports from October 2011 onwards. These reports proved to be a rich source of information for the study, while providing a very positive source of learning for the FFs.

 Responsibilities are shared. We find the report framework useful.
-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, Focus group discussion, October 2012, Post-intervention

All of us are writing. Responsibilities are shared. We find the report framework useful.
-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Planning objectives, roles and responsibilities, observation check list, learning, follow up.
-- Field Facilitators, Field Units 1 and 2, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention
Reports are drafted for all trainings. (Report contents include) objectives, roles and responsibilities, backlogs, challenges, observation checklist, learning and follow-up.

-- Field Facilitators, Field Units 1 and 2, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Achievements, backlogs, learning, and follow-up plans were documented in each report. FFs commented that report preparation helped them to reflect in a more organized manner on their work.

Report preparation is helping us to reflect on our work. Our reports help share our learning with others. Also, they serve as a guide to others. Report writing skills are improving.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

FFs noted that the reporting formats were more comprehensive than what they had previously used and that the information captured in the reports was useful to them in addressing issues arising from the training activities with farmers and in planning for future training activities. They also noted that the purpose and the content of the reports were useful to orient new recruits to the project.

Report writing skills have improved. Progress of project activities is being documented. They serve as a future reference. Assists in future planning. Serves as a model for future documentation.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

All aspects are covered in the reports. Report writing skills have improved. They are useful in orienting new staff. Reports are understandable to all. The reports serve as documentation for the NGO. Serves
These quotes demonstrate that the reporting framework was of “immediate value” in documenting training outcomes. Also, excerpts from various reports strongly indicate that FFs referred to the previous report when planning for a follow-up training event. Thus, the reports served as a future reference and ensured continuity between training events. Additionally, collective documentation of farmer trainings led to improved teamwork and strengthening of their community of practice.

**Factors Influencing FFs’ Collective Practices**

The foregoing analysis indicates that FFs used collective planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting to design and implement farmer trainings. The use of these collective practices led to greater task clarity and role clarity amongst the FFs and also improved their planning and facilitation skills. Additionally, use of the collective practices ensured continuity between farmer trainings or meetings and communication with farmers. Further, collective practices strengthened team work and camaraderie amongst the FFs. Furthermore, use of the collective practices helped FFs find solutions to problems experienced in the implementation of training activities. Thus, collective practices contributed to improved practice for the FFs.

FFs in general were positive about their participation in the community of practice. When specifically asked in the post-intervention focus group discussions to identify constraints in continuing key elements of their community of practice for future planning, FFs reported that finding time and energy for collective planning reflecting and
documenting of farmer trainings was a challenge, because these activities were added to their existing workload:

We have to specifically allot time to plan. Sometimes we find it difficult, because of work pressure.  
-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Sometimes we find it difficult to reflect immediately after the event because of work pressure, lack of time and fatigue.   
-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Aside from the foregoing, FFs reported that documentation increased their workload. They acknowledged that writing reports was somewhat difficult, and not all FFs had adequate skills to do so, being more accustomed to sharing their experiences orally rather than in writing.

There has been a slight increase in the workload. Quality of the reports is not consistent.  
-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Documentation was not initially FFs’ strength but they improved these skills over time. My co-researcher and I worked with them to develop a format to document the training outcomes. Also, we regularly provided them feedback on ways of improving their documentation skills. Aside from these, my co-researcher and I periodically shared examples with FFs of how their documentation was helpful in identifying strategies to improve their communication and work with farmers. For example, the idea of organizing a vision-building workshop for CCACs emerged as the baseline findings demonstrated the need to improve farmer ownership of data collection. Additionally, the project
management allocated funds to repair dysfunctional observation wells. Similarly, FFs had noted in their reports that CCAC office bearers were not adequately aware of their roles and responsibilities. Likewise, review of FFs’ reports indicated that they needed specific technical assistance on non-formal education methods and ways of facilitating key project concepts, such as what is weather, climate, climate change, climate variability, factors causing climate change, and adaptation options. Accordingly, a Training of Trainers (ToT) workshop was organized for FFs of all field units in February 2012 to address these training needs of the FFs. Thus, the strategy of sharing with the study participants the positive outcomes of their collective practices not only for them but also for FFs in other field units infused in them a sense of pride and encouraged them to continue their efforts. FFs acknowledged the positives of documenting the training outcomes.

Likewise, when I requested that FFs share challenges in use of the observation checklist, FFs noted that they needed to improve their use of the observation checklist.

- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

We are marking our observations only in columns ‘what was good’ and ‘what was very good’. We feel uncomfortable to mark in columns ‘needs to be improved’ or ‘satisfactory’. We are uncomfortable giving feedback to seniors.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

We are not properly discussing the observations. We hesitate to give effective feedback as we are concerned that it might upset our colleagues. We feel a little uncomfortable giving feedback. New staff needs to be oriented on use of observation checklist.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention
The above observations of FFs’ practices point to the need for surfacing implementation challenges periodically as a strategy to improve practice. As discussed earlier, FFs included the P-LWM, P-NFE, and VCs. The action research tried to facilitate an equitable work environment through the use of a common term—field facilitators—to describe all implementing staff in a field unit. Further, it provided an opportunity for VCs to take additional responsibilities and improve their skills. FFs in both field units said that they were open to feedback from their team members and that this had improved their facilitation skills. However, the above observations indicated that it was important for FFs to reflect not only on the trainings they implemented, but also on the implementation of their collective practices. Such discussions would periodically surface challenges in the community of practice and help them take corrective measures. This highlighted the importance of a work environment that is conducive for FFs to continue to practice collective planning, reflecting, and documenting in the design and implementation of farmer trainings.

Field Officers’ support

FOs support was critical in ensuring continuity of FFs’ collective practices. They encouraged the FFs to engage in collective planning and reflection. Additionally, FOs in both field units participated in the FFs’ collective reflection and provided guidance to the FFs in preparation of the training reports. Further, they reviewed the feedback that my co-researcher and I provided to the FFs on the training reports and ensured that they were addressed in future reports. Thus, their leadership was critical for continuity of practice. FOs supported FFs’ use of collective practices as they believed they had the “potential
value” to improve FFs’ training skills and thereby contribute to increased farmer participation.

Staff members observed that participants were able to identify individual strengths of staff. Also, we are able to assign responsibilities according to individual’s abilities. We understand whose capacities need to be built.

-- Field Officer’s observation, September 2012, Researcher’s notes from visit to Field Unit 2

We are able to identify individual strengths of staff. Also, we are able to assign responsibilities according to individual’s abilities. We understand whose capacities need to be built.

-- Field Officer’s observation, September 2012, Researcher’s notes from visit to Field Unit 2

FOs shared that participating in the field visit reflection exercise helped them gain a perspective on how things went in the field and what kinds of support the FFs needed. Further, the field officers shared that the observation checklist helped them in identifying individual strengths, assigning responsibilities, and developing a capacity building plan for the FFs. They shared that they used these discussions to assist the FFs to develop follow-up plans—an “applied value”. FOs’ involvement helped FFs identify issues that needed to be brought to the attention of the project management in monthly planning and review meetings. Usefulness of the practices in field officers’ day-to-day project work was important for their buy-in.

Last year October we visited and told the farmers that you were one amongst them and asked them to share your concerns. One of the farmers came forward and shared with you about lack of ownership in the data collection process. Following that, you designed a vision building exercise, which has helped farmers recognize their roles and responsibilities and has led to increased farmer ownership. Therefore, we are being more open in sharing field realities as we believe you will work with us to develop alternative strategies.

-- Field Officer’s observation, September 2012, Researcher’s notes from visit to Field Unit 2

During your (researcher’s) visit in October last year, you told the farmers that you were one amongst them and asked them to share your concerns. One of the farmers came forward and shared with you about lack of ownership in the data collection process. Following that, you designed a vision building exercise, which has helped farmers recognize their roles and responsibilities and has led to increased farmer ownership. Therefore, we are being more open in sharing field realities as we believe you will work with us to develop alternative strategies.

-- Field Officer’s observation, September 2012, Researcher’s notes from visit to Field Unit 2
Eventually, FOs found the outputs of FFs’ collective practice useful to report and document progress of work in the field unit.

FO review ఐదారిని, కర్తవ్యాలను అనుగుణంగా రాసిన పరిమితి (ఎలక్టర్ అంధ).
-- Field Officer’s observation, October 2012, Researcher’s notes from visit to Field Unit 1

It is easier for the Field Officer to review and to explain to the (Executive) Director.
-- Field Officer’s observation, October 2012, Researcher’s notes from visit to Field Unit 1

NGO documentation సంస్థ పరిమితి రేటాపాగ్యం. Auditor దానపాతి పరిమితి రేటాపాగ్యం
ప్రత్యేకంగా పంపిన. Future review ప్రత్యేకంగా అభివృద్ధి plan ప్రత్యేకంగా ప్రత్యేకం
-- Field Officer’s observation, October 2012, Researcher’s notes from visit to Field Unit 1

The reports serve as documentation for the NGO. Drafting progress reports to the donor and auditor has become easy. Serve as a future reference and for reviewing progress.
-- Field Officer’s observation, October 2012, Researcher’s notes from visit to Field Unit 1

Field officers also reported that FFs’ documentation helped create greater institutional memory—a “potential value”. In order to arrive at that point however, FOs’ support remained critical in mentoring FFs to continue with the documentation practice.

**Conclusion**

The discussions with FFs and our observations of their practices revealed that prior to the action research intervention there was no standard practice in place to collectively plan an activity, reflect on the particular experience, share issues or concerns, identify learning, strategize, and plan for follow-up. Lack of collective planning practices undermined teamwork and the development of a community of practice. Additionally, lack of reflection hindered systematic identification of backlogs, issues and constraints in implementation; discussions of lessons learned from implementation; and development of follow-up plans and strategies. Consequently, this undermined “dialogue” and “collective rhythm”, key principles for cultivating a community of practice. FFs summed up their collective practices following the action research intervention as follows:
We prepare a plan before visiting the villages. We use an ‘observation checklist’ to observe our colleagues’ facilitation (and this provides an opportunity for peer review and feedback). In the training (towards the end before concluding), we facilitate a large group discussion that requests participants to comment on ‘what needs to be improved’ (and ‘ways of improving’ of the training). (We collectively reflect and review implementation of training activities). When reflecting on the training, we identify those activities that could not be accomplished and those that need to be improved. We take into consideration the back logs and suggestions for improving facilitation in our subsequent planning. (We document the training plan and implementation process). In the follow-up training activity, we make conscious efforts to address backlogs and issues that emerged in the previous meeting and improve the design of training activities taking into consideration the suggestions for improvement. Periodically, we collect feedback from (select) CCAC members on various training activities to seek their feedback.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

FFs reported that these collective practices led to greater clarity of roles and responsibilities in implementing farmer training activities, improved skills and enhanced teamwork. Collective planning, observing, and reflecting improved camaraderie amongst FFs. Additionally, reflecting and documenting of training activities led to continuity between training events. FOs’ support was invaluable in initiating and sustaining FFs’ collective practices. FOs supported FFs’ collective practices as they believed that the collective practices had the “potential value” to improve FFs’ training skills and practices and thereby increase farmer participation. Usefulness of the practices in field officers’ day-to-day project work was important for their buy-in.
Initially, FFs at Field Unit 2 kept individual journals while the FFs at Field Unit 2 drafted collective reports of their team’s farmer training activities. However, it was found that FFs keeping individual journals were not engaging in collective reflections. On the other hand, collective reports of Field Unit 1 provided more in-depth accounts of the farmer training activities and captured team’s reflections as FFs were engaging in collective practices. So, FFs in both field units were encouraged to draft collective reports from October 2011. Following this, FFs’ practices in both field units were similar, and no major differences were observed in the initial outcomes on their communities of practice. This was possibly due to fact that the research data analyzed for the study was for a period of only one year. Aside from this, more on-site observations of FFs’ practices could possibly have yielded data on nuanced differences in their practices and outcomes.

**Farmers’ and FFs’ Perceptions on the Impact of Project Interventions**

Between September 2011 and October 2012 FFs implemented a series of capacity building activities\(^\text{24}\) to build the institutional strength of CCACs, increase their awareness of the concepts of climate change and variability and the need to adapt to climate variability. FFs practiced collective planning, observing, reflection, and documentation in designing and implementing these activities. Following is the analysis of farmers’ and FFs’ perceptions on the impact of these interventions.

\(^{24}\) Vision Building Exercise, Orientation on Roles and Responsibilities, Formation of CCAC Sub-Committees, Participatory Climate Monitoring (PCM), and Sustainable Land and Water Management (SLWM) pilots
CCAC Vision Building Exercise and Action Plan 2012

After reflecting on the baseline findings that farmers’ interest in data collection was declining and farmer institutions were observed as being passive in addressing maintenance issues of data collection equipment and deepening of wells in their hydrological units, my co-researcher and I brainstormed ways to increase farmer ownership and strengthen farmer institutions. We felt that an appreciative inquiry process could be used to develop a vision and action plan for HU-CCACs. When we shared this with the FOs and FFs, they, too, felt that doing a vision building exercise with the CCACs and developing an action plan based on the vision could reinvigorate the CCACs. Accordingly, three workshops were organized in November and December 2011 at each field unit to cover all habitation-level CCACs in the particular field unit.

FFs sought the farmer participants’ feedback a few weeks after the implementation of the Vision Building Exercise. The farmer participants reported that the outputs of the vision building exercise would be beneficial to the functioning of the CCACs.

Preparing a vision document will help us stay focused. Activities can be prepared in accordance with it. -- Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

We understand what needs to be achieved at the end of three years in the SPACC project. -- Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

It will help us stay focused on our goal. -- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback
Documenting our successes (in the APFAMGS project) and vision of the new project will improve the awareness of all of our members (when reconfiguring GMCs/HUNs as CCACs, the membership was expanded to include representation from other vulnerable groups).

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

We will be able to implement plans in accordance with the plan. Members will work with a sense of determination/direction. We feel exhilarated, as if we have registered a new organization. We can design activities in accordance with the goal. We can review our activities to see if they align with our goals.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

This helps strengthen groups (CCACs)

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

The vision document that we have developed will serve as a model for future generations.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Farmer participants also shared that the vision building exercise helped improve members’ awareness of past achievements.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Members’ awareness on past activities has increased. In our discussions with farmers from other villages, we have learned about the accomplishments in their villages as well.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Reflecting on our accomplishments and failures in the past, we can explore ways to overcome our shortcomings.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback
Small group discussions helped us develop an understanding of the progress in our neighboring villages as individual members shared the accomplishments in their villages.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

In the past, I was not a member of the GMC. By participating in this workshop, I was able to learn about the activities implemented by the GMC.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Small group discussions gave an opportunity for all to share their experiences.

-- Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

The vision building exercise had an “immediate value” as it increased members’ awareness. Additionally, the vision had an “applied value” as it helped them stay focused and plan accordingly to accomplish the project goals that had been discussed and clarified through the exercise. Farmer participants used the vision document to develop an action plan for 2012.

We should have a timeline. A timetable/timeframe is necessary when we have to implement so many activities. This will help us ensure that important activities are on the agenda.

-- Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, March 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

The yearly action plan helps us understand what we need to do each month.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, March 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

It helps us monitor the progress of our work each month.
The timeframe clearly specifies the activities that need to be done each month. All CCAC members will be aware and have a common understanding.

Preparation of the 2012 action plan will help in evaluating progress of HUN activities.

Aside from facilitating common understanding, farmer participants shared that the action plan 2012 provided them an opportunity to discuss the activities that were planned in greater detail.

We discuss planned activities (in HU-CCAC). We share those discussions at the village level CCAC. This process ensures that all are adequately informed of the discussions in the HU-CCAC.

Knowing the agenda ahead of time will be helpful in implementation. If we know the agenda ahead of time, we can always make additions to it and discuss them. Agenda helps us move forward.

Committee members will know their responsibilities. When committee members discharge their duties, we will have better results. Relations between members will improve.

Female farmer participants shared that in their Self Help Groups, they, too, shared the meeting agenda in advance and updated members at the habitation level of the
meeting proceedings and decisions reached at the cluster-level meeting. From the responses, one can conclude that the HU-level Action Plan 2012 had a “potential value” as it clearly specified the activities to be accomplished each month and thus served as a tool to monitor and review progress. From the responses, I hypothesize that the HU-level action plan 2012 sowed the seeds of a community of practice (Wenger E., 2006) amongst the CCAC members. The action plan that they developed pointed to greater self-direction and provided much needed internal motivation (Knowles, 1978). Further, it appears to have contributed to further development of the self-esteem of the farmer participants. Thus, engaging members in developing action plans increased their ‘power of life’ to sustain interest in the CCACs activities (McClusky, 1963). The process empowered and increased ownership amongst farmer participants.

FFs reported that following the vision building workshop, farmer volunteers showed increased initiative in the upkeep of the Participatory Climate Monitoring (PCM) stations and data collection. Additionally, participation of women farmers in CCAC meetings and activities had improved.

--- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

After participating in the vision building workshop, a male farmer volunteer took the initiative to clean the rain gauge station in his habitation and record rainfall data regularly. Prior to this, rainfall data was not collected at this rain gauge station for three years.

--- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

25 Participatory Climate Monitoring (PCM) refers to a set of activities carried out by farmers to monitor climate parameters. It involves recording of rainfall, humidity, temperature, evaporation, wind velocity, wind direction and sunshine hours.
It is very satisfying to see that a male farmer volunteer from a particular habitation is collecting maximum and minimum temperatures aside from rainfall data.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

The attendance of women participants from a particular habitation has increased in HUN meetings, FCS and other trainings. Women farmers are participating regularly in the meetings. Prior to this, throughout the time of the APFAMGS project, women from those villages never attended meetings outside the village.

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 2, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Women from a few habitations were not participating in meetings outside their village. We are now pleased that they are participating in the FCS sessions and CCAC meetings. One woman farmer came forward to be the FCS Community Resource Person and participated in the FCS ToT. (She is now facilitating FCS sessions.)

-- Field Facilitator, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

In addition to the “immediate”, ‘applied” and “potential” value, the vision building exercise led to a “realized” value of improved farmer participation and ownership in data collection. These initial outcomes signified increased farmer ownership of the process. This could have been because the vision building exercise invigorated the farmers to take more ownership. Also, these responses indicated that farmers were able to perceive the relevance of the data in making decisions on crop plans. From the above, I hypothesize that engaging farmers in reflection exercises and developing follow-up action plans seemed to be effective strategies to improving their participation in CCAC activities and increasing their ownership of those institutions. Also, sustained engagement and reflective processes that used appreciative inquiry techniques motivated individual farmers and farmer groups to take meaningful action.
Roles and Responsibilities of CCAC Members

From the FFs reports and our observations during visits to project sites in November and December 2011, my co-researcher and I noticed that the roles and responsibilities of the CCAC office bearers were generic. The FFs and the researchers both felt that aligning roles and responsibilities of the CCAC office bearers with the vision and activities of the CCAC would ensure accountability of the CCAC office bearers and improve the functioning of the CCACs. Accordingly, we revised the roles and responsibilities of CCAC office bearers. FFs used the revised roles and responsibilities to orient CCAC members to improve their awareness in March and April 2012.

Farmer participants shared that aligning roles and responsibilities of office bearers with goals and objectives of the CCAC had led to greater clarity and more appropriate implementation of activities.

Assigning roles and responsibilities to office bearer would ensure implementation of activities accordingly. Each will definitely carry out their responsibilities.

Sharing of responsibilities will give good results. There will be more enthusiasm to do the work. It will lead to more commitment and skill development.
We can successfully implement the activities when committee members are aware of their responsibilities and work accordingly. Committee members will be conscious that they will have to answer in the meetings, if they do not discharge their responsibilities. If committee members were to carry out their responsibilities, there would be no differences and misunderstandings. CCAC meetings will take place properly. And we can take proper decisions and implement accordingly.

--- Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, May 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Meetings will take place effectively, if members were to discharge their responsibilities properly. It will lead to unity and coordination. They will be aware of their responsibilities and discharge them effectively.

--- Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, May 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

It is only when we have responsibilities, that we will be aware of them. It will be good to have them. It is not much if one only wishes to do (something).

--- Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, May 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Committee members will get recognition. People will respect them more. The division of responsibilities will ensure smooth implementation of the program.

--- Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, May 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

If the office bearers’ roles and responsibilities are displayed on a chart in the CCAC Office, it can serve as a reminder in the monthly meetings.

--- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, May 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Conventionally, office bearers’ positions in community-based institutions (CBIs) are perceived as prestigious and bring social recognition to those individuals. Most
persons are interested in holding these positions as it helps them to consolidate their power (or influence) within the community and could further contribute to their political growth. However, accountability in the CBIs is low. A review of roles and responsibilities of office bearers of various CBIs showed that roles and responsibilities of key office bearers were often described in general terms and not specific to the institutions goals and objectives. This may have been the reason why GMCs and HUNs failed to monitor data collection and dissemination. After the orientation on roles and responsibilities, farmer participants in the CCACs recognized their specific responsibilities\textsuperscript{26} and could identify their particular responsibilities in data collection and dissemination. Further, the differentiation of the roles and responsibilities helped ensure that one or two individuals were not burdened with the entire workload. FFs reported that this convergence between institutional goals and office bearers’ roles and responsibilities had contributed to the “realized value” of office bearers becoming more proactive in the transaction of the day-to-day business of the CCAC.

\textsuperscript{26} Farmer participants were either office bearers at the village level or Hydrological Unit level.
CCAC Sub-committees

The office bearers of the HU-level CCACs met once every quarter to review progress and to plan for the next quarter. The office bearers followed up on the decisions made and action plans prepared in the meeting. On our (my co-researcher and my) visits to women’s’ Self Help Groups (SHGs) in another project, we learned about the usefulness of the sub-committees in following up on decisions made at the organization level and in day-to-day monitoring of key activities. We shared our observations and learning with the FFs and requested that they discuss the usefulness of sub-committees with CCAC members. Following the positive response of the CCAC members, FFs worked with the HU-CCAC to form sub-committees in May and June 2012. Each sub-committee had three or more members drawn from the executive members of the HU-CCAC.

Sub-committees were formed to reduce the burden of the HU-CCAC. Farmer participants felt that the sub-committees ensured more effective monitoring and quicker flow of information on specific activities to the HU-CCAC, as it was easier for a smaller number of CCAC members to meet.

-- Female Farmer, Field Unit 2, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Creating a sub-committee for each of the tasks will improve responsibility and commitment. Sharing of work will lead to better results.
-- Female Farmer, Field Unit 2, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback
Creating sub-committees will reduce the burden and therefore ensure effective implementation. All of us cannot assemble at the same time. It will be easier for a small group of people to gather at short notice and monitor the work effectively.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Creating sub-committees to assist the CCAC will produce quality information/data. And it will be easier for the HU-CCAC to monitor.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Creating sub-committees on PCM and FCS will ensure quick flow of information. They will take responsibility. I feel sub-committees will be quite useful.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Very useful. Will lessen the workload of the office bearers.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Sub-committees can update members on the developments, especially those who cannot make it to the meetings. It will increase competition.

-- Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

They will monitor and give suggestions.

-- Female Farmer, Field Unit 2, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Farmer participants expressed that sub-committee members recognized—“potential value”—their importance, monitored the work assigned to them and brought to the attention of the HU-CCAC Executive Committee problems and issues in implementation. This helped the HU-CCAC members to deliberate and make decisions for effective implementation.
Other Project Interventions

Other project interventions that were implemented alongside the above trainings included: Participatory Climate Monitoring (PCM), Sustainable Land and Water Management (SLWM) pilots, and Farmers Climate Schools (FCS). These interventions were initiated in June 2012 and continued beyond the duration of the study.

In general, farmers felt that these interventions improved their awareness on climate change/variability and strengthened their capacity to adapt to the climate change/variability.

We learned about climate change from participating in the monthly meetings (habitation level-CCACs) and Farmer Climate Schools (FCS).

Ways of measuring weather parameters are interesting. We particularly like measuring humidity, temperatures, and intensity of sunshine.

We very much appreciate establishing PCM stations and entrusting their maintenance to us. We are now doing what we imagined only scientists and officers could do. It is very satisfying for us to measure the various weather parameters and provide the data to the project.
FFs established PCM stations in consultation with us. Collection of PCM data by farmers and management of PCM stations by farmers is very satisfying. We used to learn about weather forecasts from television and newspapers. Presently, we are monitoring the PCM stations and collecting data. Through this we are developing a perspective on weather. This is very satisfying to us.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, Focus group discussion, October 2012, Post-intervention

We are pleased with the efforts to introduce techniques such as mulching, use of organic fertilizers, and new paddy varieties to improve farmer knowledge

-- Female Farmer, Field Unit 2, Focus group discussion, September 2012, Post-intervention

Humans are optimists. A tamarind tree has hundreds of fruit. When you throw a stone, at least one tamarind fruit will fall. We participate in trainings hoping that we would learn at least one new thing.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, Focus group discussion, October 2012, Post-intervention

In the implementation of SLWM Pilots, we liked FFs asking farmers’ opinions on which crops to experiment with and as well as asking farmers to share their practices. ... One important thing that we are learning is analyzing the income and expenditure of pilot and control plots and assessing (with farmers which one is most effective.

-- Male farmer, Field Unit 1, Focus group discussion, October 2012, Post-intervention

In the implementation of SLWM Pilots, we liked FFs asking farmers’ opinions on which crops to experiment with and as well as asking farmers to share their practices. ... One important thing that we are learning is analyzing the income and expenditure of pilot and control plots and assessing (with farmers which one is most effective.

-- Male farmer, Field Unit 1, Focus group discussion, October 2012, Post-intervention

Farmers responses that: ‘they are now able to collect weather data, which they imagined only scientists and officers could do’ and that ‘data collection is helping them develop a perspective on weather’ points to an increased sense of pride and ownership of the new interventions—an “applied value”. Further, the above quotes demonstrate that
Farmer participants “valued” the new knowledge and skills on climate monitoring and agricultural practices that they learned from participating in capacity building activities as these improved their agricultural practices—a “realized value”. This indicated that the interventions addressed the emergent needs of farmers in the project area (Knowles, 1978). Additionally, farmers stated that they were pleased that they were consulted when introducing these new interventions. This validates the positive impact of FFs’ community of practice on their communication and work with farmers—a “realized value”.

Farmer participants also shared examples of how weather data helped them make informed decisions on pest control measures and irrigating crops.

"Observing infestation of sucking pest in his tomato crop, my friend went to the adjacent town to purchase pesticide. He called me to find out which pesticide is most effective. I told him that, ‘it has been cloudy for the past two days and I heard in the news that it will remain the same for another two days. I learned in the Farmer Climate School that infestation of sucking pests reduces with reduction in the intensity of sunlight and temperatures. So, you don’t need to purchase pesticide.’ He did not purchase pesticide. As a result, his expenses came down.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Observing infestation of sucking pest in his tomato crop, my friend went to the adjacent town to purchase pesticide. He called me to find out which pesticide is most effective. I told him that, “it has been cloudy for the past two days and I heard in the news that it will remain the same for another two days. I learned in the Farmer Climate School that infestation of sucking pests reduces with reduction in the intensity of sunlight and temperatures. So, you don’t need to purchase pesticide.” He did not purchase pesticide. As a result, his expenses came down.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, August 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Observing the evaporimeter in my field I am able to understand that when evaporation is high, loss of soil moisture is greater in the field. Observing this, I felt that my crops needed more irrigation. But, the yield of my borewell is low. Therefore, I used sprinkler and drip to irrigate the standing crops. I got
good yields without using much water. I see a connection between the rate of evaporation and the number of irrigations that are needed for my crops.

--- Female Farmer, Field Unit 2, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

Aside from gaining new knowledge and skills and the use of farmer-friendly methods, farmers were also pleased with concrete results that materialized from sustained efforts to sensitize the local community and policy makers. In the pre-intervention interviews farmer participants expressed helplessness to contain drilling of new borewells or further deepening of existing borewells in Field Unit 1. However, the collaborative efforts of the FFs of Field Unit 1 and the local CCAC during the implementation phase of the action research seemed to have yielded tangible results.

--- Female Farmer, Field Unit 2, February 2012, CCAC members’ feedback

In our mandal, water table levels have receded to more than 1000 feet. We have asked farmers not to deepen and drill new borewells in GMC and CCAC meetings. Even though, some farmers have drilled beyond 1000 feet and pumped water using 25 hp motors. However, the yield of the borewell was only for a short duration. Field unit 1 has encouraged farmers (GMCs) to display static and pumping water levels in the village square and disseminate these messages in crop-water budgeting workshops. The government has now recognized this and declared the particular mandal as a dark area—deepening or drilling of new borewells is prohibited.

--- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, Focus group discussion, October 2012, Post-intervention

Farmers acknowledged that the relevance of the training inputs and increased knowledge led to more informed decisions and improved practices, which resulted in reduction of input costs and increased yields.

--- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, Focus group discussion, October 2012, Post-intervention
improve agricultural practices. Additionally, farmers demonstrated an in-depth understanding of the content presented in the CCAC capacity building activities. This indicated that farmer participants were quite interested in the content and proceedings of the trainings. Also, this signified active participation on the part of the farmers and demonstrating their ability to use the training content to strengthen their institutions and improve agricultural practices. From this, one can infer that there was both relevance and immediacy of the content (Knowles, 1978). Aside from improving communication between FFs and farmer participants in training activities, FFs practicing collective planning, reflecting, and documenting in implementing training activities led to the “realized value” of improved farmers’ practices and further strengthened FFs’ community of practice.

**Farmers’ Perceptions about Facilitation Methods**

When reviewing FFs’ reflections and our observations during visits to both the field units, we found that FFs needed specific technical assistance on non-formal education methods and ways of facilitating key project concepts, such as what is weather, climate, climate change, climate variability, factors causing climate change, and adaptation options. Accordingly, my co-researcher and I designed and facilitated a Training of Trainer (ToT) workshop for the FFs in February 2012 to address their training needs. FFs then used the learning from this workshop and our inputs when implementing farmer trainings.

Farmers appreciated the use of non-formal education methods in the trainings as it helped to develop a better understanding of the concepts. Women participants, in
particular, stated that they liked small group discussions as it allowed them to share their experiences and views.

Games, small group discussions, large group discussions, exposure visits, and demonstrations are used in trainings to retain farmer attention when imparting technical information. We are able to easily understand these concepts and share it with other farmers. This is satisfying.

Rather than share the information with all the participants in the large group (30 participants), FFs have encouraged us to discuss the information in small groups. This provides an opportunity for every participant to share their experiences and views. Women, too, had an opportunity to speak and share their experiences. This is very satisfying to us.

Rather than share the information with all the participants in the large group (30 participants), FFs have encouraged us to discuss the information in small groups. This provides an opportunity for every participant to share their experiences and views. Women, too, had an opportunity to speak and share their experiences. This is very satisfying to us.

From the above quotes, I conclude that inclusion of small group activities improved farmer participation—an “immediate value” for FFs from practicing collective planning, reflection, and documentation. Aside from that, opportunities to participate in small group discussions improved farmers’ confidence, particularly that of women, to speak in larger gatherings—a “realized value”.

Female Farmer, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Female Farmer, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention
When you discuss a thing in a large group of 30 participants, only two or three participants speak. On the other hand, we like small group discussions as everyone gets an opportunity to share their experiences/views and this leads to participation of all present. Everyone gets an opportunity to speak in small groups. Especially, women are getting an opportunity to share their views. When small group discussions are reported out in large group, members of other groups review them to see if new ideas or information is being shared. This creates a healthy competition amongst members and leads to effective participation in the trainings.

In the past, I have attended several meetings organized by government departments and gram sabhas. However, I did not speak even once. In the APFAMGS and SPACC meetings, the awareness of all members has improved, for example on measuring water levels, sowing crops and using water saving practices taking into consideration the water balance, knowledge of organic agriculture practices, and monitoring weather. This is very satisfying.

We have attended several women’s group meetings. The opportunities to share our views and experiences are minimal as we have to listen to what the government officials say and follow their instructions. They never check whether it is feasible or not to follow their instructions. In trainings, they tell and we listen.

Farmers appreciated opportunities to share their experiences and views. Such opportunities were perceived as valuing their knowledge and experience—a key principle of andragogy (Knowles, 1978). Consequently, this practice improved farmers’ motivation and thereby, reduced the load of life (McClusky, 1963).
Participation in small group discussions, large group discussions, monthly meetings, HU meetings, Farmer Climate Schools has improved our (women’s) confidence. Also, sharing what we learned with others has brought us some recognition as well. This is very satisfying.

-- Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

We have developed good relations with farmers from other villages in the HU by participating in farmer trainings and meetings regularly. Consequently, we are able to help each other in times of need. The meetings and trainings have facilitated this.

-- Female Farmer, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

FFs established PCM stations in consultation with us. Collection of PCM data by farmers and management of PCM stations by farmers is very satisfying. We used to learn about weather forecasts from television and newspapers. Presently, we are monitoring the PCM stations and collecting data. Through this we are developing a perspective on weather. This is very satisfying to us.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 1, October 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Farmers said that they valued the training inputs. Further, they stated that they appreciated opportunities to share their experiences and views. Additionally, they valued the consultative process in making key decisions. As discussed earlier, they were particularly excited that the climate monitoring stations were brought to their doorstep and that they were assigned the responsibility of data collection and upkeep of stations that are usually done by ‘technically qualified persons’. Also, they were able to use the data they collected to make informed decisions on crop management. From the above
discussion one can surmise that the training content and non-formal education processes used by the FFs made the farmers feel empowered. All this attested to the “realized value” of improved farmer participation.

**Challenges to Farmers’ Communication and Ownership**

Aside from FFs’ delivery of training, other factors influenced farmers’ communication and work with FFs and farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring. Some of these were documented in FFs’ reports and others surfaced when we asked FFs and farmers to identify challenges to farmers’ communication in trainings and ownership of project activities in the post-intervention focus group discussions.

**Social factors:** In the post-intervention discussions on factors constraining farmer participation in trainings, farmers shared that social factors constrained them from actively participating in the trainings. This situation appeared to be more challenging for women farmers.

---

**Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention**

We at times hold back from sharing our experiences, views, and opinions as we are nervous that others might misunderstand us. Even though some of us are knowledgeable, we hold back. Also, we feel shy as we think we may not be able to express ourselves well enough for others to understand. We tell ourselves, we could have shared well if we had more experience in public speaking.

---

**Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention**

We at times hold back from sharing our experiences, views, and opinions as we are nervous that others might misunderstand us. Even though some of us are knowledgeable, we hold back. Also, we feel shy as we think we may not be able to express ourselves well enough for others to understand. We tell ourselves, we could have shared well if we had more experience in public speaking.

---

We at times hold back from sharing our experiences, views, and opinions as we are nervous that others might misunderstand us. Even though some of us are knowledgeable, we hold back. Also, we feel shy as we think we may not be able to express ourselves well enough for others to understand. We tell ourselves, we could have shared well if we had more experience in public speaking.

---

**Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention**

We at times hold back from sharing our experiences, views, and opinions as we are nervous that others might misunderstand us. Even though some of us are knowledgeable, we hold back. Also, we feel shy as we think we may not be able to express ourselves well enough for others to understand. We tell ourselves, we could have shared well if we had more experience in public speaking.
We (women) feel shy and nervous about sharing our views and experiences in front of men folk in the workshop. The situation in the villages is different (more conservative). We like to share our views, but we get very few opportunities to speak. In case, we muster the courage to speak we may invite belittling comments like: “Don’t we know? She speaks as if she alone knows about this?” People who encourage are few, while those who ridicule are many. Therefore, we are not able to speak in meetings and workshops.

-- Female Farmer, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

Overcoming social factors constraining participation required sustained use of methods that promoted farmer participation. Farmers’ responses on small group learning activities introduced by the FFs in farmer trainings indicated that they were effective strategies in helping farmers overcome their inhibitions and improve participation.

**Multiple demands on farmers’ time:** Instances of FFs consulting with farmers ahead of time to schedule the training events and changing training plans and facilitation methods to suit farmers’ needs were discussed earlier, in the section on FFs’ collective planning. FFs’ collective planning led to discussing field realities and farmer needs when planning and implementing activities accordingly. While collective planning led to development of realistic plans, multiple demands on farmers’ time continued to affect how farmers communicated in trainings.

Despite attending training programs, we are not able to communicate effectively in the trainings because of irregular power supply. We are not able to stay focused.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

....
We attend the training. In the two hours that we have, we wish to discuss issues quickly and leave. The reasons that we have to leave are related to power outages and shortage of labor. Given this short duration of time, we are not able to fully discuss certain issues.

-- Male Farmer, Field Unit 2, September 2012, Focus group discussion, Post-intervention

These farmers concerns indicated that FFs needed to be conscious of these multiple demands on farmers’ time and make a sustained efforts to structure the training content to focus on delivering core messages and adopt facilitation methods that kept farmers engaged without consuming too much of their time. Additionally, FFs’ planning needed to take into account that they had to be prepared, when necessary, to make on the spot alterations in the content and facilitation methods in a training. Aside from helping FFs develop realistic plans, collective planning enhanced their preparedness to cope with on-the-spot challenges.

Transportation: Another issue that impacted farmer attendance and communication was transportation. While monthly meetings of village level CCACs were organized in the evenings, trainings and quarterly meetings of HU level institutions were conducted during the day to enable farmers from neighboring villages to participate in the training. Usually farmer trainings were organized at a village that was centrally located as it was convenient for farmers from surrounding habitations to gather there. However, some of the habitations were remote and regular transportation was not available. Therefore, farmers often found it difficult to reach the training venue on time.

Given that participants’ habitations were located in different directions, only a few farmers could be accommodated each time in the jeep. Hiring of additional jeeps to mobilize farmers would increase the costs. Therefore, farmers who were picked up first usually waited for the rest of the farmer participants to gather. This waiting not only frustrated them, but increased their anxiety to get back to work. As a result, farmers were
unable to participate optimally in discussions. Though FFs believed improving transportation facilities would reduce farmer frustration and improve their communication in trainings, doing so was beyond the control of both FFs and farmers.

Some of the habitations are far away and there is no transportation to these habitations, farmers from these habitations are late to the training.

The FCS sessions are not being implemented as planned because members are not coming /collecting on time.

Improving transportation facilities will increase farmer attendance.

With the support of FOs from other field units, the FOs of these two field units brought this to the attention of the project management and requested allocation of additional funds to hire additional transport to mobilize farmer participants to the trainings. The project management responded positively and additional funds for budgeted for transporting farmers to trainings in 2013. Thus, the FOs’ role was critical in communicating these challenges to the project management and finding feasible solutions.

**Foregone wages:** Most farmers and their families are covered under the National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS), wherein they are provided gainful employment for 100 days in a year. As the daily wage fixed in NREGS is considerably higher compared to the labor rates prevailing in many rural areas, this has caused labor rates in rural areas to increase considerably. Consequently, the costs of farming have
gone up as well. Farmer participants felt that they lost daily wages from participating in the trainings and requested that they be compensated the daily wage for participating in the training.

Farmer participants stated that they valued knowledge and skills gained from participation in trainings. At the same time, they looked for immediate financial gains.

Several development projects in the general area where the study took place compensated
farmers with daily wages and provided transportation and food for participation in the meetings. Further, women members of the SHG groups were also compensated with daily wages, and provided transportation and food for participation in the meetings and trainings. Consequently, farmer participants felt that they should be financially compensated by the project for loss of their wages when participating in training events.

Compensating farmers for their participation undermines the principle that farmers participate in the trainings to learn useful information. In a scenario where various political parties and other interest groups mobilize farmers and daily wage laborers to participate in their meetings by compensating them their daily wages, it would be challenging to assess the relevance of training content to farmers’ livelihoods if farmers were to be compensated for participating in trainings. An effective strategy should be three-pronged. First, synchronize training content to farmers’ immediate needs so that farmers can perceive the immediate relevance of the training inputs. Secondly, use multiple dissemination strategies to give adequate publicity on the relevance of training content to farmers’ livelihoods. Thirdly, fund training inputs (including participants’ travel and food) rather than pay farmers to participate in trainings when introducing new technologies to rural communities. Once farmers experience the short-term benefits from new knowledge and skills gained in training, one might try to transition to a ‘farmer-to-farmer’ transmission of that knowledge and skills through field days, exposure visits, etc. to a mode of operation where farmers are encouraged to make small payment for participation in training activities. This would make training inputs demand-driven rather than supply-driven.
Conclusion

FFs’ collective practices provided them an opportunity to surface challenges to farmer communication and work with FFs’ and farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring. Additionally, the discussions helped explore feasible solutions. Further, FFs’ documentation helped in documenting the issues and strategies to overcome the issues. For example, FOs successfully negotiated with the project management for additional funds to undertake repairs of observation wells and rain gauge stations and cover farmer travel expenses to trainings and meetings. The initial outcomes of FFs’ collective practices showed promise of engaging farmers in a sustained manner to address issues in farmer communication and ownership. On farmers’ issues that lie beyond FFs’ purview, the outputs of their practices seemed to offer resources for the FFs to resolve or represent the issues effectively. Thus, FOs played a critical role in communicating implementation challenges to the project management and identifying workable solutions.

In the next chapter, I discuss the study findings under each research question. I then follow with a discussion of the conclusions drawn from the research findings, implications for practice, ‘what I did not learn from the study’, and questions for further research.
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This study took place in a project that aimed to create greater preparedness of rural communities to face the inevitability of climate change. Creating preparedness requires sustained efforts to build local knowledge and practices, introducing new skills and information and changing attitudes. The study demonstrated that collective planning, observation, reflection, and documentation assisted FFs to act purposefully to improve communication with farmers by ensuring continuity between trainings, identifying implementation issues, and engaging insiders—i.e. FFs in a field unit—and outsiders—both farmers and project management—to identify feasible solutions to address implementation issues. These processes were found to be critical for engaging farmers in a sustained manner to build their individual and collective capacities to make informed decisions and build community preparedness to adapt to climate change and variability.

In this concluding chapter, I begin with a discussion of the conceptual framework and then discuss the study findings organized by each research question. Later, I discuss the conclusions drawn from the research findings and implications for practice. I end the chapter with a discussion on ‘what I did not learn from the study’ and questions for further research.

Study Findings

Participatory approaches call for active participation of local stakeholders in the development processes. Facilitating effective local participation calls for understanding of local realities. To understand the local realities and what works in the local situation,
field facilitators need to be open to learning the specifics of the local context from farmers and community members who may be less educated and who articulate their knowledge in non-academic ways. This calls for developing relations based on understanding, mutual respect and trust between FFs and farmers. Understanding and appreciating local knowledge, experiences, values, interests, and resources requires FFs to invest time and energy. The communities of practice theory provides the framework and tools for FFs to develop a deeper understanding of their interactions with farmers, and identify effective ways of building farmers’ capacities, through improving and strengthening of FFs’ collective practices.

In the project setting, field facilitators had a shared interest to improve farmers’ knowledge and skills, and to change farmers’ attitudes. In pursuit of this, they collectively developed plans for farmer trainings, learned new or improved existing skills for more effective delivery of training content, and implemented and followed up on farmer trainings. The characteristics of a community of practice were found to be present in FFs’ ongoing work to a very limited degree prior to the action research portion of the study. The action research intervention assisted FFs working in the two field units to cultivate their community of practice by introducing them to a set of collective practices—collective planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting farmer capacity building activities. These practices created a “rhythm” for the FFs’ community of practice, facilitated a “dialogue” on the inside amongst the FFs, and facilitated a “dialogue” with outsiders—farmers and project management—all of which resulted in improved farmer training outcomes. The process built on FFs’ current practices and encouraged them to improve coordination and sharing of tasks amongst themselves
through collective planning and implementation and strengthened ongoing farmer training practices through peer-to-peer feedback and collective reflections. Additionally, FFs’ collective reflections helped identify the “value” of their collective practices in improving their communication with farmers.

Wenger, Trayner, and Laat’s (2011) framework on ‘value creation in communities and networks’ helped assess the “immediate”, “potential”, “applied”, and “realized” value of FFs’ community of practice through reviewing multiple sets of data generated by the study to portray a holistic picture of the value that the FFs’ community of practice created for them and for the farmer participants. Here I summarize the findings of the study under each research question.

How did the action research interventions influence the way FFs and farmers communicated and worked together, according to FFs and farmers?

At the beginning of the SPACC project, both farmers and FFs were positive about their communications and working relationships with each other carrying over from the earlier APFAGMS project. In our baseline discussions with farmer participants from both field units, farmers acknowledged the relevance of APFAMGS project inputs. Also, they said that that they shared their experiences (previous experiences and field experiments) during farmer trainings. FFs also reported that they learned from farmers. This signified that FFs valued farmers’ experience and knowledge. However, my co-researcher’s and my visits to project sites and follow-up discussions with farmers and field facilitators revealed that there were lapses in the groundwater management practices farmers had implemented during the previous project. Local-level farmer institutions were observed
as being passive in addressing maintenance issues of data collection equipment and
deepening of wells in their hydrological units. Rather than sustaining farmers’ interest in
data collection through “dialogue” that focused on the relevance of data to farmers in
crop-water management and the importance of institutional monitoring of data collection,
FFs felt that providing material or financial incentives to farmer participants could have
enhanced their commitment and ensured greater consistency in data collection. But
providing material or financial incentives to farmer participants contradicted with the
project objectives of farmer volunteerism. The project’s view that the recognition and
respect farmers’ gain within their communities for collecting and disseminating data
would sustain their motivation in data collection wasn’t effective on the ground and it
appeared that the FFs too did not concur with the project’s objective. This demonstrated
that the dialogue amongst FFs within each field unit and between the field units and
project management needed to be improved to identify effective strategies to improve
farmer participation and ownership of essential data collection.

Following the action research intervention, FFs felt that use of collective practices
in planning and implementing farmer trainings led to greater clarity in FFs’ roles and
responsibilities. FFs said that facilitation skills of all team members improved as they
prepared the facilitation tasks assigned to them ahead of time. This led to improved
confidence amongst FF team members. As a result, FFs were able to interact more easily
and effectively with farmers during and after trainings. Additionally, they said that
collective planning led to discussing field realities and farmer needs. FFs reported
instances of making changes to the training plans and methods in response to feedback
from farmer participants. This helped FFs to better achieve the planned objectives, and
training sessions were implemented more effectively. FFs also shared that following the vision-building workshop, farmer volunteers showed increased initiative in the upkeep of the Participatory Climate Monitoring (PCM) stations and data collection. Participation of women farmers in CCAC meetings and activities improved. Additionally, FFs shared with us that reflecting on and documenting training activities led to continuity between training events. Further, FFs felt that collective planning, observing, and reflecting improved camaraderie amongst FFs.

FFs’ reports provided strong evidence of documenting training events. Also, the reports demonstrated that issues identified during reflections sessions after a training event were addressed in a subsequent training event. Instances of FFs following up on farmers’ requests for additional information and materials to illustrate the concepts of climate change and variability were documented in FFs’ reports. Also, the reports documented that FFs’ efforts to improve farmers’ attendance were successful. FFs reported that they referred to the previous report when planning for a training event. Thus, the reports had an “applied value” as they served as a future reference and ensured continuity between training events. It was also observed that FFs used documentation from previous training events to orient new project staff.

Review of the FFs’ reports confirmed that they used the observation checklist to record their observations on the facilitation skills of their peers. Also, the reverse side of some of the observation checklists contained suggestions on ways to improve facilitation. As a separate observation checklist was used for each facilitator, this helped provide specific feedback to a particular facilitator. FFs’ use of the observation checklist to provide peer-to-peer feedback helped them improve their facilitation over time.
In the post-intervention focus group discussions, farmers said that they appreciated the use of non-formal education methods in the trainings as doing so helped them develop a better understanding of technical concepts. Women participants, in particular, stated that they liked small group discussions as that particular method allowed them to share their experiences and views more freely and openly. Farmers also appreciated opportunities to share their experiences and views. Small group discussions also provided opportunity for literate farmers to document the discussion outputs and present them in the large group. Farmers perceived such opportunities as valuing their knowledge and experience—a key principle of andragogy (Knowles, 1978).

The data provided strong evidence data that collective planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting improved FFs’ facilitation skills, led to development of realistic plans, and improved farmer participation and training outcomes. The above discussion indicates that FFs’ collective practices have improved the communication between FFs and farmers and their working relationships with each other.

**How did the action research interventions influence farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring, according to FFs and farmers?**

In pre-intervention interviews, farmer participants who had previously participated in the Farmer Water Schools (FWS), acknowledged the relevance of APFAMGS project inputs. This was attributed to the timeliness of the inputs, as farmers were experiencing a sense of helplessness because of their inability to comprehend groundwater dynamics and that poor crop-water management led to frequent crop losses. Farmers acknowledged that they had made changes in crop-water management practices.
They reported that they monitored groundwater levels, estimated groundwater balance and made decisions on which crops to plant accordingly. Farmers explained that they now grew irrigated dry crops. All of this demonstrated that farmers made more informed decisions on crop choices and crop-water management than they had in the past. Further, farmers stated that with the PHM equipment provided by the project they were able to estimate the groundwater draft and recharge. Farmers said that they had turned from fatalism—sow after the first rains and pray to the rain god—to pragmatism. However, my co-researcher’s and my visits to project sites and follow-up discussions with farmers and field facilitators during baseline data collection revealed that there were lapses in the groundwater management practices farmers had implemented during the previous project. Project staff observed that local level farmer institutions were passive in addressing maintenance issues of data collection equipment and deepening of wells in their hydrological units.

Between September 2011 and October 2012 FFs implemented a series of capacity building activities to build the institutional strength of CCACs and to increase their awareness of the concepts of climate change and variability and the need to adapt to climate variability.

Farmer participants, during the post-intervention focus group discussions, reported that the vision building exercise improved members’ awareness of past activities and helped them visualize CCAC goals for the next three years—an “immediate value”. Additionally, farmers said that the outputs of the exercise provided direction to the CCAC members and helped them develop an action plan for the ensuing year for their CCAC—an “applied value”. Further, they believed that the action plan had the “potential
value” as it clearly specified the activities to be accomplished each month and thus served as a tool to monitor and review progress.

Farmer participants reported that aligning roles and responsibilities of office bearers with goals and objectives of the CCAC had led to greater clarity and more appropriate implementation of activities. Farmer participants, who were office bearers either at the village or HU level, expressed that they could identify their particular responsibilities in data collection and dissemination. Further, they felt that differentiation of the roles and responsibilities helped ensure that one or two individuals were not burdened with the entire workload. Farmer participants felt that the sub-committees ensured more effective monitoring and quicker flow of information on specific activities to the HU-CCAC, as it was easier for a smaller number of CCAC members to meet. Farmer participants expressed that sub-committee members recognized—“potential value”—the importance of their roles, monitored the work assigned to them and brought to the attention of the HU Executive Committee problems and issues in implementation. This helped the HU-CCAC members to deliberate and make decisions for more effective implementation than before.

Farmers acknowledged the “immediate value” of the training inputs as the inputs improved their knowledge and led to more informed decisions and improved practices. Farmers’ responses indicated that they were well informed and had an in-depth understanding of the process. Farmers opined that these activities had an “applied value” as it helped them stay focused and implement activities in accordance with projected goals. It appeared that the trainings had a “potential value” as the process and output
invigorated CCAC members, which led to a “realized value” of improved farmer participation and ownership in the upkeep of PCM stations and data collection.

FFs opined that their collective practices aside from building their skills and improving delivery of the training content led to better interactions with farmer participants and resulted in improved farmer participation in CCAC activities. FFs shared numerous examples of farmer participants demonstrating increased initiative in the maintenance of the Participatory Climate Monitoring (PCM) stations and regular collection of data. Further, participation of women farmers in CCAC meetings and activities had improved. Also, FFs reported that CCAC office bearers had become more proactive in the transaction of the day-to-day business of the CCAC. This also ensured regular data collection and dissemination on key climate parameters, which was critical for farmers to make informed decisions on their crops. This showed a marked improvement in farmers’ participation in CCAC activities.

The CCAC capacity building activities implemented following the action research intervention made the farmers feel recognized and empowered. All this led to the “realized value” of improved farmer participation. Thus, the initial outcomes of FFs’ collective practices showed promise of engaging farmers in a sustained manner to address issues in farmer participation and ownership.
What other factors influenced FFs’ and farmers’ communications and work with each other, and influenced farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring?

FFs, in general, were positive about their participation in the community of practice. When specifically asked to identify constraints in continuing key elements of their community of practice for future planning in the post-intervention focus group discussions, FFs reported that finding time and energy to continue collective practices was a challenge because these activities were added to their existing workload. FFs reported that documentation increased their workload. They acknowledged that writing reports was somewhat difficult, and not all FFs had equivalent skills to do so, being more accustomed to sharing their experiences orally rather than in writing. Also, FFs reported that they needed to improve their use of the observation checklist. This highlighted the importance of a work environment that is conducive to FFs’ continued practice of collective planning, reflecting, and documenting in the design and implementation of farmer trainings.

The support of FOs, in particular, was invaluable in initiating and sustaining these collective practices amongst FFs during and after the research period. They openly encouraged the FFs to engage in collective planning and reflection. Additionally, FOs in both field units participated in the FFs’ collective reflection and provided guidance to the FFs in preparation of the training reports. Further, FOs reviewed the feedback that my co-researcher and I provided to the FFs on the training reports and ensured that FFs addressed those points in future reports. Thus, FOs’ leadership was critical for continuity of practice.
FOs supported these practices as they believed the practices had the “potential value” to improve FFs’ training skills and practices and, as a result, increase and sustain farmer participation. The usefulness of the outcomes of the practices in field officers’ day-to-day project work was important for their buy-in. FOs shared that participating in the field visit reflection exercise helped them get a perspective on how things went in the field and what kinds of support the FFs needed. Further, the field officers shared that the observation checklist helped them to identify individual strengths, assign responsibilities, and develop a capacity building plan for the FFs. In the post-intervention reflections, field officers shared that improved documentation, an output of FFs’ collective practices, had an “immediate value” as it made it easier for FOs to monitor and review implementation. Additionally, FFs’ reflections and documentation of farmer training activities came in handy for field officers to present farmer participation issues effectively to the project management. FOs’ support remained critical to mentoring FFs to continue with the collective practices.

Despite farmers valuing knowledge and skills gained from participating in trainings, other factors influenced farmers communication and work with FFs and farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and monitoring of weather parameters. Farmer participants shared that they held back from sharing experiences and opinions as they were nervous that other farmers might mistake their actions and become critical of them as a result. This situation appeared to be more challenging for women farmers. Farmers also pointed out that erratic power supply, labor shortages and other demands on their time affected how they communicated in trainings. As a result, farmers sometimes turned up late or left early. However, they often regretted that early departure from a
training session reduced the time left for small group discussions. Another issue that impacted farmers’ attendance and communication was that of transportation. Some of the habitations were remote and regular transportation was not available. Therefore, farmers found it difficult to reach the training venue on time. FFs shared with us that those farmers who reached the training venue ahead of others felt frustrated and were anxious to return to their work. This affected their participation in discussions. Aside from the above constraints to communication, the practice of compensating farmers for their participation in trainings seemed to undermine the principle that farmers participate in the trainings to learn useful information.

**Implications for Practice**

Several key issues emerged during the action research intervention that had a defining impact on field facilitators’ and farmers’ ways of communicating with each other and working together. The action research intervention allowed the field facilitators, farmers and the research team to develop responses to each key issue. Implications for future practice include integrating the following as intentional objectives into the design for new projects similar to that in which the research took place:

- Cultivating communities of practice among agricultural field facilitators has demonstrable benefits in improving communications and work with farmers;
- Collective planning improves understanding of individual field facilitator’s roles and responsibilities as well as the collective roles and responsibilities in a larger community of practice;
• Use of reflection on processes and outcomes from training and field interactions with farmers ensures better continuity in engaging farmers;

• Providing strong support to FFs in sustained use of collective practices in engaging farmers can translate into increased farmer participation and improved farmer ownership;

• Buy-in of the local manager (field officer) is critical for initiating and sustaining the collective practices that cultivate a community of practice;

• Including the development of collective practices in FFs’ job description could facilitate formation of community of practice and sustain it;

• Ensuring that the number of FFs is proportional to the tasks and field unit operational area could provide FFs the space and time to engage in collective practices;

• Field facilitators need sustained support as they experiment with new tools and practices and integrate these tools and practices into their everyday work tasks;

• Field facilitators appreciate being valued by their supervisors and that such recognition is important in institutionalizing new practices into one’s personal work and cultivating a community of practice among field facilitators;

• Building on current knowledge and practices is not only the most appropriate place to begin, but makes the participants (FFs and farmers) feel recognized and leads to ownership of the content and practices being introduced;

• Non-formal education training methods are effective in giving voice to women farmers;
• It is necessary to frequently check in on and verify the status of farmer motivation to engage in activities that aim to strengthen their preparedness to climate change;

• Providing adequate time and sustained support over time to FFs is important for them to experiment with new approaches to their work, new roles and responsibilities, new ways of documenting project outcomes, and assessing their individual and collective attainment of project goals and objectives;

• Action research is an effective means of identifying constraints in an on-going project, engaging project staff and project participants in on-the-ground research activities that identify solutions which contribute to increasing the effectiveness of both project staff and farmers in meeting project goals and objectives; and

• Project activities can empower field facilitators and farmers to use a project as a means to surface constraints in implementation and collectively identify and study possible ways to tackle the constraints to sustain interest of key project players over time.

What I Did Not Learn from the Study

A few questions remain unaddressed to develop a deeper understanding of the impact of FFs’ community of practice in improving their communication and work with farmers and farmers’ ownership of groundwater management and weather monitoring.

• The study did not adequately assess the issue of social distance between project staff and farmers, and in particular that of project staff (field facilitators) working most closely with farmers. Greater farmer initiative and
ownership of climate change preparedness will need much more farmer confidence building and less intervention by project staff.

- Also, the study did not adequately assess the issue of FFs’ motivation to continue to use the collective practices after the project came to an end.

- Further, the study did not investigate additional tools and supports that FFs might need to strengthen and sustain their community of practice, and improve their communication and work with farmers.

- Furthermore, the study did not assess buy-in, or how to develop ownership, on the part of senior management for the development and institutionalization of the communities of practice concept.

Questions for Further Research

The issues suggested here for further research are not listed in any particular order as each of the suggested areas is extremely interdependent. The study demonstrated that FFs’ collective practices led to development of a shared repertoire of skills and resources, improved their training skills, strengthened relationships amongst team members, and contributed to a nascent community of practice among field facilitators. Longer-term research could reveal whether these initial outcomes translated into the development of a strong community of practice among field facilitators that in turn led to sustained farmer ownership of project inputs and outcomes.

Additionally, the study findings indicated that Field Officers found the outputs of FFs’ collective practices useful as it provided them with higher quality information on project implementation. The same research model could be used with Field Officers or
Project Scientists to study the effectiveness of communities of practice on the quality of their interactions with field facilitators, its consequences on interactions between field facilitators, farmers, and farmer organizations; and document changes in practices and perceptions of Field Officers and Project Scientists.

This study confirmed the value of taking an action research approach to solving problems within a project. If one were to go forward in examining these kinds of interactions that now involve higher levels of project management, one could envision at least two potential research questions for further study that are based on an action research approach. These are:

1. What kind of training and orientation is needed for Field Officers and Project Scientists to have these key management positions support the development of communities of practice amongst field facilitators, thus ensuring that all levels of project staff are included in the development of and support for FFs playing their key role in project implementation?

2. What kind of processes and content are needed in the development of communities of practice at a higher level in project management, thus ensuring that all levels of project management are supportive of innovations like “communities of practice” in similar projects?

Furthermore, one could envision additional research that would use an action research approach to:

- What are possible solutions to issues affecting FFs’ and farmers’ communication and abilities to work together more efficiently and effectively
to further develop climate change preparedness or other agriculture innovations?

- What new approaches and methods could motivate farmers and other community members to collectively work to find ways to build community preparedness to climate change and mitigate the negative impact of climate change over time?

- What is the level of farmers’ ownership of processes and mastery of technologies needed to sustain practices and build community resilience to climate change when projects come to an end, or when there is a lapse in time between projects?

The study demonstrated that FFs were willing to take up additional tasks and collective practices when they saw immediate value to what was being introduced. Given the length of the research, it was less clear about FFs’ motivation to continue to use those collective practices after the project came to an end. An important issue in need of further research is:

- What is the role of rewards (recognition of a job well done, increased responsibility, promotion, increased salary due to promotion) on FFs’ receptivity to participation and integration of innovations into their practice and work?

The evaluation designs which one finds in projects similar to the SPACC project are often not flexible, participatory, or user friendly. Research is needed to help identify how to make project evaluation designs more responsive to project goals and objectives, keeping in mind that those individuals charged with day-to-day monitoring and
assessment activities are those with the least amount of training in monitoring and evaluation methodology. This calls for the development of more user-friendly monitoring and evaluation tools and activities and the use of evaluation data to inform changes in project design, while projects are being implemented. One could imagine a research question along the lines of the following:

- What kind of project-wide evaluation design, tools and practices are needed to assess the impact of improved FFs’ interactions (e.g., use of new collective practices) on farmers’ participation and ownership of new technical content and practices?
A. DISSERTATION LOGIC MODEL

Lack of effective communication between FFs and farmers undermined farmer ownership, which is critical to generate usable local data and identify adaptive climate change strategies.

**Situation**
Improving interactions between FFs and farmers

**Priorities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What we invest</th>
<th>What we do</th>
<th>Who we reach</th>
<th>What the short term results are</th>
<th>What the medium term results are</th>
<th>What the ultimate impact(s) is</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Introduced FFs to new collective practices of planning, observing, reflecting, and documenting</td>
<td>1) Assisted FFs in use of collective practices to design and implement CCAC capacity building activities. 2) Conducted Action Research to test the effectiveness of FFs’ collective practices in improving how FFs and farmers communicated and worked together.</td>
<td>Field Facilitators (FFs) 2) Farmers</td>
<td>Learning 1) Use of collective practices led to greater clarity of roles and responsibilities amongst FFs in implementing farmer training activities. 2) Collective planning and peer-to-peer feedback improved camaraderie amongst FFs.</td>
<td>Action 1) FFs reported collective practices led to improved skills and enhanced teamwork. 2) FFs’ collective reflection and documentation of training activities led to continuity between training events</td>
<td>Conditions 1) FFs’ collective practices showed promise of engaging farmers in a sustained manner to address issues in farmer participation and ownership.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

27 Adapted from the University of Wisconsin-Extension Logic Model
### B. FIELD FACILITATORS’ (FFs’) PLANNING FORMAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
<th>Materials required</th>
<th>Assistance needed</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Date:**

**Venue:**
C. FIELD FACILITATORS’ (FFS’) REPORTING FORMAT

- Date
- Venue
- Objectives of the training / meeting
- Activities planned and roles (specify roles and responsibility for each sub-activity)
- Materials used
- Observation Checklist (one observation checklist for each FF facilitating)
- Objectives achieved
- Issues that need to be addressed
- Learning
- Follow-up Plan and Strategy
## D. FIELD FACILITATORS’ (FFs’) OBSERVATION CHECKLIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUALITATIVE INDICATORS</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Need to improve</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Very Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 Arrangements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer participants are comfortably seated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 Facilitation: Facilitator</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares session objectives with the participants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares session plan with the participants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recaps previous session at the start of the session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poses probing questions (what, why &amp; how)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourages farmers to ask questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responds/answers farmers questions respectfully</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invites farmers to demonstrate/share their experiences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses locally relevant examples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses appropriate visuals/specimens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensures continuity/smooth transition between topics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews participants learning at the end of the session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives adequate time to facilitate each content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discusses ways of improving the facilitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 Participants: CCAC members</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record farmer attendance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document session proceedings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate the session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITATIVE INDICATORS</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of participants attending the session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of questions asked by the CCAC members</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of the session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## E. PNGOs AND FIELD UNIT LOCATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PNGOs Names</th>
<th>Field Units (town, district)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bharathi Integrated Rural Development Society (BIRDS)</td>
<td>Allagadda, Kurnool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Applied Research and Extension (CARE)</td>
<td>Achampet, Mahbubnagar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Activity for Rejuvenation of Village Arts and Environment (CARVE)</td>
<td>Markapur, Prakasam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Initiatives and People’s Action (DIPA)</td>
<td>Giddalur, Prakasam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gram Vikas Samstha (GVS)</td>
<td>Madanapalle, Chittoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People’s Activity and Rural Technology Nurturing Ecological Rejuvenation (PARTNER)</td>
<td>Porumamilla, Kadapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Awareness for Integrated Development (SAID)</td>
<td>Miryalaguda, Nalgoda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Sustainable Agriculture And Forest Ecology (SAFE)</td>
<td>Cumbhum, Prakasam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Youth Association (SYA)</td>
<td>Guthi, Anantapur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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